Hearty Meals in Minutes
Ready-to-Eat Meats p. 2

- POT PIES: Canned Chicken
- PASTA: Canned Beef
- SANDWICHES: Canned Turkey
- SOUPS: Canned Ground Beef
Hearty Meals in a Hurry

A. Wholesome, Ready-to-Eat Meats
Make quick meals or have on hand for emergencies – they’re fully cooked! Minimally processed, no artificial ingredients. 5-year shelf life.

- USA MADE -

BEEF (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)

#100-014-845 / $10.99
#100-014-846 / $199.99
#1229-202 / $13.99
#1229-1202 / $139.99

CHICKEN (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)

#100-014-847 / $10.99
#100-014-848 / $199.99
#291-201 / $12.99
#1229-1201 / $139.99

PORK (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)

#100-014-849 / $10.99
#100-014-850 / $199.99
#291-204 / $12.99
#1229-1204 / $139.99

TURKEY (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)

#100-014-851 / $13.99
#100-014-852 / $219.99
#291-203 / $12.99
#1229-1203 / $139.99

GROUND BEEF (Chunks)
14-oz Can
Case of 24 (14-oz cans)
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)

#100-014-853 / $10.99
#100-014-854 / $199.99
#100-008-693 / $12.99
#100-008-694 / $139.99

"This is a wonderful product to have on hand...very tender and flavorful!"
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER

Easy, Satisfying Home-Cooked Meals

Homemade meals don’t have to be complicated. Substituting canned meat in your recipes can help you put food on the table faster – perfect for when you’re crunched for time!

On the menu this week?
Our Home-Style Chicken Pot Pie!

Find the recipe at Lehmans.com/potpie

B. Simple Soup Bases
Pair these soup bases with our canned meats and noodles for a simple, filling soup. One container makes 10 qt of stock! Gluten free, no MSG. 8-oz container.

- Beef 2 pk.
#100-014-856
Chicken 2 pk.
#100-014-858
YOUR CHOICE $12.99

C. Gluten-Free Homestyle Noodles from Amish Country
Get that wholesome, homemade taste without the gluten. Locally-made egg noodles are made with only premium ingredients. Gluten free. Each bag net wt 10 oz. Pack of 2.

- USA MADE -
Original #100-011-021
Spinach #100-011-022
YOUR CHOICE $16.99

D. Extra-Thick Egg Noodles Make All Recipes Better
Locally made. Case of four 2½-lb bags.

- USA MADE -
Medium-¼”W noodles #113-8455 / $34.99
Wide-½”W noodles #805-2263 / $34.99
Extra Wide-1”W noodles #113-8460 / $34.99

Prices and product availability are subject to change without notice. Lehman’s reserves the right to limit quantities. Not responsible for typographic errors.
©2020 by Lehman Hardware and Appliances, Inc.
E. Food That Might Outlast You...

Our freeze-dried meats and cheeses have a 25+ year shelf life! Perfect for long-term storage, no refrigeration is needed. Just add water (some items will need to be cooked before eating). Packaged in cans.

- **Chicken Breasts** (Uncooked)-12 boneless breasts per can. [Code: #100-013-577 / $69.99]
- **Chicken Patties** (Uncooked)-15 patties per can. [Code: #100-013-587 / $69.99]
- **Hamburger Patties** (Uncooked)-15-16 ground beef patties per can. [Code: #100-013-576 / $79.99]
- **Chicken Thighs** (Uncooked)-About 14-16 skinless boneless thighs per can. [Code: #100-015-859 / $99.99]
- **Beef Meatballs** (Cooked)-About 100 meatballs per can. [Code: #100-015-861 / $112.99]
- **Shrimp** (Uncooked)-Peeled shrimp, 12-oz can. [Code: #100-013-581 / $156.99]
- **Turkey Breast** (Cooked)-Contains up to 25 slices per can. [Code: #100-024-183 / $89.99]
- **Salmon Burgers** (Uncooked)-12 burgers per can. [Code: #100-024-184 / $129.99]
- **Salmon Fillets** (Uncooked)-10 fillets per can. [Code: #100-013-579 / $139.99]
- **Cod Fillets** (Uncooked)-15 fillets per can. [Code: #100-013-580 / $69.99]
- **Sweet Potato Fries**-NEW! 16 oz (equals to about 4 lb of rehydrated fries). [Code: #100-024-182 / $59.99]
- **Turkey Breakfast Sausage Links** (Cooked)-About 70-75 sausages per can. [Code: #100-015-860 / $129.99]
- **Sirloin Steaks** (Uncooked)-14 oz [Code: #100-024-174 / $189.99]
- **Corned Beef** (Cooked)-18.5 oz. [Code: #100-024-176 / $149.99]
- **Pork Chops** (Uncooked)-15-20 boneless pork chops per can. [Code: #100-013-582 / $79.99]
- **Turkey Breast** (Cooked)-Contains up to 25 slices per can. [Code: #100-024-183 / $89.99]
- **Salmon Burgers** (Uncooked)-12 burgers per can. [Code: #100-024-184 / $129.99]
- **Salmon Fillets** (Uncooked)-10 fillets per can. [Code: #100-013-579 / $139.99]
- **Cod Fillets** (Uncooked)-15 fillets per can. [Code: #100-013-580 / $69.99]
- **Sweet Potato Fries**-NEW! 16 oz (equals to about 4 lb of rehydrated fries). [Code: #100-024-182 / $59.99]

Note: Meats come in large gallon-size cans. (Above photos show meats after we rehydrated and cooked them.)

- **Pilot Bread Crackers**-Ready to eat. At least 12 crackers per can, 30-year shelf life. [Code: #100-013-583 / $14.99]
- **Powdered Butter**-Mix with water; 17 servings per can. [Code: #100-013-584 / $16.99]
- **Dehydrated Mirepoix Mix**-Celery, carrot and onion mix; rehydrate with water. 25+ year shelf life. [Code: #100-013-585 / $11.99]
- **Dehydrated Mirepoix Mix**-Celery, carrot and onion mix; rehydrate with water. 25+ year shelf life. [Code: #100-013-592 / $129.99]
Complete Your Meal with Satisfying Sides

- Bread & Butter Pickles
- Homestyle Beets
- Mustard Eggs
- Pickled Baby Beets
- Pickled Eggs
- Pickled Cured Pork Hocks
- Pickled Smoked Bologna
- Turkey Gizzards
- Pickled Hot Okra
- Pickled Snap Peas
- Sweet Hot Habanero Pickles
- Sweet Pickled Garlic
- Sweet Pickled Cauliflower
- Pickled Asparagus
- Pickled Asparagus with Jalapenos
- Hot Pickled Brussels Sprouts
- Mild Pickled Brussels Sprouts
- Marinated Mushrooms
- Original Pickled Asparagus
- Sauerkraut
- Smoked Pickled Eggs
- Pickled Hot Okra

Simple Tip: When storing canned food for emergencies, don’t forget the can opener.
A. Flavorful Appetizers in an Instant
Create mouthwatering antipasti and more with fire-grilled and marinated vegetable blends. Ready to eat right out of the jar, they’re delicious for topping off grilled sandwiches and omelets, too.

**Fire-Grilled Mixed Veggies** - A blend of mild eggplants, sweet red peppers, and fresh zucchinis. Two 9.9-oz jars.
#100-032-763
**Fire-Grilled Artichoke Hearts** - Two 9.9-oz jars.
#100-032-764
**Fire-Grilled Asparagus Spears** - Two 7.5-oz jars.
#100-032-766

YOUR CHOICE $14.99

B. Pickled Eats and Beyond
Choose from a yummy assortment.

- **Bread & Butter Pickles** - 32 oz.
  #113-9250
- **Homestyle Beets** - 32 oz.
  #100-011-448
- **Mustard Eggs** - 32 oz.
  #122-6240
- **Pickled Baby Beets** - 32 oz.
  #113-9240
- **Pickled Eggs** - 32 oz.
  #100-014-888
- **Sauerkraut** - 32 oz.
  #100-019-645
- **Smoked Pickled Eggs** - 32 oz.
  #100-009-476

YOUR CHOICE $10.99

**Mix and Match! Buy 2 or more quart jars for $9.99 each.**

- **Marinated Mushrooms** - Two 13.4-oz jars.
  #100-018-210 / $14.99
- **Pickled Asparagus** -
  - Original Two 16-oz jars.
    #100-019-586
  - Hot Two 16-oz jars.
    #100-019-502
  - With Jalapenos Two 16-oz jars.
    #100-020-477

YOUR CHOICE $15.99

**D. Spice up Sandwiches, Salads and Pizza**
Add these zesty banana pepper rings to your favorite foods for a punch of flavor. Choose from mild or hot.

- **Mild Banana Pepper Rings** - Two 15-oz jars.
  #100-032-520
- **Hot Banana Pepper Rings** - Two 15-oz jars.
  #100-032-521

YOUR CHOICE $12.99

C. Pickled Meats for Tangy Flavor
Fully cooked and perfect for supper or snacking! A special blend of seasonings gives these meats an enticingly good flavor. Made in Ohio’s Amish Country.

- **Pickled Cured Pork Hocks** - One 12-oz jar.
  #100-005-012 / $13.99
- **Pickled Smoked Polish Sausage** - Two 8-oz jars.
  #100-007-129 / $19.99
- **Pickled Smoked Bologna** - Two 8-oz jars.
  #100-007-119 / $19.99
- **Cooked Turkey Gizzards** (packed in a brine) - Two 9-oz jars.
  #100-007-127 / $12.99

YOUR CHOICE $14.99

E. Juicy, Wholesome Peaches
Made locally with no preservatives! 32 oz.

- **USA MADE**
  - Slices #122-6245 / $10.99
  - Halves #113-9270 / $10.99
  - Brandied Halves #100-020-206 / $12.99
  - Pickled Halves #100-020-263 / $10.99
  - Spiced Halves #113-9275 / $10.99
  - Vanilla Halves #117-1275 / $10.99

F. Simple, Sweet Pears
Made with only Bartlett pears, sugar and water. Halves, 32 oz.

- **USA MADE**
  - Bartlett Pears #100-019-13 / $10.99

G. Sweet, Old-Fashioned Preserves
Using watermelon rinds, this old-time favorite is made in our area.

- **USA MADE**
  - Watermelon Rind Preserves #100-011-011 / $19.99

H. Add the Final Touch to Your Meal with Our Savory Sauces and Butters
Big customer favorites in our store, we’re now sharing them with you – our flavor-bursting sauces and butters from Ohio’s Amish Country. Choose from a unique variety. Net wt 14-18 oz.

- **USA MADE**
  - Apple Butter BBQ Sauce - 2 jars
    #100-005-886
  - Spicy Chipotle Apple Butter BBQ Sauce - 2 jars
    #100-005-885
  - Sweet Onion Apple Butter BBQ Sauce - 2 jars
    #100-011-010
  - Hot Pepper Mustard - 2 jars
    #100-005-887
  - Roasted Garlic Mustard - 2 jars
    #100-005-888
  - Sweet and Spicy Pepper Mustard - 2 jars
    #100-005-889

YOUR CHOICE $10.99

Customers in Our Store Love These... And You Will Too!
A. Canned Bacon: Ready for Eating!
Bacon is pre-cooked and canned, so you don’t have to refrigerate or cook it. Enjoy anytime. 54 slices per can! 10-year shelf life. Net wt 9 oz.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Can</td>
<td>#100-021-018</td>
<td>$21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case of 12</td>
<td>#100-021-020</td>
<td>$249.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Spread on Homemade Sweetness
Enjoy jams, jellies and fruit butters that are simple and delicious. No preservatives!

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grandma’s Jams and Jellies</td>
<td>#7690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Raspberry Jam (seedless)</td>
<td>#7700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Raspberry Jam (with seeds)</td>
<td>#454-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Jam</td>
<td>#1050-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Free Cherry Jam</td>
<td>#454-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderberry Jelly</td>
<td>#7740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peach Jam</td>
<td>#1037-740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb Jam</td>
<td>#7730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry-Rhubarb Jam</td>
<td>#7725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Jam</td>
<td>#7745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Butter</td>
<td>#7775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelly Apple Cinnamon</td>
<td>#1082-345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelly Pineapple</td>
<td>#7765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelly Southern Sunshine</td>
<td>#1048-265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. The Purest Honey, Right from the Comb!
A favorite in our Ohio store, this pure, raw honeycomb is completely unfiltered just the way nature made it. Rich in enzymes and pollen, 1-lb jar.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honey Straws</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Honeycomb</td>
<td>#100-014-448</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Pure Maple Syrup: One of Nature’s Finest Sweeteners
Our U.S. Grade A maple syrup is a gorgeous amber color and filtered pure. Harvested by the Lehman family in Lewis County, New York, from Lehman’s third-generation sugarbush.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 fl oz (pint)</td>
<td>#100-6685</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 fl oz (quart)</td>
<td>#100-6695</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 fl oz (½ gallon)</td>
<td>#100-6700</td>
<td>$43.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 fl oz (gallon)</td>
<td>#100-6705</td>
<td>$69.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. The Goodness of Natural Honey
Gathered only from USA honeybees, Tonn’s Honey is 100% unpasteurized, preserving healthful properties. U.S. Grade A, bottle net wt 32 oz. Minimally processed in Ohio’s Amish Country.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buckwheat Honey</td>
<td>#124-6340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover Honey</td>
<td>#107-6655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Blossom Honey</td>
<td>#124-6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium Ohio Honey</td>
<td>#124-6350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Ohio Honey</td>
<td>#124-6360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>#100-003-301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Make Breakfast Sweeter and Yummier
Our unique, locally-made syrups are perfect for drizzling on pancakes, waffles, oatmeal and more. 12 fl oz jars.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavor</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackberry Syrup</td>
<td>#100-024-735</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueberry Syrup</td>
<td>#100-024-734</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butter Pecan Flavored Syrup</td>
<td>#100-024-731</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. The Perfect Plates for Morning Toast
NEW! Adorably shaped to fit your toast perfectly! White porcelain, set of 4. 6½”Lx6½”W. Toast Plates #100-031-488 / $34.99

H. Amish Country’s Favorite Peanut Butter Spread
Smooth and creamy, sweet and fluffy, with hints of marshmallow and maple. Served at local restaurants. 12 oz.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 oz jar</td>
<td>#128-0360</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Postum – It’s Back!
Loved as a caffeine-free alternative to coffee since 1895. 8-oz jar.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original/Flavored</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>#100-008-701</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee-Flavored</td>
<td>#100-008-702</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

J. Bolder, Better Molasses
The strongest flavor and the most nutritious, our blackstrap molasses contains pure sugar cane molasses – unsulfured, no preservatives added. Great addition to cookies, baked beans and sauces, and high in potassium, calcium and iron. 32 fl oz.

- USA MADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavor Type</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackstrap Molasses</td>
<td>#358-110</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M. Refuel with a Protein-Filled Snack

Black walnuts are a great source of protein and flavor! Just pack these snack mixes in your bag, and you'll have an instant boost of energy when you need it.

**USA MADE**

**Black Walnut Harvest Mix** - A delightful fruity blend of dried cherries, blueberries and cranberries with roasted black walnuts and coconut. 12-oz bag.

#100-018-201 / $16.99

**Caramelized Black Walnuts** - The bold flavor of black walnuts coated in a sweet mixture of butter, honey and sugar. 16-oz bag.

#100-018-202 / $19.99

---

K. Homegrown Garlic:
Pure, Fresh and Naturally Grown!

No more mincing messy garlic! These garlic nuggets are already chopped and dehydrated – just twist the grinder to easily add garlic to your meals. Grown by a family farm in Ohio – no chemicals used! 2 oz.

**USA MADE**

Garlic Nuggets #100-020-272 / $9.99

---

L. Try Bold Mexican Vanilla: You Won’t Look Back

The finest, purest and boldest flavor you'll find. Dark amber color. Mexican vanilla pods are bottled to FDA standards. Coumarin-free.

8.4 fl oz Bottle

#110-6655 / $26.99

3.3 fl oz Bottle

#110-6650 / $15.99

★★★★★

"It's the best for any recipe that calls for vanilla! There's no comparison to anything else I've tried!"

- Customer Review for Mexican Vanilla

---

N. Fantastic Pop-Ability

Our popcorn is picked and dried the old-fashioned way – on the cob in a corn crib. Natural drying process hardens kernels thoroughly before shelling and increases “pop-ability.” Non-GMO.

**USA MADE**

Lehman’s Ladyfinger - Pops with almost no hulls. Small in size and very delicious.

Small Two 2-lb bags. #100-005-616 / $9.99

Large 6-lb bag. #121-0245 / $13.99

Lehman’s Blue - Medium kernels are just a little sweeter than other varieties. Two 2-lb bags.

#100-005-881 / $9.99

Lehman’s Purple - Tender with fewer hulls; high in antioxidants. Two 2-lb bags.

#100-005-880 / $9.99

Lehman’s White - Light and delicious – best-seller.

Small Two 2-lb bags. #100-005-617 / $9.99

Large 6-lb bag. #121-0250 / $13.99

Local Favorite - Traditional large yellow kernels. Pops big and crunchy. Sold locally since 1936.

Small Two 1½-lb bags. #100-005-618 / $9.99

Large 6-lb bag. #PC06 / $13.99

---

O. An Economical Choice for Scrumptious Popcorn

Our affordable aluminum popper helps you make better batches – won’t burn popcorn or leave unpopped kernels. Works on glass top, gas and electric stoves. 9¾”ODx5½”D.

6-qt Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper

#100-018-229 / $29.99

Amish Country Popcorn Beginner’s Gift Set - Includes 6-qt Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper, plus everything you need to start popping the minute you get it: ladyfinger popcorn 2 lb, rainbow popcorn 2 lb and canola oil 16 fl oz.

#100-020-957 / $29.99

Amish Country Popcorn Complete Gift Set - Includes 6-qt Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper, plus Amish Country Popcorn Sampler (eight 4-oz varieties of popcorn to try with salt and canola oil) and one On the Cob popcorn for the microwave (no popper needed).

#100-020-958 / $39.99

---

P. Can’t Decide? Try Them All

Eight 4-oz bags of unique varieties: red, extra large caramel, rainbow blend, blue, baby yellow and white; medium yellow and white; canola oil; and yellow salt. Boxed.

**USA MADE**

Amish Country Popcorn Sampler #44-387 / $24.99

---

A Simpler Life is Satisfying and Comforting

The smell of popcorn, the sound of laughter and the sight of smiles...that’s what family night should be. Whether you enjoy curling up in front of a movie or playing board games, popcorn adds that extra touch of the fun and flavor. And what is more satisfying and comforting than spending time with family.

Find over 150 more snacks at Lehmans.com/snacks
# A. Snackable Treats

**Made in the USA**

These snacks are perfect for an afternoon pick-me-up, a movie night at home or a gathering of friends and family!

- **USA MADE**
  - **Gold’N Krisp Potato Chips**: Made with only potatoes, salt and a vegetable shortening and lard blend. Kettle-cooked with a hint of pork flavor. Case of 5 bags (16-oz each).
    - #119-9655 / $36.99
    - *Note:* Six-week shelf life because no preservatives are added.
  - **Caramel Puffcorn**: Crunchy puffcorn coated in sweet caramel. Similar to caramel corn, but with no hulls to worry about! Two 16-oz bags.
    - #100-014-898 / $12.99
  - **Sweet Cinnamon Puffs**: Tempt your taste buds with these cinnamon-covered corn puffs – they’re like tiny, crunchy cinnamon rolls you can enjoy anywhere, even on the go! Crispy, sweet and so yummy. Two 16-oz bags.
    - #100-011-624 / $11.99
  - **Pork Rinds**: Made in our area with crowd-pleasing flavor and crunch.
    - Original: Two 6-oz bags.
      - #100-018-403 / $10.99
    - BBQ: Two 6-oz bags.
      - #100-012-355 / $10.99
  - **Oven Baked Pork Rinds**: Contain 33% less fat. Gluten free.
    - Blackberry Habanero: Two 3.625-oz bags (Not Pictured)
      - #100-032-651 / $10.99
    - Cilantro Lime: Two 3.625-oz bags (Not Pictured)
      - #100-032-652 / $10.99
    - Smoked Sea Salt: Two 3.625-oz bags (Not Pictured)
      - #100-032-653 / $10.99
  - **Sweet Potato Chips w/Sea Salt**: All-natural ingredients, no preservatives. Packed with flavor and Vitamin A! Gluten free. Three bags 7-oz bags.
    - #100-011-070 / $12.99
  - **Dip Mix**: Just add in mayonnaise and sour cream (use cream cheese for warm garlic and herb dip), chill and enjoy. Makes 16 servings. Includes two dip packets.
    - Caramelized Onion: #129-2865 / $6.49
    - Sesame Parmesan: #129-2860 / $6.49

## Simple Tip: To keep potatoes from budding in the bag, put an apple in with them.
**Favorite Flavors for the Whole Family**

**D. Savor Snacktime – 2 lb Worth!**
Our BIG bag of meat sticks are hickory-smoked in our area for enticing flavor. 36 sticks per bag.

**USA MADE**
- Beef Sticks: Made of beef, 36 oz.
  - Original: #127-2080 / $10.99
  - Honey: #127-2085 / $10.99
  - Spicy Hot: #127-2090 / $10.99

**YOUR CHOICE** $26.99
Snack Sticks: Blend of pork and beef, 36 oz.
- Bacon Cheddar: #100-020-220 / $14.99
- Barbecue: #100-020-221 / $14.99
- House Blend: #100-020-226 / $14.99
- Sweet & Spicy: #100-020-225 / $14.99

**YOUR CHOICE** $24.99
Note: Only needs refrigeration after opening.

---

**B. Delectable Summer Sausage from Amish Country**
Savory and full of smoky flavor, our summer sausage is ready to eat anytime. Just slice and enjoy. Blend of pork and beef, shelf stable.

**USA MADE**
- Original (12 oz): #100-020-208 / $10.99
- Pit Smoked (16 oz): #100-020-215 / $14.99
- Pit Smoked Onion & Garlic (12 oz): #100-020-213 / $10.99
- Smoked Garlic (12 oz): #100-020-209 / $10.99
- Smoked Jalapeno Cheddar (12 oz): #100-020-210 / $10.99

Note: Only needs refrigeration after opening.

**C. Enjoy Delicious Cheese Flavor Anywhere You Go**
Pair it with our summer sausage or eat it as is—it's delicious either way! Shelf stable, unsliced pasteurized process cheese food.

**USA MADE**
- Cheddar (4 oz): 5 pk. #100-020-434
- Horseradish Cheddar (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-436
- Mild Garlic Cheddar (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-435
- Smoked Cheddar (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-436
- Ultra Sharp Cheddar (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-435
- Green Onion (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-437
- Hot Pepper (8 oz): 2 pk. #100-020-440

**YOUR CHOICE** $10.99
Note: Only needs refrigeration after opening.
Nostalgic Candies

A. Delectable Caramels
* USA MADE *
- Cow Tales®- 36 pk.
  Original #100-005-183
  Strawberry #100-005-966
YOUR CHOICE $19.99
- Original Caramels- Locally made, 12-oz bag.
#100-006-496 / $12.99
- Sugar Babies- Case of 24 #110-6180 / $29.99

B. Brittles and Peanuts
* USA MADE *
- Original Peanut Brittle Blitz-1-lb bag.
#100-005-247 / $12.99
- French Burnt Peanuts- Three 13-oz bags.
#100-021-063 / $15.99

C. Minty Sweets
* USA MADE *
- Amish Church Mints- Cool peppermint, 8-oz bag.
#100-005-498 / $9.99
- Angel Mints- Two 6-oz boxes (each has about 18 wrapped mints). (Not Pictured)
#100-006-777 / $12.99
- Old-Fashioned Buttermints- Four 6-oz bags.
#100-006-385 / $9.99

D. Old-Fashioned Favorites
- Root Beer Barrels-16-oz bag. #100-4801
- Cherry Slices-22-oz bag. #104-6775
- Orange Slices-22-oz bag. #104-6780
YOUR CHOICE $5.99
Save! Mix and Match 3 or more for $4.99 each!
- Candy Blox®- Build tasty creations you can eat! Assorted fruit-flavored, two 4.5-oz boxes.
#100-020-444 / $12.99
- Coffee Candy- Individually wrapped hard candies, two 5.3-oz bags.
#100-020-891 / $9.99
- Mallo Cup®- Creamy milk chocolate and coconut finished with a whipped marshmallow center. Five 1.5-oz packs (two cups per pack). (Not Pictured)
* USA MADE *
#100-020-889 / $9.99
- Maple Bun- Milk chocolate, Virginia peanuts and a creamy maple center. Five 1.75-oz bars. (Not Pictured)
* USA MADE *
#100-021-061 / $9.99
- Sugar Babies- Three 6-oz boxes.
#100-020-892 / $8.99
- Bacon Hard Candy- Two 2.5-oz tins.
#100-020-887 / $12.99

E. Claey’s Sugared Hard Candy
The classic flavors you remember. 6-oz bag.
* USA MADE *
- Horehound #006-101
- Lemon Drops #006-309
- Wild Cherry #006-507
- Cinnamon #006-750
- Root Beer #006-859
YOUR CHOICE $4.99
SAVE! Mix and Match 6 or more for $3.99 each!
- Claey’s Sampler Pack- Includes our bestselling flavors: lemon drops, cinnamon, horehound, wild cherry and root beer!
#100-021-378 / $10.99

F. Indulge in Delicious Black Licorice
We searched high and low to find these treats!
- Kookaburra Black Licorice- Two 12-oz tins. Australia.
#100-006-020 / $17.99
- Black Licorice Pipes- Bite-size licorice that’s soft and flavorful. Four 5.2-oz bags.
#100-015-144 / $10.99
- Licorice Mix- Two 11-oz bags.
* USA MADE *
#100-006-462 / $9.99
- Licorice Caramel Creams- Two 13-oz bags.
* USA MADE *
#100-006-589 / $14.99

Do You Love Black Licorice?
Located in Ohio’s Amish Country
**Crown Berkey**
For 6-12 people
Up to 26 gal/hr
Holds 6 gal, 36”H.
#100-012-903 / $360.00

**Royal Berkey**
For 2-4 people
Up to 7 gal/hr
Holds 3.25 gal, 23”H.
#128-3520 / $305.00

**Big Berkey**
For 1-4 people
Up to 3.5 gal/hr
Holds 2 gal, 19”H.
#123-9635 / $258.00

**Travel Berkey**
For 1-3 people
Up to 2.75 gal/hr
Holds 1.5 gal, 18”H.
#100-013-562 / $249.00

**Go Berkey**
For 1-2 people
Up to 1 gal/hr
Holds 1 qt. Comes with water purifier bottle
#114-3665 / $182.00

**Lehman’s Own Galvanized Well Bucket**
USA MADE
3.25”ODx52”L, 4 lb. Amish made.
#550-202 / $79.99

**Lehman’s Bucket Water Filter**
Holds 4 gallons. BPA-free polyethylene buckets. 26¾”H, 5½ lb.
USA MADE
Lehman’s Bucket Water Filter
#100-004-409 / $199.99
Replacement Pleated Filter—Replace every 6 months.
#100-004-413 / $79.99
Replacement Multi-Media Cartridge—Replace once a year or after 1800 gallons.
#100-004-416 / $39.99

**Go Berkey**
For 1-2 people
Up to 1 gal/hr
Holds 1 qt. Comes with water purifier bottle
#114-3665 / $182.00

**G. Berkey’s Biggest Filters Are Here!**
Get Clean Water by the Gallon
Removes pathogenic bacteria, viruses, parasites, lead, heavy metals and detectable levels of chlorine. Every model comes with two “Black Berkey” filter elements, the only one that does all this. Sanitary 304 stainless steel. Add elements as needed to increase output. America’s best seller!

**Need more elements?** Each Black Berkey element filters up to 3,000 gallons. Set of 2.
#100-003-161 / $99.99
#100-003-160 / $94.99

**H. Optional Berkey Accessories**
1. Stainless Steel Spigot—NEW!
Upgrade your spigot to heavy duty stainless steel. Fits all Berkey 304 stainless steel units.
#100-039-229 / $29.99

2. Sight Glass Spigot—NEW!
Instantly read the water level in the lower chamber of your Berkey.
7.5”(for Big Berkey & Travel)
#115-3060 / $54.99
10”(for Imperial & Royal)
#100-039-227 / $59.99
13”(for Crown)
#100-039-228 / $63.99

**J. Get Water Fast!**
Power outage? Emergency hand pump fits into your well without removing your electric pump so you get the water you need, fast. Slim, flexible design (½”OD) weaves through narrow areas and obstacles. Can pump 1½ gallons/minute, as much as an average faucet. So easy, one person can install it in a few minutes. Made of food-safe polymers, brass and stainless steel.
USA MADE
150 ft EarthStraw™ Code Red Kit
#100-003-156 / $97.99
100 ft EarthStraw™ Code Red Kit
#100-003-155 / $78.99
50 ft EarthStraw™ Code Red Kit
#100-003-154 / $57.99
Optional Well Cap—not pictured—Mount emergency hand pump more permanently so it’s ready to use.
4” Cap #100-003-160 / $94.99
6” Cap #100-003-161 / $99.99
Note: For best results, choose the kit that gets you within 10-15 ft of the bottom of your well. Questions? Call our water specialists for assistance: 1-800-438-5346.

**K. Get Water From Your Well by Hand**
Well bucket slides down inside well casing. Special leak-proof valve opens to fill then closes automatically when bucket is drawn up. Use for emergencies—not intended for everyday use. (You may need to remove any installed submersible pump before using a well bucket.) Galvanized steel. Holds 1.9 gal, fits wells down to 4”ID, 3½”ODx52”L, 4 lb. Amish made.
USA MADE
Lehman’s Own Galvanized Well Bucket
#550-202 / $79.99
Note: We pack our products carefully, but this item often acquires small dents. The performance of the bucket is not affected.

**L. Clean Drinking Water as You Camp and Hike**
NEW! Perfect for small groups, this gravity-powered purifier removes 99.9% viruses, bacteria and protozoa. Shoulder strap makes it easy to carry. Just hang to a tree to purify water. Purifies 4,750 gallons.
USA MADE
LifeStraw® Mission
5 L (1.32 gal)
#100-015-744 / $144.99
12 L (3.17 gal)
#100-015-745 / $154.99

**M. Long Life and High Efficiency**
Brass side walls never corrode and stay smooth, for highest possible efficiency. Cast iron housing. USA MADE
Closed-Spout Pump—Open top for easy priming. Great for garden or sink, or even cleaning fish on the dock. 17”H.
#2030-0200 / $289.00
Note: Additional parts required for installation. For more information, call us at 1-800-438-5346.

"This thing is great! Well made, easy to work and gives a lot of peace of mind for how to get water from our deep well."
- CUSTOMER REVIEW FOR THE GALVANIZED WELL BUCKET

**LEHMANS.COM » 800.438.5346**
Keep Your Home Tidy

A. Authentic Corn Brooms
Quality corn straw, bound and sewn by hand. Last for years of use. Made by Amish craftsmen.
- USA MADE -
  Barn Broom - For tougher jobs. 57"L.
  #011-333 / $34.99
  Whisk Broom - Hanging loop. 11"L.
  #011-340 / $12.99
  House Broom - Fine bristles catch dust, hair and crumbs. 55"L.
  #011-332 / $30.99
  Child's Broom - 32"L.
  #011-345 / $15.99
  Note: Handmade, so brooms will vary.

Large Dustpan - 16"Wx19 1/2"L.
#771-919 / $19.95
Small Dustpan - 12 1/2"Wx 14 1/4"L.
#771-914 / $14.99

B. Remove Dust Naturally
Real lamb’s wool mop naturally attracts dust. No chemicals or sprays needed! Use on hardwood and tile floors, walls, ceilings. Handle 45 1/2"L.
- USA MADE -
  Wool Wedge Dust Mop
  #5845 / $22.99

C. Clean Floors without Getting on Your Knees
There’s no need to bend down thanks to the dustpan’s long beechwood handle. Tip-proof stainless steel pan, horsehair brush. About 25 3/8"H, Germany.
Dustpan and Brush Set
#100-018-788 / $79.99

D. “A Must Try Polish. The Best I Have Ever Tried…”
Get a lustrous shine with Bee’s Wax polish. Use on wood, leather, wrought iron and so much more! No sticky residue. 17-oz aerosol can.
- USA MADE -
  Bee’s Wax Furniture Polish
  #3224-2937 / $14.99

E. Easily Clean Walls up to 8 ft
Highly recommended for homes with wood stoves. Metal handle extends up to 8 ft. Removable microfiber head. Made by an Amish family.
- USA MADE -
  Amish-Made Wall Mop
  #100-000-072 / $59.99
  Replacement Mop Head
  #104-4655 / $12.99

F. Dust-Free Blinds in a Snap
This brush has four bristled cylinders, so you can clean more than one slat at a time. Goat hair bristles, oiled beechwood handle. 6 3/4"Lx5 1/4"W. Germany.
Blind Brush
#100-018-794 / $19.99

G. Pick Up Dust with Easy-to-Clean Wool Dusters
Natural lanolin attracts dust, no chemicals! Removable wool head, hand wash. Made since 1909.
- USA MADE -
  Big Wooly Dust Mop - 12" swivel head, 48"L handle.
  #100-005-641 / $34.99
  Wool Hand Duster - 10" head, 18"L handle. (Not pictured)
  #100-005-643 / $24.99
  Big Wooly Replacement Head
  #100-005-642 / $17.99
  Hand Duster Replacement Head
  #100-005-644 / $15.99

H. Effectively Pick Up Dust and Dirt
A well-made, handcrafted broom that grabs onto dust and dirt. Won’t leave a trail behind, like some brooms. Horsehair bristles, beechwood handle 55"L.
Horsehair Broom
#100-019-129 / $56.99

I. Dust Hard-to-Reach Ceiling Fans with Natural Lamb’s Wool
Two wool rollers clean the top and bottom of each fan blade in one motion. Picks up dust extremely well, no chemicals! Extends to 59 1/4"L.
- USA MADE -
  Wool Ceiling Fan Duster
  #129-7920 / $42.99

Get special bargains and online offers from us at Lehmans.com/email
J. Clean without Chemicals!

NEW! So effective, e-cloths require no sprays or cleaners, just a little water. Their power comes from the fibers they’re made of! Machine washable, so you can use them again and again.

a. Kitchen Dynamo—Extra long fibers clean hard-to-reach areas around sink taps and into corners, 6½"x3½".
   #100-023-001 / $10.99
b. Stainless Steel Cloth—Removes grease and fingerprints from all types of stainless steel, 12½"x12½".
   #100-023-005 / $10.99
c. Range & Stovetop Cloth—Cleans stovetops, oven surrounds and microwaves, 12½"x12½".
   #100-023-002 / $10.99
d. Non-Scratch Scrubbing Pads—Pack of 2. Safe for non-stick cookware, 3¼"x4¼".
   #100-023-004 / $10.99
e. Dusting Glove—Long fibers fit into hard-to-reach crevices to pick up dust easily, 8"x10".
   #100-023-015 / $17.99
f. Window Genie Mitt—Leaves glass streak-free and lint-free, great for cars, 9"x5½".
   #100-023-000 / $17.99
g. General Purpose Cloths—Pack of 4. Rapidly absorb spills and remove dirt, grease and over 99% of bacteria.
   #100-022-996 / $24.99

h. Glass & Polishing Cloths—Pack of 4. Gives the ultimate streak-free finish to windows, mirrors and chrome. 16"x20".
   #100-022-994 / $24.99

i. 5-Piece Starter Set—Pack of 5 includes General Purpose Cloth, Glass & Polishing Cloth, and a cloth each for kitchens, bathrooms and windows.
   #100-022-998 / $29.99

j. 2-in-1 Extendable Duster—Reach dust anywhere with extendable handle (from 3 ft to 5½ ft!).
   #100-023-016 / $29.99

k. Deep Clean Mop—Ideal for real wood and laminate floors. Telescopic handle extends 3 ft to 5 ft; removable mop head.
   #100-023-009 / $45.99

l. Deep Clean Replacement Mop Head—(Not Pictured)
   #100-023-010 / $17.59

m. 8-Piece Home Cleaning Set—Pack of 8, includes two glass/polishing cloths, duster cloth, and a cloth each for kitchens, stainless steel, range/stovetops, bathrooms, and windows.
   #100-022-999 / $49.99

K. Keep Toilet Paper Neat and Tidy

You’ll always have extra rolls of toilet paper on hand with this hand-weaved basket. Plus, it has a convenient dispensing rod on top. Neatly stores three standard rolls in basket and one roll on rod. About 9¾"Lx13¼"Wx16½"H. Amish made.

NEW!

Toilet Paper Holder Basket
#100-024-867 / $39.99

L. A Bathroom Essential With Farmhouse Charm

Swap ugly, plain toilet brush holders for one that complements your bathroom décor. Attractive, functional metal holder, 8¼"H. Brush 153/8"L. Germany.

NEW!

Toilet Brush and Holder
#100-018-798 / $24.99

M. Clear Away Cobwebs from the Toughest Spots

Extra-long handle has two holes, so you can attach the cleaning head at an angle and get into corners more easily. Horserhair, beechwood handle 31½"L. Germany.

NEW!

Cobweb Broom
#100-018-789 / $45.99

N. Get a Sparkling Toilet Bowl

Drop them into your toilet’s tank to prevent minerals from staining bowl and building up on metal parts. Set of 4.

NEW!

Toilet Magnets
#100-005-369 / $12.99
A. Washboards Made for Daily Use
Unique "spiral crimp" surface effectively scrubs dirt, and sanitary soap drain removes dirty water from clothes. Printed decorative nameplate on front; back is blank. Fully mortised frames. 23¾"Hx12¾"W, 3 lb (mini is 18"Hx8½"W, 2 lb).

- USA MADE
  a. Lehman’s Galvanized Washboard-Traditional V-crimp instead of spiral crimp. Metal face is playable. #66-SWB / $37.89
  c. Lehman’s Mini Glass Washboard-Great for delicates. #106-5430 / $29.99

B. Galvanized Wash Tub
Holds 15½ gallons. 21"x22½"x11½"D. #H62-4471 / $59.99
plus $10 additional shipping
Breathing Washer—Just plunge soap and water through clothes. #113-8390 / $22.99

C. Wash in Just Minutes Per Load
Effortlessly pumps soapy water through clothes using the power of double pivot lever action. Proprietor Galen Lehman redesigned this proven favorite, beefing it up with stainless steel parts and a see-through lid. Holds 15 gal. 36"H, 30 lb.
- USA MADE
  Lehman’s Own Hand Washer Only (no wringer) #3282-3315 / $799.00
  plus $10 additional shipping
  Lehman’s Own Hand Washer and Best Hand Wringer #3282-3325 / $899.00
  plus $10 additional shipping
  Note: Minimal assembly required. Cannot ship Parcel Post.
  Best Wringer—Clamps open to 1¾". Steel frame; reversible water board. 8½"Hx15"W, 15 lb. #3282-3320 / $229.00

D. Make Old Quilts, Dollies and Embroidery Clean as New
This gentle fabric soak safely removes stains associated with age, coffee, blood, mildew and perspiration from washable fabrics. No detergents or optical brighteners! Environmentally friendly, 20 oz. Soakie-Dokie Keepsake Fabric Soak #100-015-740 / $14.99

E. Wring Clothes Faster, Save Your Hands Too
Hand-powered wringer wrings clothes out faster than other methods. And thanks to the clever design, you touch the cold, wet clothes less. Has a brake for quick stopping. Heavy-duty plastic tub holds up to two pairs of jeans and two shirts. 22¾"Hx18½"OD, 13¼ lb. Hand-Powered Spinning Clothes Wringer #100-020-194 / $199.00

F. The Eco-Friendly, Small Load Washer: Fits Under the Sink!
Ideal for washing undergarments, socks and delicates, this compact, hand-cranked washer uses minimal water and no electricity. Take it camping, use it in apartments and dorms—it’s small enough to fit under the sink! Plastic tub. About 14¼"Lx15"Wx14½"H, 5½ lb. The Laundry POD™ Manual Washer #100-019-131 / $99.99
Note: For small loads only.

G. Wash Delicate Sweaters without Worry
Fine mesh zippered wash bag protects your sweaters and eliminates the need for separate washing cycles. Comes with a nylon, mesh bag for toting laundry back and forth. Sweater bag 18"Hx22"W, laundry bag 36"Hx25"W. Sweater Wash Bag & Laundry Bag #100-032-164 / $19.99

H. Homemade Laundry Soap Starter Set
Make laundry soap—for about 7 cents a load! Everything you need to make several batches (more than 800 loads).
- USA MADE
  #112-5325 / $59.99
Note: Our recipe makes a gel-like soap. Use about ½ cup per load.

Simple Tip: Hang clothes out on the line to dry. It’s gentler on clothes and eco-friendly.
I. Solid Floor Dryers: Easy to Store
Freestanding dryers provide maximum drying space yet are collapsible for storage. Much more solidly built than other floor-type dryers we’ve tested. ¾” dowels are attached to hardwood frame with screws, not staples. Amish made.

* USA MADE

Small-34 ft of drying space, 60”Hx19⅓”Wx40”L. Folded 40”x25⅓”x8”; 16 lb. #68-740 / $119.00

Large-40 ft of drying space, 70”Hx23”Wx48”L. Folded 48”x30”x8”; 18 lb. #68-748 / $129.00

Adjustable Clothes Dryer

- Instead of extending out, this dryer extends up. Great for apartments and small homes. Unfinished soft maple. 19¾”Wx23”D, folds to 28”Lx19¾”Wx7”H. 14½ lb. #100-011-982 / $69.99

J. Adjustable, Compact and No Worries of Mildew
Drying rack has insulated lining on each wooden rung to help prevent mildew. Notches allow you to choose from two heights (41¾”H and 48¾”H). 9 lb.

* USA MADE

11-Rung Clothes Dryer #100-011-417 / $99.99

K. Get Wrinkle-Free Pants... No Iron Needed!
After washing pants, just insert into each leg along crease, adjust fit and hang to dry. Rust-resistant steel. Fits most adult sizes. Each end is adjustable: wide end 20⅜” to 12⅜”, narrow end 11¾” to 7¾”, 37”L. Two pairs. Pants Stretcher

#100-017-488 / $29.95

M. Air Dry Your Clothes Quicker
Its arch allows air to circulate around clothes. 49 linear feet of drying space. Solid wood with vinyl tubing dowels to prevent mildew. 52”Hx30¾”Wx57½”L (upright), 19”Hx19”Wx29”L (folded), 18¾ lb. Amish made.

* USA MADE

Extra-Large Arch Drying Rack #120-8920 / $189.99

L. An Ironing Board Made to Last – Handcrafted of Wood!
Solidly built by Amish craftsmen for lasting, high quality. Made of birch and maple (top is unfinished for safe ironing, legs are finished with two color options). Folds flat for simple storage, ironing board pad and cover included. About 54¾”Lx16⅝”Wx33”H.

* USA MADE

Natural Finish #100-020-266 / $179.99

Dark Finish #100-021-535 / $199.99

Note: Some assembly required.

Find over 100 wash day helpers at Lehmans.com/laundry

O. Keep Those Clothespins Handy
Clamp on line and slide. 15”Hx11⅝”W. Amish made.

* USA MADE

Clip-On Nylon Clothespin Bag #117-1325 / $19.95

P. Not Your Mom’s Clothespins – They’re Better
100% American-made from tough maple, with a fully-wound stainless spring, they’re bigger, stronger and hold heavy laundry better – even in wind. 3¾”L.

* USA MADE

Kevin’s Quality Clothespins–10 pk. #100-013-803 / $17.99

N. Spinning Clotheslines Dry Laundry Effortlessly
These dryers spin for easy hanging of clothes and use far less space than traditional clotheslines.
Large Dryer-18-gauge galvanized steel with pine arms dipped in industrial enamel. 108’ polyethylene rope. Comes mostly assembled. 6’3”H, 21 lb.

* USA MADE

#100-019-718 / $210.00

Q. Perfect for Tight Living Quarters
This wall-mounted wooden dryer uses the least amount of space of all our drying racks! Rack extends out to 22¾”D, then stores flat. Comes with 7 dowels, magnet closure, and screws for mounting. When closed about 36”Hx24”Wx2⅜”D, 7 lb. Amish made.

* USA MADE

Wall-Mounted Clothes Dryer #100-025-660 / $99.99

Find over 100 wash day helpers at Lehmans.com/laundry
A. Soaps That Feel as Natural as Your Skin
Since these handmade bar soaps use only all-natural, organic ingredients, like pure essential oils, virgin olive and coconut oils, they’re gentle on skin and the environment. Super sudsy for a good lather, scented with essential oils. No artificial fragrances, gluten, dairy, eggs, soy, corn, oats or GMOs. Net wt 4 oz.

- USA MADE
  - Fresh Spearmint #15-130
  - Peace & Quiet #15-149
  - Wood Spice #15-147
  - Cherry Almond #100-002-571
  - Patchouli Rose #15-132
  - Lemon Drop #15-131
  - Just Plain #15-140
  - Lavender Linens #15-133

YOUR CHOICE $10.99
Buy 6 or more for $8.50 each

Sudsy Soapcakes Soap Variety Pack: Try all 8 scents! Includes one of each kind listed above.
#100-018-414 / $28.99

B. Get Clean with Grandpa’s Time-Proven Soaps
Since 1878, Grandpa has been making reliable soaps, starting with his famous pine tar soap (a customer favorite). Soothing bar soaps are free of gluten (except Oatmeal soap), parabens and sulfates.

- USA MADE
  - Pine Tar Soap - Cleanse, deodorize and moisturize. 4.25 oz #841-622 / $5.99
  - Oatmeal Soap - Soothes. 4.25 oz #841-320 / $5.99
  - Buttermilk Soap - Moisturizes. 4.25 oz #100-011-404 / $5.99
  - Epsom Salt Soap - Deep cleans. 4.25 oz #841-120 / $5.99
  - Thylox - Helps with acne. 3.25 oz #100-011-402 / $5.99
  - Rose Clay Soap - Purifies. 4.25 oz #100-011-403 / $5.99
  - Witch Hazel Soap - Tones and rejuvenates. 4.25 oz #841-720 / $5.99
  - Charcoal Soap - Detoxifies. 4.25 oz #100-011-402 / $5.99
  - Rose Clay Soap - Purifies. 4.25 oz #100-011-403 / $5.99

Grandpa’s Soap Variety Pack: Try multiple scents and find your favorite! Pack of 7: includes Pine Tar, Charcoal, Oatmeal, Buttermilk, Witch Hazel, Rose Clay, Epsom Salt soap.
#100-018-415 / $36.99

C. Bestselling Soaps from Our Store: Buzz-Worthy and 100% Natural!
Made by a family of beekeepers and their busy hive, these all-natural soaps are handmade, using only the really good stuff, like honey or beeswax. No chemicals!

- USA MADE
  - Fresh Spearmint
  - Peace & Quiet
  - Wood Spice
  - Cherry Almond
  - Patchouli Rose
  - Lemon Drop
  - Just Plain
  - Lavender Linens

Foaming Soap Variety Pack - Can’t choose? Try all three kinds! Includes one of each: Grapefruit & Lemongrass, Lavender & Bergamot, and Peppermint & Aloe.
#100-018-405 / $29.99

D. Trusted by Farmers...Your Skin Will Love It Too
Used by generations of German farmers, Melkfett (milking fat) protects skin with moisture-sealing properties. Contains lanolin, coconut and glycerin. 3.2-oz bars Germany.

- USA MADE
  - Vaseline Soap

Pack of 3 #108-5645 / $12.99
Case of 24 #100-018-417 / $69.99

E. A True Soap Saver!
Our stainless steel soap dish helps keep natural soaps dry, so soap lasts longer. 2-piece design lets air circulate through the slotted top piece. 5⅛”lx3¼”w.

2-Piece Stainless Steel Dish #100-039-428 / $19.99

H. Dispense Your Favorite Soaps with Country Style
Just fill the blue-green glass jar with soap or lotion (you supply) and add the included plastic pump. “Patent Nov. 30th 1858” embossed on front. Holds 16 oz, 8”H.

Blue Mason Jar Soap Dispenser #360-0940 / $17.95
I. All-Natural Tooth Care
The ingredient list is shorter, and as some devotees claim, better. Uncle Harry’s tooth care only uses natural ingredients, no harsh, hard-to-pronounce chemicals. Gluten free.

* USA MADE *
#100-005-294 / $14.99
Alkalizing Toothpaste: Freshens breath while fighting bacteria with mineral clay, sea salt and pure plant essences. Glass jar, net wt 3 oz.
Cinnamon #100-001-799 / $7.99
Peppermint #100-001-801 / $7.99
Spearmint #100-001-804 / $7.99
Tooth Whitener Powder: Naturally whitens teeth with the help of lemon. Bottle, net wt. 0.7 oz.
#100-001-795 / $4.99

J. Treat Cracked Hands and Feet with Essential Oils, Herbs
NO parabens, alcohol or chemicals. Super concentrated, so a little goes a long way. 2 fl oz container.
* USA MADE *
Heavy-Duty Hand Therapy: This balm helps heal cracked and bleeding hands overnight, guaranteed.
#100-008-419 / $12.99
Heavy-Duty Foot Therapy: Helps reduce inflammation and irritation, softens skin and reduce calluses on feet. Rich in antioxidants.
#100-008-417 / $12.99
Note: Contains soy.

K. Eliminate Chapping and Dry Skin
Thick cream leaves no unpleasant greasy feeling. Enriched with pure lanolin. Lightly scented. 9-oz tub.
* USA MADE *
Wool Wax Creme #96-659 / $6.99

L. Get Relief from Congestion and Aching Muscles
Soothing menthol scent. Now available in two sizes.
* USA MADE *
Unker’s Rub
7-oz #73-391 / $18.99
13.5-oz #40-080 / $29.99

M. Comfort for Bumps and Bruises
Soothes bruises, insect bites and sunburn. Great for splinters, 2.25-oz tin.
* USA MADE *
Porter’s Liniment Salve
#108-5530 / $10.95

N. Wash Away Dirt and Grease, Naturally
Made from Colorado pine, this unique soap washes away dirt and tough grease, yet is gentle on skin thanks to the natural lanolin. Just shake onto wet hands and scrub until you work up a lather; rinse. 10-oz container.

O. Oh Honey...A Natural Way to Moisturize!
Made by a family of beekeepers, this hand and body cream uses honey and propolis extract from the hive to naturally moisturize skin. No formaldehyde, PEG or parabens. 6 fl oz.

P. Nourish with Fresh Goat’s Milk
Made from pure, fresh goat’s milk. Loaded with capric and caprylic acids, which reduce alkalinity and provide a pH level very close to the skin’s natural levels.
Goat’s Milk Soap—5-oz bars. Canada.
Pack of 2
#14-992 / $8.99
Case of 24
#100-018-418 / $99.99
Note: Cannot ship internationally.
Goat’s Milk Lotion—11-oz bottle.
* USA MADE *
#100-001-006 / $15.99

Q. Easy, Clean Safe Shaving
Less than $.10 per shave! Chrome-plated safety razor with double-edged blade. When dull, remove handle to change the blade. (Blades last 8-10 shaves.) 3 ½"L. Germany.
Safety Razor Replacement Blades—10 pack.
#30-601 / $44.99
#90-102 / $8.99
Save shipping, buy now!

R. Protect and Moisturize Skin with Beeswax
A must for dry skin or if you wash your hands often. Beeswax-based cream seals skin so irritants, like water, dirt and grease, can’t get in. All natural, no preservatives, no added scent. Waterproof. 8 oz.
* USA MADE *
Water-Blocker Skin Cream #84-416 / $22.99

S. Natural Deodorant
Made of natural mineral salts that prevent odor-causing bacteria, no aluminum! Moisten with water. Stone lasts up to three years. About 2 ¼"L.
* USA MADE *
Deodorant Stone #100-008-432 / $12.99

T. An Old-Time Farmer’s Secret for Chapped Skin and Minor Cuts
Mild antiseptic prevents infection and softens skin. 8-oz resealable tin.
* USA MADE *
The Original Bag Balm #129-3115 / $12.99

U. All-Natural Pine Soap
USA MADE
All-Natural Pine Soap #123-6995 / $7.99

V. Treat Cracked Hands and Feet with Essential Oils, Herbs
NO parabens, alcohol or chemicals. Super concentrated, so a little goes a long way. 2 fl oz container.
* USA MADE *
Heavy-Duty Hand Therapy: This balm helps heal cracked and bleeding hands overnight, guaranteed.
#100-008-419 / $12.99
Heavy-Duty Foot Therapy: Helps reduce inflammation and irritation, softens skin and reduce calluses on feet. Rich in antioxidants.
#100-008-417 / $12.99
Note: Contains soy.

W. Comfort for Bumps and Bruises
Soothes bruises, insect bites and sunburn. Great for splinters, 2.25-oz tin.
* USA MADE *
Porter’s Liniment Salve
#108-5530 / $10.95

X. Oh Honey...A Natural Way to Moisturize!
Made by a family of beekeepers, this hand and body cream uses honey and propolis extract from the hive to naturally moisturize skin. No formaldehyde, PEG or parabens. 6 fl oz.

Y. Easy, Clean Safe Shaving
Less than $.10 per shave! Chrome-plated safety razor with double-edged blade. When dull, remove handle to change the blade. (Blades last 8-10 shaves.) 3 ½"L. Germany.
Safety Razor Replacement Blades—10 pack.
#30-601 / $44.99
#90-102 / $8.99
Save shipping, buy now!

Z. Protect and Moisturize Skin with Beeswax
A must for dry skin or if you wash your hands often. Beeswax-based cream seals skin so irritants, like water, dirt and grease, can’t get in. All natural, no preservatives, no added scent. Waterproof. 8 oz.
A. The Perfect Traveling Companion
NEW! The easiest way to organize your pills or vitamins for an entire week! Includes extra compartments and pockets to hold medical ID and paperwork.
Classic Canvas-4 4/4”Lx3 3/4”Wx 1 1/4”D.
Black #100-022-212
Blue #100-022-213
Vibrant Pattern-5 1/4”Lx3 3/4”Wx1 1/4”D.
Fuschia Fusion #100-022-225
Lilac Kiss #100-022-226
YOUR CHOICE $9.99

B. Feeling Lethargic?
Try This.
Made with simple, all-natural ingredients, devotees claim this herbal blend treats arthritis, high blood pressure, cholesterol and acid reflux. Many use as a daily immune system booster. NO added sugars or alcohol. 25 fl oz plastic bottle.
* USA MADE *
Yoder’s Good Health Recipe #122-4545 / $24.95
Note: Do not use if pregnant or nursing. For more info and a full list ingredients, visit Lehmans.com

C. Uplift Your Mood and Smell Great, Too
The secret to this necklace diffuser is the beeswax inside. Just open the pendant and apply 2-3 drops of essential oils to the beeswax. As you wear it, the oils are naturally diffused. Bronze chain 24”L.
Personal Diffuser Necklace
#100-013-054 / $29.99

D. Make Your Own
Elderberry Syrup – A Rich Source of Vitamin A and C!
Elderberry syrup is full of immune boosting properties, and it’s easy to make with this kit – all you need to supply is honey and water. Makes about 1 qt.
* USA MADE *
Elderberry Syrup Kit #100-021-593 / $16.99

E. Get Natural Relief
Made using a century-old Amish recipe, no chemicals. One bottle lasts 2-3 months. 8 fl oz.
* USA MADE *
Acid Reflux Remedy #100-006-004
Leg & Foot Cramps Remedy #100-006-003
YOUR CHOICE $14.99

F. Rescue Skin with Over 21 Essential Oils and Herbs
May help with acne, eczema, psoriasis, dry skin, sunburns, arthritis and more! NO parabens, glycerin, alcohol or sulfates. 1.75-oz tin (highly concentrated).
* USA MADE *
Rescue Me Intensive Care Balm #100-008-416 / $19.99

G. Create a Calming Space with Essential Oil Diffuser
This ceramic diffuser releases a soothing mist of essential oils into your home. Two mist modes (continuous and intermittent) with 7 LED colors. Electric, 33.8 oz capacity. 6 1/2”H.
+ USA MADE +
Ultrasonic Essential Oil Diffuser #100-021-075 / $34.99
Note: Essential oils sold separately.

H. Wipe Out Nail Fungus, Naturally
This herbal soak treats fingernails, toenails, athlete’s foot and cracking heel. Steam herbs in apple cider vinegar (you supply), 0.65-oz box (lasts about 2 months).
* USA MADE *
Herbal Nail Fungus Soak #116-2465 / $15.99

I. Discover the Perks of Pure Essential Oils
Hand-blended in small batches, they are practitioner grade with a higher concentration than many other essential oils (meaning you’ll typically use less oil to achieve the same or better results). No synthetics used, just 100% pure essential oils. Dilution required, 1 fl oz.
* USA MADE *
Lavender Essential Oil #100-024-191 / $24.99
Peppermint Essential Oil #100-024-194 / $26.99
Tea Tree Essential Oil #100-024-196 / $24.99
Nerve Support Essential Oil Blend #100-024-192 / $26.99
Stress Relief Essential Oil Blend #100-024-198 / $59.99

J. Enjoy Soothing, Therapeutic Light
This lamp gives any space soft, natural-feeling light. Just plug it in and watch as the Himalayan salt crystals illuminate to a soothing amber glow. Great for relaxing! Lamp includes metal basket, salt crystals, 25W bulb and electrical cord. 6 1/2”H.
Himalayan Salt Lamp #100-021-078 / $26.99

K. Discover CBD Hemp Extract Oil
NEW! Organically grown, CBD Amish Harvest Industrial Hemp Extract Oil promotes natural relief and may help with inflammation, anxiety, sleep issues, and more. THC free, peppermint flavor.
* USA MADE *
Regular Strength 200mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-445 / $34.99
Extra Strength 500mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-446 / $54.99
Super Strength 750mg 1-oz bottle. #100-037-459 / $54.99
Super Strength 1500mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-829 / $139.99
Note: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. For adult use only; use only as directed by your health care provider. For more info, visit Lehmans.com

L. Discover the Perks of Pure Essential Oils
Hand-blended in small batches, they are practitioner grade with a higher concentration than many other essential oils (meaning you’ll typically use less oil to achieve the same or better results). No synthetics used, just 100% pure essential oils. Dilution required, 1 fl oz.
* USA MADE *
Lavender Essential Oil #100-024-191 / $24.99
Peppermint Essential Oil #100-024-194 / $26.99
Tea Tree Essential Oil #100-024-196 / $24.99
Nerve Support Essential Oil Blend #100-024-192 / $26.99
Stress Relief Essential Oil Blend #100-024-198 / $59.99

M. Create a Calming Space with Essential Oil Diffuser
This ceramic diffuser releases a soothing mist of essential oils into your home. Two mist modes (continuous and intermittent) with 7 LED colors. Electric, 33.8 oz capacity. 6 1/2”H.
+ USA MADE +
Ultrasonic Essential Oil Diffuser #100-021-075 / $34.99
Note: Essential oils sold separately.

N. Enjoy Soothing, Therapeutic Light
This lamp gives any space soft, natural-feeling light. Just plug it in and watch as the Himalayan salt crystals illuminate to a soothing amber glow. Great for relaxing! Lamp includes metal basket, salt crystals, 25W bulb and electrical cord. 6 1/2”H.
Himalayan Salt Lamp #100-021-078 / $26.99

O. Discover CBD Hemp Extract Oil
NEW! Organically grown, CBD Amish Harvest Industrial Hemp Extract Oil promotes natural relief and may help with inflammation, anxiety, sleep issues, and more. THC free, peppermint flavor.
* USA MADE *
Regular Strength 200mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-445 / $34.99
Extra Strength 500mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-446 / $54.99
Super Strength 750mg 1-oz bottle. #100-037-459 / $54.99
Super Strength 1500mg 2-oz bottle. #100-037-829 / $139.99
Note: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. For adult use only; use only as directed by your health care provider. For more info, visit Lehmans.com

Have a question? We have experts on hand.
L. Upcycled Totes and Bags: Vintage Inspired!

Waste not – that’s what these upcycled bags are all about! They’re sustainably crafted from former truck tarps and military tents, giving them new life and style.

- **Ryker Wristlet**: Features 5 credit card slots, zippered coin pocket, back slip pocket, bill holder and zipper closure. 6” wrist strap, 6”Wx4”H. #100-032-461 / $26.99
- **Intermix Crossbody**: Features front pocket with magnetic snap, center compartment with multiple pockets, plus back pocket with zipper. 24” adjustable crossbody strap, 8”Wx8”Hx1/2”D. #100-032-463 / $42.99
- **Dakota Shoulder Bag**: Features a front leather slip pocket, a back zippered pocket, inside pockets and a zippered closure. 7” handle drop, 20”Wx131/2”Hx4”D. #100-032-464 / $49.99
- **Dream Create Inspire Tote**: Features a vintage-inspired screen print paired with a zipper closure for practical use. 9” handle drop, 17”Wx17”Hx4”D. #100-032-465 / $49.99

M. These Belts Just Might Last Forever

Our 100% leather belts are handmade by Amish families in Ohio and Pennsylvania. Solid workmanship and handsome details.

- **USA MADE**
  - **Casual/Work Belts**: Genuine cowhide with chrome buckle and snaps. 1/8” thick.
    - Brown Belt: Even sizes from 22”-62”. 1 1/4” wide. #731-(insert size) / $19.95
    - Black Belt: Even sizes from 22”-62”. 1 1/4” wide. #842-(insert size) / $19.95
    - Black Belt: Even sizes from 32”-56”. 2” wide. #200-(insert size) / $21.99
  - **Dressy Belts**: Genuine English bridle leather with fine stitching and brass buckle and snaps. Even sizes from 32”-50”.
    - Brown Belt: 1” wide #1412-(insert size) / $29.99
    - Black Belt: 1” wide #2413-(insert size) / $29.99
    - Brown Belt: 1 1/4” wide #1514-(insert size) / $29.99
    - Black Belt: 1 1/4” wide #2515-(insert size) / $29.99

Note: Specify belt size by adding size to the end of the item number. In general, order one size larger than your pants size. Belts are measured from the leather at the buckle end to the middle hole (do not include buckle when measuring except for the casual “ belts).

N. Protect Your Clothes from Moths, Naturally

The natural, pleasant aroma of cedar leaves your clothes smelling fresh and repels those pesky moths. No chemicals! Helps protect wool, cashmere and silk clothing.

- **Red Cedar Hangers**: Just slip clothes on and hang up. Contoured notched shoulders with fixed bar, 4 pk. #100-030-469 / $16.99
- **Red Cedar Liner**: Line drawers and shelves. Trim to fit, two 6-ft rolls. #100-030-468 / $19.99
- **Red Cedar Hooks**: Hang in your closet. Two 2-pk bags. #100-019-447 / $14.99

Note: If using in drawers, place on a paper to protect clothes from the natural oils.

O. Keep Shoes Shiny and Clean

Well made! Set includes two applicator brushes, two polishing brushes, a cleaning brush, a suede brush, a cotton cloth, and a small shoe horn. Horsehair bristles. Germany.

- **Shoe Care Set**: #100-018-811 / $89.99
- **Extra-Long Shoe Horn**: Helps you put on shoes much easier. Over two feet long! Oak. #100-018-810 / $16.99

P. For the Dapper Gentleman

Retro suspenders have patented no-slip, triple-plated nickel clips. One size fits all.

- **USA MADE**
  - **Heavy-Duty Suspenders**: Extra-wide 2” straps designed for hard-working men.
    - Brown #105-5800 / $25.99
    - Blue Denim #105-9880 / $25.99
    - Navy #105-5775 / $25.99

Note: If using in drawers, place on a paper to protect clothes from the natural oils.

A Simpler Life is Sustainable

Choosing quality clothing and goods that will last more than a few wears is all part of living a sustainable lifestyle. It reduces waste, plus you’ll feel good investing in quality you know you can depend on.
Enjoy a fun, relaxing day at our store in Ohio’s Amish Country. Lehms.com/visit

Why were we voted the Best Destination in Ohio’s Amish Country five years in a row? Why is there "a store nowhere else" like us? Because we exist to create A Simpler Life for you and your loved ones.

Family owned and operated since 1955, Lehman’s has been helping folks for over 65 years. City or country, rural or urban, we can help you build a better future, one that values personal connections, integrity and tradition.

You’ll find us in the heart of Ohio’s Amish Country at our Kidron store, where our story began. For our friends who are far away, our print catalog and website give you access to hundreds of practical goods, from planting and preserving, to off-grid living.

SATISFYING:
Shop for solutions that help you champion a lively and active lifestyle.

COMFORTING:
Attend family-fun events that encourage cherishing relationships with community and kin.

SUSTAINABLE:
Discover human-powered tools that can be passed down to future generations.

UNDERSTANDABLE:
Engage with products that are uncomplicated and truthful.

THE SIMPLER LIFE ON THE GO
New year, new guests in 2020 on the "Solutions For a Simpler Life" Podcast • Find it on evergreenpodcasts.com/lehmans-simpler-life or wherever you find your favorite podcasts. Don’t forget to Rate, Review and Subscribe.

65 years of selling history • Learn more here:
LEHMANS.COM/ABOUTUS

It’s worth the trip to Kidron • Learn more here:
LEHMANS.COM/KIDRON_STORE

LET’S BE SOCIAL
follow us @lehmanshardware
Get behind the scenes looks at events, new products, giveaways and homesteading trends.
YOU WANT NEW AND USEFUL PRODUCTS? WE GOT 'EM.

From our 200-square foot fully furnished Tiny House, to our year 'round Christmas store to our apparel room, there is lots to see and do at Lehman’s. We’ve added over 14,000 items to our assortment. Don’t worry, though, we still have one of Ohio’s largest selections of cast iron, wood cooking and heating stoves, oil lamps and wooden toys. We’ve kept the best of the old, and added the best of the new. You’re welcome.

FAMILY FUN AT LEHMAN’S

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11
• Candle Making Workshop

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
• Lunch with Your Honey + Live Music

SATURDAY, MARCH 21
• First Day of Grills

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, APRIL 24-25
• Cupcake Tour

SATURDAY, MAY 2
• Customer Appreciation

SATURDAY, JUNE 27
• Country Living Workshop

SATURDAY, JULY 11
• Summer Celebration

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
• Car Show

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
• Fall Festival

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23-24
• Savor the Flavor Tour

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27
• Black Friday in the Country

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5
• Old-Fashioned Christmas

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12
• North Pole Meet and Greet

WHAT´S THE WORD?

94% of visitors rate Lehman’s Excellent or Very Good on Trip Advisor
See for yourself at LEHMANS.COM/TESTIMONIALS

LEHMANS.COM/EVENTS
A. Generate Light with Gravity – No Operating Cost!

Over one billion people around the world do not have access to electricity. That’s why one company came up with this affordable, safe and eco-friendly light. No batteries or sun needed! Just needs gravity. The only electric light that doesn’t need wind, sun or constant cranking!

HOW IT WORKS!
» Hang up the GravityLight
» Fill bag with rocks or sand (about 2½ lb)
» As the weight descends on the pulley, it slowly powers a generator
» Provides 20 minutes of light as it descends; just lift for more light

Gravity-Powered Light
#100-019-994 / $99.99

B. Camping Lantern Turns into a Spotlight and an Alarm!

Multi-use LED light has 3 settings: low and high spotlight, and lantern for maximum light. Better yet, it’s powered by you – no batteries, just turn the crank to recharge. Comes with an emergency alarm and USB cable to charge your phone. 7¼"H.
Hand-Cranked Lantern, Spotlight & Alarm
#100-014-841 / $39.95

C. Stay Informed During Storms

Get the news, weather and light without needing batteries: AM/FM/Weather bands radio functions, built-in 3-LED flashlight, and Radio-to-USB Adapter to charge cell phones. Powered by solar panel, hand-crank or 3 AA batteries (you supply). 7¼”Wx5½”Hx2”D.
Solar AM/FM/Weather Radio/Light
#117-0370 / $59.99
4 AA Energizer® Batteries
#801-537 / $6.99

D. Rustic Look with Safe LED Lighting

15 LED bulbs dim and brighten with just a turn of the knob. Authentic glass globe with rugged metal and plastic construction. Requires 2 D batteries (you supply). 9¼”H.
Beacon Lantern
#101-015-788 / $49.99
Forest Lantern
#100-015-787 / $59.99

E. A Bright Idea: Rechargeable LED Lanterns!

These LED lanterns have a lithium ion battery that can be charged from any USB port. Dimmer switch allows you to adjust light. Weather resistant, charging cord included.
Beacon Lantern
Hang it up with the carabiner or use it freestanding. 220 lumens on high. 4”x4¾”x4¾”.
#100-015-788 / $49.99
Forest Lantern
The brighter of the two – plus, it charges your smartphone! 325 lumens on high. 6”x6”x9½”.
#100-015-787 / $59.99

F. Bring Light Anywhere You Need it, Even in Water!

Inflatable solar LED lights use no batteries or fuel, so they’re eco-friendly and safer. Take anywhere – just flip over to charge in 7-8 hours in the sun. Deflates for easy storage. Waterproof and floats! 3 modes: bright, super bright and flashing. Clear, 50 lumens. 4¾”Hx5”OD.
Luci Original
#100-015-751 / $24.99

G. EXTRA Bright Light - with Remote

24 long-lasting LED bulbs give lots of usable light (108 lumens). Folding handle, hanging hook, built-in compass and key ring remote. Requires 2 AAA and 3D batteries (you supply). 10¾”H, 4¾”OD.
LED Emergency Lantern with Remote Control
#119-3115 / $24.99
4 AAA Energizer® Batteries
#1081-3665 / $6.99
2 D Energizer® Batteries
#806-453 / $6.99

H. Bring Bright Light Anywhere NEW!

Compact and lightweight, it has the power of a full-size lantern without taking up the space – fits in a backpack! USB rechargeable, up to 1100 lumens. About 6⅛”x4¼”x1¾”.
Slim 1100 LED Emergency Light
#100-032-853 / $69.99

"We already have one of these lanterns and it came in real handy when we lost power. We decided we needed two more to light the whole house!"
- Customer Review for LED Emergency Lantern
Discover Our Non-Electric Lanterns

I. Heat Small Meals AND Enjoy Dependable Lighting
It’s the lantern that can heat water, soup or small meals! Great for camping or emergencies. 12”H.
Black Lantern Cooker #128-9925
Green Lantern Cooker #M2000
Your CHOICE $39.99
Extra 3/8” Wicks (5-pack) #302-99125 / $5.99

J. Feuerhand Lanterns Are Tough Against Rust
When you need a lantern that can endure the elements of Mother Nature, choose Feuerhand. Built to last and galvanized to fight off rust. Burns 20 hours. 10”H.
Made in Germany!
Silver (unpainted) #128-3455 / $24.99
Brilliant Blue #100-005-559 / $34.99
Bronze #100-005-543 / $44.99
Classic Black #128-3470 / $34.99
Dusty Blue #128-3485 / $34.99
Light Pink #100-005-548 / $34.99
Mossy Green #100-005-558 / $34.99
Olive Green #100-005-547 / $34.99
Pastel Green #100-005-549 / $34.99
Pastel Orange #100-005-546 / $34.99
Pure White #100-005-544 / $34.99
Red #128-3460 / $34.99
Royal Blue #128-3465 / $34.99
Signal Yellow #128-3490 / $34.99
Telemagenta #100-012-442 / $34.99
Shimmer Black #128-3480 / $44.99
Sparkling Iron #100-005-542 / $44.99
Extra 1/2” Wicks (5-pack) #3071-6755 / $5.99

K. Stock Up: Fuel for Oil Lamps
Purified to resist smoke and odor. Sealed containers store and ship safely.
One 120-oz jug, 7 lb #52-243 / $19.95
Case of four 120-oz jugs, 29 lb #0910-0104 / $69.95
Aladdin Lamp Fuel-Our best lamp oil. Works in all oil lamps. Distilled for purity, it burns with so little odor that it’s undetectable for most people.
Wicks last longer, too!
32 fl oz #17-552 / $10.99
64 fl oz #100-017-469 / $15.99
Case of twelve 32 fl oz bottles #175-5212 / $119.99

L. Proven Since 1840, They’re Customer Favorites!
Dietz oil lanterns come in a variety of sizes with heat-resistant globes. Tin-coated steel with enamel finish (except Rustic Blizzard).
Rustic Blizzard-Unpainted. Burns 26 hours, 15”H. #0846-0080 / $22.99
Blizzard-King of the cold blasts. Burns 26 hours, 15”H. Blue. #3780 / $29.99
Air Pilot-One of our most popular Dietz lanterns. Burns 27 hours, 13⅝”H. Blue. #3708 / $29.99

Jupiter-A farmer’s friend. Largest tank; can be burned every night for two weeks without refilling. Burns 72 hours, 15”H. Black. #3725B / $39.99

Discover Our Non-Electric Lanterns

Learn the basic pieces and parts of an oil lantern, what fuel to use and how to light your lantern and extinguish it safely.

Watch our tutorial video now at Lehmans.com/lanterns101

CUSTOMER REVIEW

"Due to the extremely high cost of power in Hawaii, I use two of these nightly...I liked and used these so much that I bought several to give out as [presents]."
- Customer Review for Feuerhand Lanterns

Watch and Learn
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TRUSTED BY GENERATIONS SINCE 1908
Non-electric lighting that’s bright as electric and 6x more efficient

A. Perfectly Practical!
Rough & Ready Lamp ONLY-Shatterproof aluminum base with Peruvian cotton wick.
#100-021-369 / $99.99
Survival Kit- Includes Rough & Ready lamp, PLUS fuel and parts for 21 nights, waterproof matches and personal LifeStraw® water filter.
#100-020-634 / $148.99
Hunter’s Hideaway Lamp ONLY
Shatterproof aluminum, camo green, English cotton wick.
#100-011-055 / $179.95
Hunter’s Hideaway Lamp WITH Green Camo Shade
#100-021-453 / $219.95
Green Camo Shade ONLY
#100-020-737 / $29.95

B. Collectible Signature Series
Every lamp serialized, certificate of authenticity. Hand painted, only 150 of each made. High performance English cotton wick.
a. Grand Vertique Honey Amber Lamp WITH Fall Mums Shade- Nickel Trim
#100-023-034 / $409.90
Brass Trim
#100-029-766 / $409.90
b. Grand Vertique Honey Amber Lamp WITH Fall Oak Shade- Nickel Trim
#100-023-035 / $409.90
Brass Trim
#100-029-767 / $409.90

C. Keep Your Aladdin Lamp Burning Brightly
MAXbrite Heel-less Standard Chimney- Fits all models except 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C, 12½”H.
#100-004-908 / $22.95
“Lor-On Standard Chimney”- Fits lamps made between 1932 and 1983, models 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C. Twists to lock into place. 12½”H.
#R103 / $22.95
MAXbrite Heel-less High Output Chimney- Fits all models except 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C, 15½”H.
#100-006-743 / $25.95
“Lor-On” High Output Chimney- Fits lamps made between 1932 and 1983, models 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C. Twists to lock into place. 15½”H.*
#100-005-921 / $25.95
*Gives you 10% more light. Slips down into burner without locking.

Extra Mantle- Fits Aladdin lamps since 1928 (models 12-23, A-C), Essential part! 3¼”H.
#R150 / $19.99
Replacement Wicks Fits all lamps since 1949 (No. 23, No. 23A, No. 23E60)
#N230 / $19.95
Fits lamps made from 1932 to 1969 (No. 23, No. 23A, No. 23E60)
#R151 / $19.95
Fits lamps made before 1935 (No. 7-No. 12)
#N198 / $19.95

D. Classic Lincoln Drape
It’s our most popular pattern. Each lamp base made by a family owned glasshouse not far from our store.

- USA MADE -
a. Amethyst Lamp ONLY- Nickel Trim
#100-007-383 / $209.95
Amethyst Lamp ONLY- Brass Trim
#100-007-231 / $209.95
Amethyst Drape WITH Shade- Nickel Trim
#100-003-859 / $309.95
Amethyst Drape WITH Shade- Brass Trim
#100-007-634 / $309.95
Violets Shade ONLY
#M752 / $95.95
b. Emerald Lamp ONLY- Nickel Trim
#100-011-101 / $209.95
Emerald Lamp ONLY- Brass Trim
#100-007-012 / $209.95
Emerald Drape WITH Shade- Nickel Trim
#100-032-034 / $299.95
Emerald Drape WITH Shade- Brass Trim
#100-032-033 / $299.95
Beach Paradise Shade ONLY
#100-022-072 / $89.95

E. Passion Purple!
Passion Purple Lamp ONLY
#100-020-961 / $199.95
Passion Purple Lamp WITH Damask Shade
#100-020-962 / $209.95
Damask Shade ONLY
#100-007-302 / $59.95

F. Wedding White
Optional pleated cloth shade.
Wedding White Lamp ONLY
#100-011-065 / $199.95
Wedding White Lamp WITH Pleated Shade
#100-011-135 / $229.95
Pleated Shade ONLY
#N110W / $29.95

Lehman’s in Kidron, OH is home to the only Museum of Light in the country. Thanks to the avid collectors the Knights of Aladdin, the museum boasts rare salesman samples, as well as a complete history of the iconic brand. Founded in the early 1900s, Aladdin introduced the first mantle (incandescent burner), that burned brighter and hotter than any other lamp on the market. Which meant you no longer had to go to bed when the sun went down, because now you had a bright interior light source.

Galen Lehman, son of founder Jay Lehman and CEO

“An Aladdin lamp is the one lamp to have in a disaster. It burns with a bright, white, “electric-like” light, thanks to its incandescent mantle. It uses less fuel than any other wick lamp while producing about six times more light. It’s totally silent and requires no complicated pumping. And, when you couple it with our exclusive three-year parts kit, it means you have a lamp that will be ready when you need it. I have three Aladdin Lamps in my home, including a Genie (which is the best value of any Aladdin lamp).”

Journey to simplicity
**G. Move Room to Room**

Vintage-look finger handle allows you to easily move this oil lamp to where it is needed. Made of gorgeous art glass, holds about 10 fl oz. ¾"W flat wick. 17¾"H.

Old-Charm Finger Lamp #123-9230 / $69.99

**H. Practical and Pretty Lighting for Every Room**

Mount or hang these rustic oil lamps. Their included reflectors help project more usable light.

**Woodshed Wall Lamp**
- Painted pewter-like finish, holds about 20 fl oz. ¾"W flat wick. 10¾"H.
  - #122-2035 / $19.99

**Hanging Lamp**
- Glass font embossed with rope design; holds about 12 fl oz. Wick ¼"W. 18"H.
  - #105-2990 / $29.99

**Replacement Chimney**
  - #122-2020 / $9.95

**Extra 3/4” Wicks (5-pack)**
  - #3023-0005 / $6.99

**Rustic Reflector Lamp**
- Large reflector (4½”OD) will cast more usable light into any room. ¾”W wick. 12”H.
  - #104-3995 / $32.99

**Replacement Chimney**
  - #305-7916 / $9.95

**Extra 3/8” Wicks (5-pack)**
  - #302-12355 / $5.99

Note: Mounting hardware not included.

**I. Victorian-Style Lighting**

Primitive hand-molded glass reproduction just like the original Victorian oil lamps, including the bubbles and imperfections. Holds about 20 fl oz. 12¾"H.

Clear Victorian Oil Lamp #30-WBL / $39.99

**J. The Beauty of Brass**

Elegant, gleaming brass brings an incomparable sophistication to almost any setting. Features a convenient finger loop and classic pear top glass chimney. Holds 18 oz. ¾” flat wick. 12½”H.

Solid Brass Table Oil Lamp #0840-5225 / $112.99

**K. Simple, Charming Lighting**

Clear glass font is embossed with a diamond-shaped pattern. Holds about 18 fl oz. Crimp-top chimney; brass burner with ¾” flat wick. 13”H.

Evening Lamp #109-5540 / $69.99

**M. Make Your Own Oil Lamp**

So simple to make, this kit turns a canning jar into a fully-functional, thrifty oil lamp. Includes regular-mouth quart jar, adapter ring, brass-plated No. 2 burner and clear chimney (3”OD).

Oil Lamp Kit #100-000-974 / $19.99

**N. Safer, Cleaner and Easier to Use**

Merry Corliss lamps burn olive oil so there’s no smoke or odor – a great hypoallergenic and green alternative to petroleum fuels. Can use liquid fat or grease. Handcrafted steel elements.

**Chamber Lamp**
- Handle makes it easy to carry. ¾”OD round wick. Burns 12 hours per fill. 16 fl oz jar, 5”H.
  - #15-312 / $16.99

Extra 1/8’ Wicks (12-pack)
  - #15-756 / $9.99

**Shop our entire assortment of lamps at Lehmans.com/lamps**
A. Safer, More Precise Wood Splitting
The pioneer’s choice for splitting kindling. Your hands are always above the super sharp blade. Hardened steel. Amish craftsmanship. 16” hickory handle, 15” blade. USA MADE
Lehman’s Own Old-Fashioned Froe
#37-637 / $49.99
Natural Hardwood Mallet—Beech hardwood. 9½”Hx3”OD.
#100-009-574 / $32.99

B. They’re Here! Gränsfors Bruk Axes – Hand-Forged, Top Quality
Seriously sharp and ready-for action, these sought-after axes are known around the world for their amazing quality. Crafted for over 100 years by Gränsfors Bruk smiths, each tempered steel blade bears its maker’s initials. Hickory handles, top-grain leather sheaths. 20-year guarantee. Sweden.

Small Forest Axe—19½”L, 2½ lb. #420 / $158.00
Hand Hatchet—9½”L, 1½ lb. #100-011-413 / $140.00
Mini Hatchet—10”L, 13.6 oz. #100-011-415 / $159.99
Large Splitting Axe—27½”L, 5 lb. #101-2780 / $190.00
Outdoor Axe—Handle 14¾”L, 1 lb. #100-011-416 / $199.00

D. Hand-Forged Since 1697!
When you pick up a Hults Bruk axe, you’re getting a tool that’s razor sharp and will outlast cheaper versions. Their secret? Age-old, hand-forged craftsmanship. Swedish steel with hickory handles and leather sheaths. Sweden.

Motala Double-Headed Axe—Perfect for chopping wood or axe throwing competitions. 30”L, 5 lb. #100-012-914 / $344.00
Akka Forester’s Axe—For clearing trails. 24”L, 2½ lb. #100-012-911 / $169.00
Kisa Felling Axe—For cutting smaller trees and limbs. 26”L, 3 lb. #100-012-912 / $144.00
Almike Hatchet—For making kindling and light clearing. 16”L, 1¼ lb. #100-012-909 / $139.00
Aneby Hatchet—For hunters. 20”L, 2½ lb. #100-012-910 / $144.00

C. Safer Solutions to Cutting Kindling – No Axe Needed!
Split wood with less force. Durable cast iron construction.
Kindling Cracker—Just place wood onto the splitting wedge stand and hit with a mallet or another piece of wood (you supply). 12”H, 6¼”ID, 10 lb. Australia.
#100-014-665 / $108.99
Wall-Mounted Kindling Splitter—No bending or swinging – just mount to a wall, insert wood and lower the steel wedge. 23”Hx3¼”Wx5”D. 10 lb. Sweden.
#100-014-662 / $219.00

E. Keep Your Woodpile High and Dry for Better Fires
Build a log rack to your precise needs. Durable steel brackets are easy to assemble – all you need is a few 2’x4’s (you supply). Keeps logs up to 5” off the ground. Includes 4 brackets, each 5¼”Hx3½”Wx3½”D.
Log Rack Brackets—4 pk #100-017-931 / $24.99

One-Man Crosscut Saws—For heavy pruning and trimming, firewood, occasional felling and notching logs. Straight back with D-handle. Hole at opposite end for optional two-man handle.
3 Ft Saw
#13 / $259.00
4½ Ft Saw
#145 / $299.00
#10-204 / $189.99

Prep Your Woodpile
TO BE READY FOR NEXT WINTER

Well made tool for a great price. Boxes of kindling made on short time using the froe.”
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER
**H. The Essential Tools for Wood Carvers**

This hand-forged carving set comes with a variety of 13 high carbon steels tools, including skews, gouges and spoons. Durable wooden handles are tough enough for the heaviest mallet. Each stores in the included canvas cloth roll.

13-Piece Carving Tool Starter Set  
#100-009-569 / $149.00

**I. Great for Any Occasion**

Long ago, every grandpa owned pocket knives that were perfect for any circumstance. Our quality-made knives bring back this tradition.

**Grandpa’s Small Dress Knife**-Iridescent abalone shell handle with brass pins. Spear, spey and sheep’s foot blades. 2 3/4”L.  
#118-5155 / $16.99

**Grandpa’s Sunday Afternoon Knife**-Earth-toned acrylic handle with brass pins. Spear, spey and sheep’s foot blades. 3 1/4”L.  
#118-5145 / $17.99

**J. Keep Any Blade at Its Best**

Easily sharpen just about anything: cutlery, scissors and shears, hedge clippers, axes, even reel and power mower blades. Two guides. Built-in glass and tile cutter, lifetime guarantee. 6 1/2”L.  
* USA MADE  
**SelectTool Sharpener**  
#121-3900 / $29.99

**K. Military-Grade Strength**

Hefty steel fuel cans are homestead approved for safe storage and transport. Can’t leak!

20L Green  
#100-012-597 / $94.99

20L Red  
#100-012-599 / $94.99

20L Blue  
#100-012-600 / $94.99

10L Green  
#100-012-601 / $84.99

10L Red  
#100-012-602 / $84.99

10L Blue  
#100-012-603 / $84.99

5L Green  
#100-012-604 / $79.99

5L Red  
#100-012-605 / $79.99

5L Blue  
#100-012-606 / $79.99

**L. Debark and Shape Wood with Traditional Draw Shaves**

Durable steel blades with comfortable wooden handles for a good, secure grip.

5” Straight Draw Shave—With handles 9 3/4”W, 1/4 lb.  
#71-5612 / $49.99

8” Straight Draw Shave—With handles 15”W, 1 1/4 lb.  
#14-884 / $49.99

10” Straight Draw Shave—With handles 17 1/4”W, 2 lb.  
#13-884 / $69.99

10” Curved Draw Shave—With handles 11 3/4”W, 1 1/4 lb.  
#100-014-720 / $52.99

13” Straight Draw Shave—With handles 19 3/4”W, 2 1/4 lb.  
#100-014-721 / $59.99

**M. Haul or Split Logs While Saving Your Back...**

The LogOX 3-in-1 tool lifts and rolls logs to reduce the strain of bending over. Plus, it elevates logs so your chainsaw stays out of the dirt as you cut. Features 21” cant hook, 38”L cant handle extension and timberjack T-bar with hollow steel frame. 13 1/2 lb.  
* USA MADE  
**LogOX 3-in-1**  
#100-014-567 / $219.00

**N. Tough Against Vandals and the Unexpected**

Unlike ordinary mailboxes, ours is built by Amish craftsmen with heavy duty diamond plate aluminum! Super durable with a magnetic closure so door stays shut. About 8”Wx8”Hx16 1/4”D, 6 1/2 lb.  
* USA MADE  
**Indestructible Mailbox**  
#100-018-969 / $114.99

Note: Mounting hardware and post not included.
HOMEMADE IS WORTH IT!

Why make maple syrup? You’ll enjoy more than its sweet, pure taste. You’ll feel the joy and satisfaction of knowing that you made it yourself!

Not sure where to begin? Let us help!

Find 10 tips for tapping trees at Lehmans.com/maple

---

Make Your Own Maple Syrup

---

A. Maple Syrup Processing Kit
Our starter processing kit includes: test cup; hydrometer; professional-grade candy thermometer; 2 syrup filter papers; stainless steel funnel with screen; and 12 glass bottles with lids for storing your finished syrup.

#120-8750 / $124.99

B. Individual Sugaring Supplies

Spile Cleaning Brush
Individual

#120-7315 / $5.99

Cheese Cloth (2 sq yd)
#120-7300 / $9.99

Tapping Bit-¾” with ½” shank.
#120-7320 / $12.95

Set of 12 Glass Syrup Bottles with Lids-7½”H.
#120-8745 / $49.95

Syrup Filter Papers: Pack of 2, 24”x30” each.
#120-7270 / $10.95

Stainless Steel Funnel With Screen-4½”x4½”OD, small end 1½”OD.
#19-104 / $9.95

Stainless Steel Spile with Hook-Drill hole into tree, insert spout firmly in the hole and hang a bucket from the S-hook. Buy in a pack and save money! Spile about 3⅛”L.

Individual

#100-017-932 / $3.99

3 pk

#100-023-559 / $9.99

6 pk

#100-023-560 / $18.99

12 pk

#100-023-561 / $34.99

C. Maple Sugaring Starter Kits
Everything you need to collect sap from 3 mature maple trees! Kit comes with instruction booklet; tapping bit; 3 spiles; 3 aluminum buckets (each holds 2 gallons of sap); 3 metal bucket lids; 3 hooks; and a cheese cloth for filtering sap.

#100-019-446 / $119.99

Alternative 3-Tree Sap Kit-Kit comes with everything above, except polypropylene buckets instead of aluminum. Includes spile cleaning brush.

#120-8700 / $99.99

D. Take Your Maple Syrup to the Next Level
Get detailed advice from sugarin’ expert Rink Mann. Includes the basics, plus information on how to make 13 different backyard evaporators. 6”x9”, 94 pp.

Backyard Sugarin’ Book
#418-201 / $12.95

E. Learn the Basics
An easy-to-follow guide for making maple syrup from collecting sap to cooking and bottling.

Anderson and Anderson, 5”x7”, 120 pp.

How to Make Maple Syrup Book
#100-001-925 / $9.95

---

Interested in making maple syrup but don’t know where to get started? We can help! We offer in-store lifestyle workshops, including the always popular Maple Syrup class, taught by Lehman’s own, Roger. We also offer workshops on raising chickens or bees, baking pies, making cheese and yogurt, even cooking on a wood cook stove.

The full schedule is at Lehmans.com/events

---

Find 10 tips for tapping trees at Lehmans.com/maple
F. Put These Multi-Purpose Crock to Work—USA-Made Quality

Like the ones used years ago, these open stoneware crocks are still great for making pickles and sauerkraut. Handy around the house, too. Each stamped with the number of gallons it holds. Food-safe glaze. Microwave and dishwasher safe.

* USA MADE *
1-Gallon-8¾"H, 7¾"OD, 8½ lb.  
#820-073 / $36.99  
3-Gallon-11¼"H, 10½"OD, 16¼ lb.  
#820-373 / $64.95  
5-Gallon-14"H, 12¾"OD, 27½ lb.  
#820-573 / $89.99

More sizes available online at Lehmans.com

G. Our Best Crock

Ancient European design available exclusively from Lehman's! Designed by Galen Lehman and made at a family-run kiln, this crock is the best and safest way to make sauerkraut, pickled vegetables, kimchi, kombucha, vinegar and wine! Fill the built-in channel with water to guarantee a perfect seal against the lid. Comes with fitted ceramic weights to keep food submerged in the brine. 15¼"H, 11½OD.

* USA MADE *
3-Gallon Blue Striped Fermenting Crock  
#125-0275 / $119.99

J. Pickle Your Fancy:

Make Small or Large Batches!

Make kimchi, sauerkraut and more with these Kilner® fermentation sets. Choose from two sizes and styles. Each include instructions and recipes.

Glass Jar Fermenting Set—New to fermenting and pickling? Try this small batch set. Holds 102 fl oz (0.8 gal). Glass jar comes with wooden lid, air lock and bung and two ceramic weight stones.  
#100-017-418 / $29.99

Ceramic Crock Fermenting Set—Ideal for larger batches. Traditional water-sealed lid, holds 1.3 gal. Ceramic crock comes with two ceramic weight stones.  
#100-030-104 / $99.99

M. Ferment Food in Sleeker, Lighter Crock

Clear glass crock is much lighter than traditional stoneware crocks AND provides an anaerobic environment, a must for successful fermenting. Includes 5L (1.32 gal) crock, ceramic weight, BPA-free plastic lid, rewritable label and wax pencil, PLUS FREE fermentation cookbook.  
5L Fermentation Crock Kit  
#100-015-218 / $109.99

In a pickle? We have more fermenting supplies at Lehmans.com
H. Ball® and Kerr® Jars: Our Most Popular Canning Jars

Trusted by generations, these jars are safe for canning and crafting. Come with bands and lids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pt Regular-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H630-464</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pt Wide-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H661-153</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ pint Regular-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H630-473</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 qt Regular-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H661-144</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ gal Wide-Mouth</td>
<td>-6 pk</td>
<td>#H612-439</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kerr® Jars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>½ pt Regular-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H630-464</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ pt Wide-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H661-153</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ pint Regular-Mouth</td>
<td>-9 pk</td>
<td>#600-037</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 qt Wide-Mouth</td>
<td>-12 pk</td>
<td>#H661-144</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Squeezo® Mill: All-Metal Construction, USA Made

The original all-metal food mill – cannot stain or retain odors. Comes with standard tomato screen, wooden plunger (10½"L), cleaning brush and recipe booklet. Clamps to surfaces up to 2½" thick. Aluminum hopper 9"ODx6"D. Stands 15"H, 5½ lb.

**USA MADE**

- Squeezo® Food Mill  #110-0660 / $239.99
- Pumpkin/Salsa Screen #04001 / $49.99
- Berry Screen  #04002 / $49.99

D. Sanitize Lids without Hassle

Holds 12 canning lids of any size in individual slots. Rustproof aluminum, 4"Wx4½"L. Lid Sterilizing Rack  #CS20 / $14.99

E. Easily Fill Jars

Durable stainless steel. Oval Ladle-12½"L handle. *USA MADE*  
- #54-519 / $32.99

Double-Spout Ladle: Perfect pouring for righties and lefties alike! Holds 1 cup. 13½"L.  #114-1600 / $12.95

F. Freeze Lots of Produce

Heavy-duty plastic containers lock in flavor and prevent freezer burn. Quantity markings and fill lines. Dishwasher safe. BPA free.

**USA MADE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pt (60 containers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>#111-4265</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ pt (48 containers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>#111-4280</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 qt (36 containers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>#111-4270</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ gal (24 containers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>#111-4275</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Make Small Batches of Sauce

Just add soft ingredients into stainless steel hopper and turn handle. Pureed food drops right into glass jar. Great for making applesauce and tomato sauce! Holds 34 fl oz. About 5½"Wx6½"Lx12½"H.

Kilner® Sauce Press Jar Set  #100-030-103 / $44.99

C. Safely Store, Protect and Transport Your Canning Jars

You did the work. Now keep your prized food safe.

- Compact and Beautiful-Each box holds 6 jars and has tabs to keep jars separated. Assorted designs, durable cardboard.  
  - Pint Jar Boxes-4 pk  #100-015-594 / $16.99  
  - Quart Jar Boxes-4 pk  #100-015-595 / $18.99  
  - Note: Comes flat; just fold to use.
  - Pint Totes-Set of 2  #126-6045 / $17.99  
  - Quart Totes-Set of 2  #122-2090 / $19.99  

G. A Jar Lid Bargains

Sleeve of Regular-Mouth Lids (approx. 345)  #110-8270 / $79.99

Sleeve of Wide-Mouth Lids (approx. 288)  #110-8275 / $79.99

Regular-Mouth Bands-60 pk  #121-3830

Wide-Mouth Bands-60 pk  #121-3835

YOUR CHOICE $19.99

H. Ball® and Kerr® Jars: Our Most Popular Canning Jars

Trusted by generations, these jars are safe for canning and crafting. Come with bands and lids.

**USA MADE**

- Ball® Jars  
  - 1 pt Regular-Mouth-12 pk  #H630-464 / $14.99  
  - 1 pt Wide-Mouth-12 pk  #H661-153 / $17.99  
  - 1½ pint Wide-Mouth-9 pk  #H600-037 / $15.99  
  - 1 qt Regular-Mouth-12 pk  #H630-473 / $17.99  
  - 1 qt Wide-Mouth-12 pk  #H661-144 / $19.99  
  - ½ gal Wide-Mouth-6 pk  #H612-439 / $19.99  

- Kerr® Jars  
  - ½ pt Wide-Mouth-12 pk  #108-9390 / $15.99

Spring into Canning Season!

Get tips for preparing your kitchen at Lehmans.com/canningseason
I. Best Canner for BIG Batches
Made locally by the Amish, it holds 15 quart jars or 18 pint jars! Water bath canner works on wood stoves or gas hotplates. Stainless steel, wooden handle grips. Lead-free, food-safe silver-soldered seams. Canning shelf.
13”Hx20¾”Lx11¾”W, 13 lb.
- USA MADE -
Lehman’s Amish-Made Stovetop Canner
#3115 / $199.99
Note: Always follow USDA recommendations when canning.

★★★★★
"Why have I waited so long to get this canner!"
- CUSTOMER REVIEW FOR LEHMAN’S AMISH-MADE STOVETOP CANNER

K. Learn from the Experts
#801-314 / $22.95

L. Reusable Canning Jar Lids and Jar Rubbers
Food-grade plastic; use over and over. BPA free.
 Regular-Mouth Jar Lids and Jar Rubbers-24 pk
#114-1085 / $19.99
 Regular-Mouth Jar Rubbers ONLY-12 pk
#114-6025 / $6.99
 Regular-Mouth Metal Bands ONLY-12 pk
#117-9080 / $5.99
 Wide-Mouth Jar Lids and Jar Rubbers-24 pk
#114-1095 / $19.99
 Wide-Mouth Jar Rubbers ONLY-12 pk
#114-6030 / $6.99
 Wide-Mouth Metal Bands ONLY-12 pk
#117-9085 / $5.99

M. Our Good Water Bath Canner: An Economical Choice
A great value, this stainless steel water bath canner’s price is comparable to non-stainless steel canners! Holds 7 quart jars or 8 pint jars, comes with a canning rack. 10¾”H, 14”ID.
Stainless Steel Canner
#100-017-834 / $49.95

N. Our Best Water Bath Canner: Use for Canning and Cooking
More than a water bath canner, it can also be used as a steam canner or stockpot. Holds 7 quart or 8 pint jars, comes with a canning rack. 12¾”H, 11¼”ID.
Victorio Stainless Steel Canner and Stockpot
#100-005-921 / $74.99

P. Our Good Canning Kit
Get our good canner PLUS these canning helpers to make the task simpler: Ball® Blue Book, canning funnel, jar lifter and 12 Ball® regular-mouth quart canning jars.
Our Good Canning Kit
#100-018-399 / $89.99 (A $109 value!)

O. Neatly Fill Bottles AND Jars!
Features a removable spout, so you can fill both large mouth jars (2½”ID to 5¼”ID) and narrow bottlenecks (¾”ID to 2¼”ID).
Stainless Steel Funnel with Removable Spout
#100-015-368 / $14.99

J. Heirloom-Quality Pressure Canners
Cast aluminum with a thicker bottom. Seal steam-tight with NO gasket. Not for glass-top stoves. UL approved.
- USA MADE -
15¼qt-Holds 10 pt or 7 qt
#915 / MSRP $361.99  SALE $259.99
21½qt-Holds 19 pt or 7 qt
#921 / MSRP $391.99  SALE $279.99
30qt-Holds 19 pt or 14 qt
#930A / MSRP $489.99  SALE $349.99
41½qt-Holds 32 pt or 19 qt
#941A / MSRP $707.99  SALE $499.99

Q. Our Best Water Bath Canner:
Use for Canning and Cooking
More than a water bath canner, it can also be used as a steam canner or stockpot. Holds 7 quart or 8 pint jars, comes with a canning rack. 12¾”H, 11¼”ID.
Victorio Stainless Steel Canner and Stockpot
#100-005-921 / $74.99

BUY IN A KIT!
Get our best canner with the essentials you need. Comes with canning funnel, jar lifter and 12 Ball® regular-mouth quart canning jars.
Our Best Canning Kit
#100-018-398 / $119.00 (A $139 value!)

LEHMANS.COM  800.438.5346
A. Perfect for Medium Batches
Holds 1pt of cream and makes up to ½ lb butter. Glass jar, stainless mechanism, polypropylene paddle. 10⅝”H, 6⅝”W with handle.
Kilner® Butter Churn #100-007-348 / $38.99

B. Spread Butter Instantly
Cold butter? No worries! This specially designed knife carries heat from the palm of your hand to the blade, so you can spread cold butter easily. Also great for peanut butter, cream cheese and more. Serrated, 6⅛”L.
Heated Butter Knife #100-030-392 / $22.99

C. Just Fill and Shake
Makes up to ⅛ lb butter. Great for youngsters. Holds 1 cup cream. BPA-free plastic. 5⅝”Hx3”OD.
Buttercup™ Butter Maker #129-4300 / $15.99
See p. 35 for matching cookware.

D. Handmade with Stunning Beauty
 ● USA MADE ●
2-Gallon-Makes up to 2½ lb butter. Holds 2½ qt cream. 11¼”Hx8”OD, dasher 21½”H.
#112-5395 / $79.99
3-Gallon-Makes up to 4 lb butter. Holds 1 gal cream. 13¼”Hx9”OD, dasher 28”H.
#112-5400 / $89.99

E. Butter Stays Soft — No Chilling
Just add water in bottom dish. White porcelain (holds ¼ lb butter). 8”Lx3”H.
Butter Boat #100-016-549 / $19.99

F. Keep Butter Fresh and Soft
It’s hard to resist this adorable butter crock with its colorful Garden Rooster pattern. Features an airtight seal, no refrigeration needed. Ceramic stoneware.
Bever Holder #100-050-963 / $22.99

G. Natural Nut Butters, Minus Sugar
The natural goodness of nuts - no sugar added. Organic, gluten free, Kosher, vegan. 16-oz glass jar.
 ● USA MADE ●
Creamy Almond Butter #129-0585 / $16.99
Crunchy Almond Butter #129-0590 / $16.99
Cashew Butter #129-0595 / $18.99

H. Only at Lehman’s!
The Dazey Butter Churn
Makes up to 2½ lb butter. Only glass and stainless steel touch cream. Holds 2½ qt cream. 16¼”H, 5”OD opening. Includes how-to booklet. Assembled in USA.
#124-1015 / $199.99
Replacement Jar-Fits 5”ID lids, 9½”Hx6” square.
#119-3120 / $19.99

I. Butter Spreads Smooth, Right from the Fridge
Twist lid to grate cold butter into spreadable pieces. For homemade or store-bought stick butter. 4”Hx3⅛”OD.
Butter Mill w/ Plastic Cover #100-001-794 / $19.99
Butter Mill w/ Stainless Steel Cover #100-010-948 / $29.99

J. Locally-Made Butters
Enjoy unique, delicious butters from Amish Country. You’ll love them on breads, sandwiches or crackers.
 ● USA MADE ●
Apple Butter-No sugar added, 8-oz jar.
#0202-1005 / $6.99
Hot Pepper Butter-16-oz jar.
#122-6250 / $7.99
Sweet Potato Butter-16-oz jar.
#343-573 / $7.99
Almond Butter-12-oz jar.
#356-235 / $13.99
M. Amish-Made Freezer
Lives Up to Its Name
In German, its name means "always good." Insulated, leak-proof fiberglass tub stays cold longer than wood. Stainless canister with clear plastic lid lets you see as you churn. Makes 6 qt. Stainless gears.

USA MADE
Hand-Cranked Immergood Ice Cream Freezer
- 16½"Hx12"OD, 18½ lb.
#100-005-039 / $399.00
Electric Immergood Ice Cream Freezer
- 21½"Hx12"OD, 18 lb.
#100-005-039 / $469.00

K. Dish up the Hardest Ice Cream
Less work! These specially designed ice cream scoops and spades make serving hard ice cream much easier.

Ice Cream Spade - Stainless steel blunt-end blade cuts through frozen-solid ice cream. Hardwood handle, 9¼"L.
#92-726 / $9.99
Vintage-Style Spade - 9"L.
#100-008-698 / $15.99
Vintage-Style Ice Cream Scoop - Like the ones from yesteryear. Chrome-plated, die-cast zinc alloy. Dishwasher safe. 8"L.
#100-008-697 / $15.99
OXO® Easy-Release Ice Cream Scoop - Pointed “beak” breaks into hard ice cream. Easy release button, aluminum with non-slip handle. 8½"L.
#105-7947 / $15.99

N. Serve Ice Cream by the Stack
Flat top and bottom of scoop lets you stack your favorite ice creams for colorful, yummy creations. Just twist, lift and push button to release. Fits jumbo and waffle cones, 7¾"H.
Ice Cream Scoop & Stack White
#100-030-074 / $24.99

Q. Chip Ice Easily
A versatile tool that can be used to chip ice, punch leather or plastic and start nails and screws. High carbon steel. 8½"L.
USA MADE
Old Hickory® Ice Pick
#107-1150 / $8.99

L. Ice Cream Essentials
If you’re using a traditional ice cream freezer, then you’ll need ice cream mixes and rock salt.

Richest Vanilla Ice Cream Mixes - Add a few simple ingredients (sugar, milk, cream and vanillin) to our mixes and use with an ice cream freezer. The results are delicious!
USA MADE
Makes 6 qt-3 pk.
#100-005-040 / $19.99
Makes 4 qt-3 pk.
#100-005-039 / $14.99
Rock Salt - Helps produce a necessary freezing temperature for homemade ice cream (goes around freezer canister, not in actual food.) 4-lb box.
#100-008-690 / $9.99

O. Feed a Crowd with Nostalgic Ice Cream Trailer
Memories of long summer days are sure to return at the charming sound of this wooden trailer. Powered by a hit-and-miss John Deere engine (1½ hp), it makes freshly churned ice cream in its 5-gallon freezer – no cranking on your part! Stainless steel canister, 80"Lx36"Wx52"H, 450 lb.
Small Ice Cream Trailer with Wooden Spoke Wheels - #42-478 / $6,449.00 plus freight
Note: This trailer will ship by semi truck to a freight terminal near your home. Before it ships, we’ll contact you to arrange freight. Freight charges apply. Please call 1-800-438-5346 for a quote.

P. Make All-Natural Yogurt without the Bulk
This easy-to-use electric yogurt maker collapses when not in use, so it’s easy to store. Unique design with automatic shut off. 9¼"Lx11½"Wx6½"H. (Thermometer, glass jars and yogurt starter not included).
Collapsible Yogurt Maker
#100-030-073 / $59.99
A. The Diamant Grain Mill: Truly the Finest in the World
The best mill we offer! Large, with “lasts forever” cast iron. European-made by a mill manufacturer with more than a century of experience. Finely tooled grinder burrs produce the highest quality pastry flour. Exclusive pre-grinding “teeth” give you an even grind. Grinds all grains, many spices, legumes, beans, nuts (except peanuts) and seeds.

Diamant Grain Mill–All-purpose burrs, 14”H.  
#525 / $999.00

C. Cut Uniform Slices
Use this handy guide with a knife (you supply). Removable crumb tray, wooden base wth acrylic panels. 12¾”Lx6⅜”Wx6⅝”H.  
Bread Slicing Guide  #115-6405 / $19.99

Note: Use with a blade that’s at least 6¼”L.

D. Bake a Better Crust
Stoneware bread bakers create the steam that’s needed for crunchy, chewy crusts while bread stays moist and soft. Use in your home oven.

Dominion Bread Baker- Gives you vintage-like décor for your kitchen and better bread! Made in Ohio, blue striped cover with unglazed bottom pan. 7”Hx11¾”OD, 8 lb.
#100-017-058 / $49.99

E. Quickly Grind Corn Meal
An economical way to grind corn meal for bird feeders or a few chickens. Grinds nuts, beans and seeds, too. Cast iron body coated with food-safe, tin plating. 10” crank, 14½”H, 11 lb.

High-Hopper Corn Mill  
#107-9030 / $49.99

F. Everything You Need to Store Grain Safely
Keep your food supply safe and gain peace of mind.

Mylar Bags–Store dry food; seal with a hot iron.  
10”x14” Bags (20 pk) #123-9500 / $12.99  
20”x30” Bags (10 pk) #100-008-717 / $23.99

Gallon Buckets–Can be hot filled (up to 190°F) and frozen. Holds up to 40 lb. High-density polyethylene.

Set of 5 Buckets w/ Lids  
#3305-5080 / $49.99 plus $10 additional shipping
Set of 10 Buckets w/ Lids  
#3305-5083 / $99.99 plus $10 additional shipping

Oxygen Absorbers–Add to bags or buckets reduce oxygen, 10 per pack, 2000cc.
#118-3176 / $10.99

Learn a New Skill
Did you know we offer classes in our Ohio store, from bread and pie baking to beekeeping? Check out our events schedule for 2020 and plan your trip today!

Visit Lehmans.com/events2020
G. Bring Country Charm to the Table with Rooster Cookware
Bring country charm to the supper table with rooster inspired cookware. Each dish features the Garden Rooster pattern – plain adorable! Hand wash.

5.5 Qt Roaster with Removable Rack: Made of enamel on steel; chrome rack. Holds up to a 14 lb turkey or roast, 14”x12”.
#100-029-922 / $59.99
8 Qt Stockpot: Snug-fitting lid seals in heat and moisture. Enamel on steel, oven safe to 450°F.
#100-029-923 / $49.99
Tool Crock: Holds all your cooking tools on the counter for neat, easy access. Stoneware. 6 1/2”Lx7 1/2”Wx8 1/2”H.
#100-030-377 / $24.99

H. Farberware® Classic Cookware: Time-Proven Quality with Quick, Even Heating!
Remember this gleaming stainless steel cookware? It’s back with one huge advantage – a thick aluminum core base. The aluminum is surrounded by heavy-duty stainless steel for rapid, even heating. Oven safe to 350°F. Quality with retro style!

2 Qt Covered Saucepan: Comes with lid.
#100-029-913 / $29.99
3 Qt Covered Straining Saucepan: Comes with specially designed lid, so you can strain food right in the pan.
#100-029-915 / $39.99
12” Covered Fry Pan: Comes with lid.
#100-029-916 / $66.99
Covered Saucepot: Comes with lid.
4 Qt #100-029-917 / $39.99
8 Qt #100-029-918 / $59.99
Skillet Set: Includes one 8” and one 10” skillet.
#100-029-914 / $39.99
12-Piece Set: Includes 1-qt, 1.5-qt and 2-qt covered saucepans; 5.5-qt covered stockpot; 8” and 9.75” nonstick aluminum skillets; slotted spoon; and slotted turner.
#100-029-911 / $99.99
15-Piece Set: Includes 1-qt, 2-qt and 3-qt covered saucepans; 4-qt covered saucepot; 8-qt covered stockpot; 8” and 10” nonstick skillets; and 3 nylon kitchen tools.
#100-029-912 / $159.99

I. Cook Spaghetti Quicker and with Less Water
This pan’s horizontal design uses only 1 qt of water and cooks spaghetti in just 13 minutes! Plus, built-in colander lid makes straining pasta easy. Makes 5 servings, stainless steel with soft touch handles. Induction capable.

Duspaghi Spaghetti Cooker
#100-030-434 / $59.99

J. One Pan for Gentle Heating and Easy Cleanup
Unlike traditional double boilers, this all-in-one design has just one pan with a double-wall water chamber that gently heats sauces, chocolate, custard and more. No need to store and clean two pots! Whistles when it’s time to add more water. Holds 1 1/2 qt, stainless steel.

All-In-One Double Boiler
#100-029-925 / $59.99

K. Cook Several Foods at Once in the Same Pan
These divided pans allow you to cook the main dish and sides dishes in the same pan without worries of food mixing. Plus, they eliminate cleanup of multiple pans. Cast aluminum for quick, even heating. Non-stick surface, stainless steel handles. Perfect for smaller portions (1-2 person meals).

* USA MADE *
2-in-1 Divided Sauce Pan: Heat two foods in one high-sided pan, 2 1/2 qt.
#100-030-442 / $49.99
3-in-1 Divided Sauté Pan: Sauté up to three foods, 12”.
#100-030-441 / $49.99

L. Celebrate 65 Years!
To mark our 65th anniversary this year, we collaborated with our customers and co-workers to bring you a cookbook jam-packed with deliciousness – over 650 recipes!

Find it at Lehmans.com/cookbook
A. Slice and Serve Cheese in Style
Built-in stainless steel cutter slices cheese easily. Smooth marble board keeps cheese cool and fresh.
Green Marble Slicer: 7¾"x8¾".
Gray Marble Slicer: 5"x8".
#690-0016 / $19.99
#3841 / $19.99

B. Simpler Peeling – 3 Ways to Use
This versatile peeler rotates, so you can use it vertically, horizontally and at a 45-degree position. Plus, its ceramic blade stays sharp 10 times longer than steel. Dishwasher safe.
The Perfect Peeler #129-6945 / $16.99

C. Whip Eggs in a Jiffy
It may cost more than others, but its heft and power cannot be rivaled. Heavy die-cast frame with zinc gears. Stainless steel beaters with plastic handles. Amish-made. Dishwasher safe. 12"L, 1 lb.
USA MADE Stainless Steel Egg Beater #002-779 / $89.00

D. Open Cans Safely – No Sharp Edges Left Behind!
This can opener removes lids without leaving a dangerous sharp edge. Plus, just turn the knob over a trash can and the lid releases without you ever touching it. Built-in tab puller, 7¾"L.
Smooth Edge Can Opener #100-030-075 / $29.99

E. Get Ice Cubes Out of the Tray – No Pounding Needed
Lift the handle to remove ice cubes. More durable than the aluminum ones you remember. Makes 18 cubes. Dishwasher safe, 11¼"Lx4¾"Wx2¾"H.
USA MADE Stainless Steel Tray #100-004-851 / $19.99

F. Cut Vegetables Quickly and with Less Mess
Chop, mince or dice with three interchangeable plates. Great for onions, tomatoes, peppers, garlic, ginger and more. Comes with removable bin for neater meal prep. Dishwasher safe. 11¼"Lx5"Wx4½"H.
Professional Chopper #100-013-136 / $49.99

G. An Easier Way to Slice Bagels and Baguettes
Just align your knife with the built-in slots for safe, even slices every time. Made of handsome Acacia wood.
Bagel Miter: Holds one bagel at a time. 7"x5½"x2½".
#111-9140 / $19.99
Baguette Miter: Sized for traditional baguettes. 26"x3¼"x1¾".
#100-032-829 / $39.99

H. Open the Tightest Jars Easily
Its strong steel jaws clamp down on jar caps; just turn the wooden handle. Great for those with arthritis. 3½"Lx1¼"Wx2½"H.
Twister Jar Opener #100-017-157 / $9.99

I. Mix Natural Peanut Butter Mess-Free
Just place mixer right onto jar and turn handle; mixes separated oil neatly. Fits 16-oz jars (3"OD lids). Invented by a friend of the Lehman family.
USA MADE Peanut Butter Mixer #54-322 / $11.99

J. Clean and Prep Salads in One Bowl
Use as a colander to rinse produce. Then, run your knife through the serrations to create perfectly sized salad pieces. Protects hands while cutting, for individual salads. Dishwasher safe, 8"x4"x 7½".
Salad Cutter Bowl #100-032-828 / $9.99

K. Store and Dispose of Bacon Grease Easily
The strainer lid allows you to pour grease directly into the silicone container. Keeps grease fresh for cooking and makes disposal of cooled grease easy! Safe up to 500°F, dishwasher safe.
Bacon Bin Grease Holder #100-030-454 / $16.99

L. Make Cleanup a Piece of Cake
This flexible tool scrapes bowls of any size. Plus, its straight edge is perfect for icing treats. Coated silicone with metal core, dishwasher safe. 6"L.
USA MADE Flexible Bowl Scraper #100-030-080 / $9.99

M. The Easy Way to Cut Homemade Noodles
Make perfect noodles, then hang it in your kitchen to enjoy its simple beauty. (Or puzzle guests who aren’t sure what it is...) Cuts noodles ¾" wide. Protected with food-safe oil. Solid cherry wood. 17¼"L. Limited supply!
USA MADE Handcrafted Cherry Noodle Cutter #1403 / $39.99
Wall Hanger #1404 / $19.99

Providing quality, dependable products since 1955
N. These Birds Are Ready to Help
Give your kitchen a pop of color and a charming touch with these whimsical cardinal kitchen helpers. They’re not only beautiful, but they’re useful too!
Calvin & Chloe Cardinal Salt & Pepper Shaker Set- Includes two cardinal shakers and a "nest" holder. About 4 ½"x1 ½"x2 ½" H.
#100-029-408 / $19.99
Cardinal Cookie Jar- This adorable feathered friend keeps your cookies fresh and neatly stored. Ceramic jar with removable lid, 7½"x8".
#100-032-654 / $29.99

O. Reusable Straws: Save Money, Reduce Waste
Forget wasteful plastic straws. Our stainless steel straws can be reused again and again! Dishwasher safe, 8½" L.
Curved Stainless Steel Straw- Set of 4.
#114-8530 / $12.99
Straight Stainless Steel Straw- Set of 4. (Not Pictured)
#120-8855 / $9.99
Notes: Straws are not flexible.

P. Simmer to Perfection
Zero-carbon steel mat keeps food from scorching, even after several hours. Use on glass, ceramic, gas or electric cooktops. 7¼" OD.
The Simmer Mat™
#107-4005 / $19.99

Q. Our Cutest Kitchen Helpers Are a Jarful...
Shaped like vintage mason jars, these cute kitchen helpers will add character and charm to any counter. Ceramic, light blue.
Mason Jar Spoon Rest- 6"x 3½"x ¾".
#100-026-485 / $9.99
Mason Jar Salt & Pepper Shaker Set- Set of 2.
3"x3"x 4½".
#100-026-486 / $12.99
Mason Jar Sponge Holder- Comes with a sponge.
3½"x3½"x 5½".
#100-026-487 / $12.99

R. A Simple Way to Chop Nuts
Place nuts in the hopper and turn handle. Holds 1 ¼ cups, glass jar. 6½" H.
Vintage-Style Nut Grinder
#128-8975 / $17.99

S. Best. Morning. Ever!
NEW! Ceramic mug keeps drinks at the perfect temperature while the built-in shelf acts as a hot plate for donuts, cookies and more. Dishwasher and microwave safe. Holds 20 oz, white.
4¼"ODx4" H.
Donut Holder Coffee Mug
#100-036-314 / $11.99

T. Pile on the Gravy without the Mess
NEW! Just fill the porcelain sauce boat with gravy or sauces for simpler serving. Optional stainless steel hanging ladle hangs over the side of the boat, so it stays put and off the table.
Sauce Boat- Holds 16 oz.
#123-7420 / $12.99
Hanging Ladle- 7¼" H.
#100-031-483 / $9.99

U. Save Space with Adjustable Measuring Tools
These measuring tools adjust to different sizes, eliminating the need for multiple spoons and cups. Set includes ½ Cup Adjustable Scoop, Adjustable Tablespoon and Teaspoon, and the 2 Cup Adjust-A-Cup, Plastic.
Bakers Pro Adjust-A Measuring Set
#100-032-827 / $39.99
G. Rada Knives: Made in USA!
Gift set includes granny paring knife (6"L), heavy duty paring knife (7½"L), super parer (8¾"L) and veggie peeler (7¼"L). High carbon stainless steel, satin-finished aluminum handles. Gift boxed.

A. ULU Knife: The Fastest Way to Chop and Dice
Rock back and forth in the curved hardwood bowl to swiftly dice vegetables, chocolate and nuts. Turn bowl over for a flat cutting surface. 6"L stainless blade. Bowl is 8"Wx8"Lx1¾"D, made of Birch and Walnut. Hand wash.

Knife and Bowl Set #100-035-592 / $29.99
ULU Knife Only #100-035-591 / $19.99

B. Wüsthof® Knives: Sharper Blades for Precise Cutting
Their superb performance is worth the investment. Crafted in Germany, Wüsthof® cutlery is forged with a special technology that makes the blades 20% sharper and hold their edge twice as long. No weld between tang and blade (handle won’t separate). High carbon, stainless steel with synthetic handle. Made by a seventh-generation family business. Hand wash.

a. 3½" Paring Knife-Overall 7¼"L. #100-005-803 / $49.99
b. 4½" Artisan Utility Knife-Overall 9"L. #100-005-815 / $74.99
c. 5" Serrated Utility Knife-Overall 9¾"L. #100-005-807 / $69.99
d. 5" Nakiri Hollow Edge Knife-Overall 9½"L. (Not Pictured) #100-023-170 / $109.99
e. 5" Boning Knife-Overall 10½"L. #100-005-814 / $109.99
f. 8" Cook’s Knife-Overall 13"L. #100-005-811 / $149.99
g. 8" Vegetable Knife-Overall 13½"L. (Not Pictured) #100-008-916 / $169.99
h. Wüsthof® Universal Sharpener-Maintains standard and Asian-style blades. #100-005-816 / $29.99

C. A Good, Sharp Paring Knife
Designed by Proprietor Galen Lehman, it’s sharp and comfortable to use. Stainless steel blade, 7¾"L. 3½" Sharp Paring Knife #100-015-019 / $5.99

D. Old Hickory: Our Best-Selling Knives
Built to last, each knife is made with a special tempering process for an improved edge and is hand sharpened. Carbon steel blade, full tang, hickory handle. Hand wash only (dry thoroughly to keep knife rust-free). Set includes 8" slicer, 7" butcher, 6" boning, 4" parer and 3¼" parer.

Knife Gift Set #705 / $59.99

E. Chop and Wash in One Spot
Versatile bamboo cutting board fits over your sink with a removable colander for rinsing fruits and vegetables, too. Overall 10"Lx18"Wx1"H. Over-the-Sink Cutting Board with Colander #100-030-394 / $34.99

F. Prep Food Effortlessly
These unique cutting boards make transferring chopped food to your pan easier and with less mess!

Chop2Pot™ Folding Cutting Board-Bamboo board has a silicone hinge. Just fold to transfer food neatly. Hand wash. About 13"Lx10¾"Wx¼"H. #100-030-397 / $26.99

Nest™ Chop Set of 3-Curved design easily guides food into pans. Includes three sizes, stores together as a freestanding unit to save space. BPA free, dishwasher safe. Biggest board 25½"Wx5¾"Dx3¼"H. #100-030-398 / $39.99

G. Rada Knives: Exclusive Gift Set
Gift set includes Granny Parer Knife, Heavy Duty Paring Knife, Super Paring Knife and Vegetable Peeler.

H. Economical and Dishwasher Safe
Wüsthof® Zest Knives are perfect for peeling and paring tasks. High-carbon stain-free steel blades, plastic handles. Dishwasher safe.

2¼" Peeling Knife-Green, overall 6¼"L. #100-014-085
3" Flat Cut Paring Knife-Orange, overall 7½"L. #100-014-086
3" Spear Point Paring Knife-Black, overall 7¾"L. #100-014-087
4" Serrated Paring Knife-Red, overall 8"L. #100-014-088

YOUR CHOICE $9.49

I. Chop and Serve with Gorgeous, Eco-Friendly Teak
Duals as a serving platter, each teak cutting board is naturally stunning with its eye-catching grain pattern and color. Crafted responsibly of Forest Steward Council certified teak wood for a sustainable, long-lasting choice. Hand wash.

Edge Grain Cutting Board- Slim and lightweight. About 13½"Lx9½"Wx½"H. (Not Pictured) #100-030-446 / $29.99

Nest™ Chop Set

Butcher Block- Heavy and thick, ideal for barbecue and cheese. 20"Lx15"Wx1½"H. #100-030-447 / $129.99

For a simpler life – it’s worth it.
O. Shred Hot Meat without Burnt Fingers
Tougher and more sanitary than plastic versions. Also great for holding meat in place as you carve.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. 4⅜"Lx5"W.
Set of 2.
Stainless Meat Shredders
#100-010-959 / $19.99

Q. Pakkawood Utensils: Colorful Look, Sturdy Use!
Stylish color patterns make these kitchen utensils eye-catching, but it’s their pakkawood construction that makes them sturdy for preparing countless meals. Stain, odor and heat resistant, FDA approved.

R. Big Helpers for Homemade Pizza, Pasta and Barbecue
Our newest kitchen tools make prepping and serving your favorite foods easier, so you can get to the best part – eating your homemade feast! Stainless steel.

M. Add a Dash of Retro Charm
Classic salt and pepper shakers you may remember from Grandma’s kitchen long ago. Hand wash.
Glass Shakers: Set of 2. Stainless steel lids. 8 oz. 4⅛"H.
Blue  #111-9880 / $19.99
Clear #111-9885 / $19.99
Stainless Steel Shakers: Set of 2 with handles. 10 oz. 3¾"H.
#111-7035 / $13.99
Beehive Shakers: Set of 2. Stackable for easy, compact storage. Brushed chrome top, plastic body. 2½"H.
#129-1165 / $13.99

J. Trusted by Restaurants
Solid stainless blade, hardwood handle, brass rivets. Blade over ⅝" thick with tapered edges. 11"L.
Restaurant-Style Spatula  #3012-2572 / $12.99

K. Enjoy Your Soup Even More
Their extra-wide shape holds more than ordinary spoons for easy scooping of broth. Stainless steel, 6¼"L. Set of 8.
Soup Spoons  #128-6340 / $19.95

L. Discover the Perks of Wooden Spoons
There’s a reason why wooden spoons are still favored over modern versions. They’re strong, non-reactive to foods, and won’t scratch pans unlike metal utensils. No worries of melting either.
14" Flat Mixing Spoon: Flat head, beechwood. Czech Republic.
#105-4055 / $5.99
Lehman’s Hard Maple Spoons: High quality and handcrafted in the USA.
12" Tapered Spoon-12", bowl 1¼"D.
#13-924 / $17.95
15" Tapered Spoon-15", bowl 1¼"D.
#13-925 / $19.99
15" Ladle-15", curved handle, bowl 1½"D.
#13-914 / $24.95

P. Turn, Stir and Serve Food
Just like the fork Grandma used. Three stainless steel tines with riveted, hardwood handle. 8"L.
Old-Fashioned Granny Fork  #33-420 / $14.99

N. Find the Right Spatula for the Job!
Flex Griddle Spatula: Ultra-thin and flexible so it can handle delicate and hard-to-flip foods. Slotted/solid combo face. Stainless steel with rosewood handle, hand wash. 17"Lx3"W.
#112-7930 / $15.99
Wide Spatula: Extra wide so food doesn’t slip off! Beveled edge easily slides under cookies, cakes and pancakes. Stainless steel, 15"Lx6¼"W.
#100-020-411 / $14.99
Slim Spatula: Fits in beater blades, whisks, jars and more, so you can scrape every last drop of batter or food. Non-stick silicone, dishwasher safe, 10"Lx1¼"W.
#116-2875 / $6.99

Over 200 ways to store and serve at Lehmans.com/helpers
A. Best Hand-Turned Coffee Mills
All give precision grinding. Adjustable.
Canning Jar Coffee Grinder—Designed by Proprietor Galen Lehman, store grounds right in the pint jar. 8¾”Hx4”OD.
#123-7120 / $59.99
German-Made Crank Coffee Mill—Our very best! 25-year guarantee on grinding mechanism. 8”Hx5”W.
#111-7750 / $119.95

B. Fresh Coffee, without Electricity
Stainless steel drip coffee pot is quiet and easy to use. Makes about 64 oz. 11”H, 6”OD.
Non-Electric Drip Coffee Maker
#106-5425 / $114.99

C. Pour-Over for Precise Flavor
The slower you pour the water, the more flavor you get. Includes glass carafe (22 oz); stainless steel coffee filter; and coffee scoop.
Pour-Over Coffee Maker
#100-009-945 / $39.99
Pour-Over Kettle—Stainless steel. Holds 34 fl oz. 6”H.
#100-009-944 / $49.99

D. Make French Press Coffee Easily
This handy French Press brews eight 4-ounce espresso-sized cups of coffee. Durable and easy to use – no fragile glass to worry about. Made of unbreakable, BPA-free Tritan™ plastic, dishwasher safe. Holds 34 oz.
French Press
#100-029-926 / $24.99

E. Make Delicious Cold Brew Coffee – No Bitterness!
Cold brew coffee is never heated so it’s less acidic, giving you a sweeter drink. Just add ground coffee beans and water, and put it in your fridge for 18-24 hours. Holds 1.6 qt. 7¾”H.
Cold Brew Coffee Maker
#100-014-882 / $24.99

F. Portable Solutions for Grinding Coffee
Camping? Traveling? Try these mills and grinders.
Slim Coffee Mill—Adjustable ceramic burrs for fine or coarse grinding, hand crank. Compact size for traveling. Holds 1 oz. 3½”H.
#100-030-389 / $44.99
Battery-Operated Coffee Grinder—Just press the button and let it do the work. Features ceramic burrs, handy stand and automatic shut-off. Portable, requires four AA batteries (you supply). About 10½”H.
#100-030-390 / $79.99

G. Coffee or Tea? Make Both!
This 2-in-1 ceramic pot easily switches from a pour-over coffee maker to a tea infuser. Just flip the stainless steel filter and pour hot water on top. Holds 22.5 fl oz, about 7¾”Wx7¼”H.
2-in-1 Coffee & Tea Maker
#100-030-391 / $49.99
Note: Do not heat it on the stove or in the microwave or oven. (Only pour hot water into the pot.)
L. Keep All Your Tea in One Place

Larger than your average tea box, this gorgeous acacia box can hold up to 100 tea bags! Looks great on countertops with its rich, natural color. Five compartments with raised hinged lid. 15 1/2"L x 3 3/4"W x 4"H.

Double Tea Box #100-052-818 / $64.99

Note: Tea bags not included.

J. Tea Brick: Fun to Display, Good to Brew

It’s how traders transported tea back in the day. Finely ground black tea leaves are firmly pressed into a big brick. Just break off a chunk, put in a tea infuser and steep.

About 7 1/2"L x 4 1/2"W, 17.60 oz.

Tea Brick #100-005-898 / $29.99

K. Teatime for Youngsters

Give children everything they need to have a tea party of their own. 13-piece porcelain set includes tea service for 4, sized for little hands. Ages 8+.

Children’s Porcelain Tea Set #920-4540 / $24.95

O. Oversized Kettle Boils LOTS of Water at a Time

These huge kettles hold lots of water and feature a pleasant, 2-tone “harmonica” whistle. Stainless steel with polished finish. Plastic handle folds down.

1 Gallon, 304 Stainless Kettle-High quality (will not stain or tarnish). 10 1/2”H x 8 1/4”OD.
#100-020-989 / $39.99

Teakettle Spout Cleaning Brush Set-Set of 3 flexible brushes: 3/8” W and 1/4” W straight brushes and 1/4” W diamond-shaped adjustable brush. (Not pictured)
USA MADE #102-2228 / $14.99

P. Keep an Eye on Water as it Boils

Clear glass carafe boils up to five 8-oz cups. Whistles when ready. Dishwasher safe. 7 3/4”H, 6 1/4”OD.

Glass Teakettle #109-4150 / $14.95

Q. Ultimate Flavor for Enjoyable Tea

Fill with loose tea, steep in a cup of hot water, remove and enjoy. Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

Tea Stick: Scoop up tea leaves, then slide infuser closed to steep. 6”L.
#106-6635 / $16.95

Lehman’s Campfire Mug-Extra wide, holds 14 fl oz. Yellow, speckled black. Lehman’s logo. 3 1/2”H x 4 1/4”OD.
#103-8375 / $11.00
**A. Keep Your Food Potluck-Perfect**
Bake and transport all in one pan. Raised lid snaps over 9”x13” pan, keeping creations in perfect shape. Ideal for bringing cakes, desserts and casseroles to parties. High quality, heavy-duty stainless steel. With lid 14⅞”Lx10”Wx3”H, 2½ lb.
Stainless Cake Pan
#104-2905 / $39.99

**B. Make Hand Pies, Calzones and Pastries Easier**
This dough press set helps you cut, fill and fold dough easier. Includes three sizes: 4”, 5” and 6”. Crimped edges, plastic.
Dough Press
#108-0910 / $8.99

**C. Make Perfect Pies and Cookies**
These baker’s tools help enhance the look of your sweet treats.

- **USA MADE**
- **Pastry Wheel Decorator**—Just move it around your pie crust to create beautifully pinched edges easily.
#100-020-817 / $15.99
- **2-in-1 Cookie Scoop Spatula**—Stir, fold and scrape cookie dough. Then scoop it out with handle for consistently sized cookies (1 Tbs).
#100-032-027 / $10.99

**D. Enjoy Better, Smoother Mashed Potatoes**
These stainless steel tools help you make lump-free mashed potatoes easily.

- **Stainless Potato Ricer**—Just quarter and boil potatoes, toss them in and push down for velvety smooth, lump-free potatoes every time. 13¼”L. (Not Pictured)
#101-5485 / $47.99
- **Dual Potato Masher and Ricer**—One tool mashes and rices. Spring-loaded for easy use. 9¼”H, 4¼”W.
#111-8150 / $19.99

**E. Create the Perfect Pie**
Extra-deep (1¼”D) with crimped edges. 10¾”OD, 4½ lb.
Pre-Seasoned Cast Iron Pie Pan
#100-032-028 / $19.99
Enamel Cast Iron Pie Pan
#100-032-027 / $19.99

**F. Bake Healthier Donuts at Home**
NEW! The perfect way to create a classic, sweet treat in your own home – no greasy frying required! Durable nonstick pan features 6 easy release, donut-shaped cavities. Recipes included. 15”Lx9¾”Wx1”D.
Donut Pan
#109-9260 / $22.99

**G. Take Your Baking to the Next Level**
Create eye-catching cakes and desserts with this unique bakeware. Perfect for special occasions and meals.

- **USA MADE**
- **a. Checkerboard Cake Ring**—Pour different colored batter into the compartments, remove insert and bake. Works with 8” or 9” round cake pan.
#100-030-444 / $9.99
- **b. Heritage Bundt® Pan**—Creates an elegant swirl design. 10 cup capacity, cast aluminum.
#100-030-443 / $39.99
- **c. Reversible Cake/Cupcake Carrier**—Flat side holds a 9”x13” cake or flip it to transport 12 cupcakes. Clear domed lid with snap-up handles for secure carrying.
#100-030-445 / $29.99

**H. Bake an Adorable 3-D Cake**
Celebrate a long-standing Easter tradition with 2-piece cake pans. Pour cake batter in bottom half, then place top half on to bake a freestanding bunny or lamb. Frost and decorate. Aluminum. Hand wash.

- **USA MADE**
- **a. Bunny Cake Pan**—9”x8½”x3¼”.
#110-3970 / $19.99
- **b. Lamb Cake Pan**—11¼”x7½”x3½”.
#110-3965 / $19.95

Note: Cake mixes may be used.

**“This pan and cover is the perfect alternative to whipped cream and icing stuck on plastic wrap! Why did I wait so long to purchase one?”**
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER
FOR YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS

I. For the Home Artisan Baker – Secret of the Pros

Our marble board’s constant coolness keeps dough from sticking and makes it easy to work with. Hand wash. 20"x16", 23 3/4 lb.
Marble Pastry Board #3829 / $69.99
Marble Rolling Pin with Stand - 2 1/4"x10" barrel, 6 lb.
#044-050 / $19.99

O. Exact Measuring from Tiny to Large – All Stainless Steel!

They’re durable, rust resistant and will last.
Heavy-Duty Spoons: Five pieces: 1 Tbsp, 1 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/8 tsp. Handles 4"L.
#40-527 / $12.99 per set
Heavy-Duty Cups: Seven pieces: 1 c, 3/4 c, 2/3 c, 1/2 c, 1/3 c, 1/4 c, 1/8 c. Handles 3 1/2"L.
#80-526 / $39.99 per set
Large Scoops: These spoons hold up to 1/2 cup! Set includes 1/2 cup, 1/4 cup, 1/4 cup and 1/4 cup spoons. Largest is 9"L.
#100-003-346 / $19.99
6-Piece Nesting Measuring Cups: These cups nest inside each other for compact storage. Six pieces: 1 c, 1/2 c, 1/4 c, 1/8 c, 1/16 c, 1/32 c and 1/64 c.
#NCP6 / $32.99

J. Bake it Right, Again and Again

Durable stainless steel pan helps you bake a perfect loaf, time after time. Rust resistant. Rounded edges, pan 8 1/4"Lx4 3/4"Wx2 3/4"D.
Stainless Steel Loaf Pan #100-007-015 / $26.99

K. Easily Mix Butter or Shortening

Thick stainless steel blades cut through ingredients. Also great for breaking up pastry and crusts to make crumbs.
Pastry Blender with Rubberized Handle: Gives you a more comfortable grip. Six blades. 6"Hx4 1/2"W.
#111-9835 / $17.99
Traditional Pastry Blender: Four chunky blades. 5"Hx4 1/4"W.
#113-1895 / $14.99

L. The Secret to Prized Desserts . . . The Pan!

Cookies and treats will be at their best with this unique textured bakeware. Its pebble pattern allows air flow under food for even browning. Plus, food releases easily – no grease needed. Heavy-gauge recycled aluminum.
Cookie Sheet: 13 3/4"x17 1/2".
#100-519 / $19.99
Jelly Roll Pan: 10"x15".
#62-5442 / $22.99

M. Mix, Stir, Pour and Store

Essential glass bowl has spout, handle and measurement lines. Freezer, microwave and dishwasher safe. Plastic lid. 2-qt capacity. 6"Hx7 3/4"OD, 3 3/4 lb.
Glass Batter Bowl with Lid #109-3895 / $19.99

P. Transport Cakes and Pies Safely

It’s hard to resist this adorable carrier! Features a colorful Garden Rooster pattern. Fits one 9" round or square cake or pie. Steel with plastic handle, 14 3/8"x 14 3/8"x 7 3/4".
Cake and Pie Carrier #100-029-921 / $39.99
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A. Bring a Cozy Glow to Any Room with Glass Lights

Everything about these exquisite lights are timeless – from the way they’re crafted to their vintage-like designs. Each is made of hand-pressed glass, a Mosser Glass tradition for stunning quality!

USA MADE

a. Glimmer Lights - Just add your own battery-operated or candle tea light (you supply), and enjoy the soft, tranquil glow. 3”ODx 3½”H.
   Blue Flowers #100-024-733 / $27.99
   Purple Flowers #100-024-730 / $27.99

b. Taper Candle Holder - Gleaming milk glass holder fits one taper candle (you supply). 7½”H.
   Blue #100-024-763 / $27.99
   Purple #100-024-765 / $27.99

B. Discover American-Made, Gleaming Glass Kitchenware

Tried-and-true craftsmanship – that’s what makes Mosser Glass kitchenware so impressive! Gorgeously made and practical to use, each piece comes in gleaming glass. Hand-pressed.

USA MADE

a. Stick Butter Dish - Holds one stick of butter. 8¾”Wx 3½” H.
   Milk #100-024-746 / $29.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-747 / $29.99

b. Egg Plate - Holds 12 eggs. 5”Hx 11½”OD.
   Milk #100-024-748 / $22.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-749 / $22.99

c. Butter Tub - Great for homemade butter! Holds 8 oz. 4½”Hx 4½”OD.
   Milk #100-024-750 / $24.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-751 / $24.99

d. Salt & Pepper Shakers - 2-piece set with black monograms. 5½”Hx 2¼”W.
   Milk #100-024-752 / $39.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-753 / $40.99

e. Citrus Reamer - Built-in spout and handle for easy pouring. 3¼”Hx 8½”OD.
   Milk #100-024-754 / $39.99

f. Measuring Jar - Measures ounces and cups. Holds up to 8 oz. 5”Hx 4¼”OD.
   Milk #100-024-755 / $29.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-756 / $30.99

g. Mixing Bowl Set - Includes three bowls: 20 oz, 40 oz and 65 oz. (Not Pictured)
   Milk #100-024-757 / $59.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-758 / $64.99

h. Cake Stand - Perfect for cupcakes, too. Overall 8”Hx10”OD.
   Milk #100-024-759 / $54.99

i. Spoon Rest - Keep messy spoons off your counter. 2¾”Hx4”W.
   Milk #100-024-760 / $39.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-761 / $40.99

j. Ring Holder - A safe place to put your rings as you cook. 3”ODx3”H.
   Milk #100-024-762 / $19.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-763 / $20.99

c. Cake Dome - Keep your cake fresh. 10”ODx8”H.
   Clear #100-030-450 / $54.99

m. Cake Stand - Perfect for filling with small candies. 6”ODx4½”H.
   Milk #100-024-768 / $30.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-769 / $30.99

n. 7” Bowl - NEW! 7”OD.
   Milk #100-024-770 / $21.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-771 / $21.99

p. Covered Hen Dish - NEW! Perfect for filling with small candies. 6”ODx4½”H.
   Milk #100-024-772 / $19.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-773 / $20.99

q. Covered Hen Dish - NEW! Perfect for filling with small candies. 6”ODx4½”H.
   Milk #100-024-774 / $19.99
   Jadeite -NEW! #100-024-775 / $20.99

r. Cake Dome - Keep your cake fresh. 10”ODx8”H.
   Clear #100-030-450 / $54.99

s. Cake Dome - Keep your cake fresh. 10”ODx8”H.
   Clear #100-030-450 / $54.99

Have a question? We have experts on hand.
C. Choose Glass for Safe Food Storage
Unlike plastic containers, there is no staining, absorbing odors or harboring flavors. And they’re a sustainable alternative! Made by Kilner® of with borosilicate glass base and lid. Great for leftovers and ingredients!

11.8 fl oz - About 5¾”Lx5”Wx2¾”H. #100-030-099 / $14.99
20.2 fl oz - About 6¾”Lx6”Wx2¾”H. #100-030-100 / $19.99
25.3 fl oz - About 6½”x6½”Wx3¼”H. #100-030-101 / $24.99
47.3 fl oz - About 9½”Lx7½”Wx3¼”H. #100-030-102 / $29.99

E. Save Space with Collapsible Food Containers
Clear silicone containers collapse to half their size for minimal storage when not in use. Lids snap on top, so you won’t lose them. Leak-proof seal with pull vent for heating. BPA free. Oven, microwave, freezer and dishwasher safe.

1-Cup Round #129-4370 / $9.99
2-Cup Round #129-4375 / $12.99
4-Cup Round #129-4380 / $16.99
6-Cup Round #100-030-431 / $19.99
2-Cup Square #129-4390 / $12.99
4-Cup Square #129-4385 / $16.99
3-Cup Rectangle #100-030-432 / $14.99
7-Cup Rectangle #100-030-433 / $19.99

G. Store Utensils in One Place
Olive wood utensils holders are not only convenient for the countertop, but they’re beautiful too! Rich in color with grain patterns.

Vase-Style Holder - About 5½”Hx6½”OD. #100-018-832 / $24.99
Small Square Holder - About 3¼”H, 3½” square. #100-018-833 / $39.99
Large Square Holder - About 6¼”H, 3½” square. #100-018-834 / $44.99

H. The Best Stainless Steel Bowls: Solid Quality, Endless Uses!
Their weighted design keeps them balanced as you mix. Extra wide lip (½”)W, dishwasher safe.

2 Qt: 3¾”Hx6”ID. #100-010-942 / $14.99
4 Qt: 4½”Hx7¼”ID. #100-010-943 / $19.99
6 Qt: 5”Hx9½”ID. #100-010-944 / $21.99
8 Qt: 5¾”Hx11¼”ID. #100-010-945 / $28.99
12 Qt: 5½”Hx13½”ID. #100-010-946 / $34.99
Set of 5: Includes one of each size. #100-011-034 / $99.99

I. Mix It Up with Perfectly Porcelain Bowls
These gleaming porcelain bowls are perfect for mixing – they’re lightweight and non-absorbent! Each is embossed with its size (small, medium or large) for a charming look. Natural color.

Small - 6”Wx3½”H. #100-031-480 / $12.99
Medium - 8”Wx4”H. #100-031-481 / $22.99
Large - 10”Wx4½”H. #100-033-794 / $59.99
Bowl Set - Set of all 3. #100-033-795 / $84.95

"I am in love with these bowls. I use them every day for just about everything!"
- CUSTOMER REVIEW FOR THE STONEWARE SHOULDER BOWLS
A. Fun Solutions for Cooking and Storing
These smile-worthy designs keep mealtime fun and delicious.

Berry Patch Baking Dish—Berry fun! Decaled stoneware dish, ovenproof up to 450°F. Microwave and dishwasher safe, 11 3/4"Lx 7 3/4"Wx 2 3/4"H.
#100-030-378 / $29.99

Reusable Baking Dish Cover—An adorable alternative to wasteful plastic wrap. Fits standard 13"x9" pan. Cotton, polyurethane and polyester lining. (Not for oven use.)
Berry Patch #100-022-945 / $12.99
Yay Leftovers #100-030-581 / $12.99

Reusable Bowl Covers—Just pull over bowls to keep moisture in—reuse again and again!
Set of 2 includes 7 3/8" and 9 3/4" cover. Cotton, polyurethane and polyester lining. (Not for oven use.)
Berry Patch (Set of 2) #100-022-942 / $19.99
Yay Leftovers (Set of 2) #100-030-380 / $19.99

Suction Lids—Just place these silicone lids on top of bowls and pots for an airtight seal. Set of 3: 5 1/2", 8" and 9 1/2" lids. Gray.
#100-030-382 / $19.99

B. Countertop Storage
You’ll Flock to
It’s hard to resist these adorable steel canisters! Featuring a colorful Garden Rooster pattern, the set includes three sizes: large, medium and small.
Canister 3-Piece Set
#100-029-920 / $39.99

C. Secret to Easier Serving?
Stainless Steel!
Forget flimsy plastic versions. These serving utensils are made of heavy gauge stainless steel, so you get hefty kitchen tools that last and do the job right. Dishwasher safe.

a. Salad Tongs—Claw edges grasp lettuce and veggies firmly. 11"L.
#100-030-056 / $19.99
b. Small Ladle—Rounded edge prevents drips and pours easily. 10"L.
#100-030-058 / $22.99
c. Slotted Spoon—Drains away liquid for less-mess serving. 13"L.
#100-030-041 / $26.99
d. Serving Spoon—Use for easy basting and serving. 13"L.
#100-030-045 / $26.99
e. Pie Server—Super sturdy. 10"L.
#100-030-059 / $19.99
f. Tongs—Great for serving appetizers and the main course.
9 1/2" #100-030-051 / $19.99
12" #100-030-055 / $19.99
g. Spaghetti Server—Rounded edges for easy handling of pasta with a convenient drainage hole. 12"L.
#100-030-037 / $34.99
h. Mesh Skimmer—Remove froth and grease from soups, broths and more. 14"L.
#100-030-057 / $29.99

D. Space-Saving Solutions for Your Kitchen Drawer
No more clutter. These organizers fit inside your kitchen drawer to help maximize storage space while keeping cutlery and kitchen gadgets in neat order.

Compact Cutlery Organizer—Features 5 compartments for forks, spoons and knives. Fits drawers with a minimum height of 3 3/4". 15 1/2"x 4 1/2"x 2 3/4".
#100-030-042 / $12.99
Compact 2-Tier Knife Organizer—Holds up to 9 knives. Fits drawers with a minimum height of 3". 15 1/2"x 5 1/2"x 3".
#100-030-426 / $12.99
Drawer Storage Organizer—Five overlapping compartments for cutlery and three deep-sided compartments for utensils and gadgets. Fits drawers with a minimum height of 3 3/4". 15 1/2"x 15 1/2"x 2 1/2".
#100-030-425 / $22.99

E. Organize and Store
Silverware Neatly
This drawer organizer separates all your flatware with 6 compartments. A stylish choice with bamboo construction. 17 1/2"x 12"x 2"H.
Bamboo Flatware Holder
#100-030-395 / $29.99

Journey to simplicity
F. Bring the Charm of the Farm to Your Kitchen

NEW! Inspired by the beauty and simplicity of the farm, this gleaming dinnerware will give any table an endearing country touch. Each piece features an adorable farm illustration – mix or match! White porcelain.

8” Salad Plate: 8”OD x 3/4”H.
- Cow #100-023-074
- Pig #100-023-071
- Rooster #100-023-072
- Sheep #100-023-073
- YOUR CHOICE $12.99

11” Dinner Plate: 11”OD x 3/4”H.
- Cow #100-023-078
- Pig #100-023-075
- Rooster #100-023-076
- Sheep #100-023-077
- YOUR CHOICE $21.99

Spoon Rest: 4”L x 4 1/2”W x 3/4”H.
- Cow #100-023-082
- Pig #100-023-079
- Rooster #100-023-080
- Sheep #100-023-081
- YOUR CHOICE $8.99

Bowl: 20 oz, 6”L x 4 1/4”W x 3”H.
- Barn #100-023-083
- Pig #100-023-087
- Rooster #100-023-084
- Windmill #100-023-086
- YOUR CHOICE $19.99

Soup Mug: 20 oz, 6”L x 4 1/4”W x 3”H.
- Cow #100-023-091
- Pig #100-023-088
- Rooster #100-023-089
- Sheep #100-023-090
- YOUR CHOICE $23.99

Kitchen Canister: Great for storing sugar, flour and coffee.
- Small Rooster: 4 1/2”OD x 4”H.
  #100-023-096 / $29.99
- Medium Pig: 7”OD x 6”H.
  #100-023-094 / $39.99
- Large Cow: 8”OD x 6 1/2”H.
  #100-023-093 / $49.99

Tool Jug: Features a cow, rooster and pig. 6”OD x 7 1/4”H.
- #100-023-097 / $45.99

NEW

FROM FARM TO TABLE
WHIMSICAL DINNERWARE INSPIRED BY THE FARM
A. 8" Pie Pan
Hand-thrown pie pan absorbs heat well for delicious results. 10¾"OD, 1½"D, 3 lb.
* USA MADE *
#100-011-578 / $24.99

B. Extra Large Mixing Bowls
Super for mixing big batches.
* USA MADE *
Set of 4: #110-1255 / $189.95
10" #110-1235 / $34.95
12" #110-1240 / $44.95
14" #110-1245 / $54.95
16" #110-1250 / $64.95

C. Mugs
* USA MADE *
Barrel Mug: Holds about 16 fl oz. 4¾"Hx3½"OD.
#122-0690
Round Mug: Holds about 12 fl oz. 3¾"Hx3½"OD.
#122-0680
Traditional Mug: Holds about 12 fl oz. 4¾"Hx3½"OD.
#122-0685
YOUR choice $12.99
SAVE! Mix and Match 4 or more mugs for $10.99 each!
Mug Tree: Holds 6 mugs. Amish made.
#100-003-478 / $48.99

D. Tortilla Warmer
Stoneware keeps tortillas warm and soft longer. Just warm up tortillas, then put them inside the container. Comes with a lid. About 2¾"H (with lid 3¾"H) x 8¾"OD, 4 lb.
* USA MADE *
#100-020-431 / $19.99

E. Dinnerware
* USA MADE *
Salad Bowl: 5¼"ODx2¼"H, 1½ lb.
#100-018-145 / $14.99
Dinner Plate: 10¼"ODx1½"H, 2½ lb.
#100-018-147 / $19.99
Salad Plate: 8½"ODx1½"H, 1½ lb.
#100-018-148 / $14.99
Cornbread Pan: 10¼"ODx2¾"H, 3 lb.
#100-018-146 / $19.99

F. Chicken Cooker
Fill center reservoir with beer or other liquid, then place whole chicken on top and roast for flavorful, tender meat. Pouring spout lets you pour off the juices. Doubles as a veggie and dip server. 3¾"Hx10"OD, 3½ lb.
* USA MADE *
#100-011-579 / $33.99

G. Sugar and Creamer Set
Includes a sugar bowl with lid (5¾"H, top 3½"OD) and a matching creamer pitcher (4¼"Hx3½"OD).
* USA MADE *
#100-020-862 / $19.99

H. Chili Soup Bowls
Enjoy a hearty serving of chili, soup, even hot chocolate. Each sold separately.
* USA MADE *
Small Chili Bowl: Great for smaller portions. Holds up to 2 cups. 2½"Hx5¼"OD.
#100-020-429 / $12.99
Large Chili Bowl: The original, extra deep. Holds 2-3 cups. 3¾"Hx5½"OD.
#122-0655 / $15.99
Note: This pottery is made by hand, so dimensions may vary.

Join our flock and enjoy our latest news! Sign up at Lehmans.com/email
I. Extra Thick and Absorbent
Old-time double layer, poly/cotton blend dishcloths. Ivory with colored stripes. Set of 4, 13"x9¾".

* USA MADE *
Red Dishcloths #112-4585
Aqua Dishcloths #122-5765
Purple Dishcloths #122-5760
Blue Dishcloths #122-5755
YOUR CHOICE $9.95

J. Handle Hot Dishes Safely
Fold this oven towel once and you’ll get the thermal protection of an oven mitt. 100% cotton, hanging loop. 26"Lx14"W.
Oven Towel #100-030-388 / $12.99

L. Use for Just About Any Cleaning Job
Lint-free, cotton muslin towels. Soft – won't scratch finishes. 10 pk.
Flour Sack Towels #112-0619 / $29.99

M. 100% Woven Cotton Endures Hard Work and Use

* USA MADE *
Towels-Pack of 2, each about 24"x15".
White #128-0040
Natural #128-0045
Red/Natural (1 of each color) #128-0050
Blue/Natural (1 of each color) #100-010-692
Dishcloths-Pack of 4, each about 11"x11".
White #128-0020
Natural #128-0025
Red/Natural (2 of each color) #128-0030
Sage/Natural (2 of each color) NEW #100-029-139
Gray/Natural (2 of each color) NEW #100-029-140
Slate Blue/Natural (2 of each color) NEW #100-010-693
Mint Green/Natural (2 of each color) NEW #100-029-142
YOUR CHOICE $12.99

N. A Wearable Kitchen “Cheat Sheet”
NEW! This apron is the perfect buy for those who have trouble remembering cooking conversions or measurements in the kitchen. Simply hold up the bottom corners of the apron to read or make measurements. Cotton, adjustable ties. 28”Wx35”L.
“Measure Up” Chef’s Apron #100-026-932 / $22.99

O. Aprons for Every Cook
Keep the flour and eggs off your clothes with these unique aprons. From waist-style to full coverage, they’re designed to be comfy!
Apron Dishtowel-Tie around waist, 100% linen, 30"Lx20"W.
#100-030-448 / $19.99
Smock Tree Apron-Features two roomy pockets and an oversized fit. Slip over your head and arms; secure waist straps and tie in back. Cotton/linen with tree pattern, 38"Lx40"W.
#100-030-449 / $39.99

P. Make Drying Easy with Tiered Rack
This two-tier drying rack gives you one level for plates and another for cups and bowls. It even features a side compartment for utensils. Collapses for easy storage, durable bamboo. 13"Lx24"Wx12"H.
Bamboo Dish Rack #100-030-393 / $59.99

"LEHMANS.COM" "800.438.5346"
CAST IRON: COOKS EVENLY, CONSERVES ENERGY, TASTES BETTER

A. Bake Bread to Perfection
That fresh, out-of-the-oven homemade bread gets better with Lodge's cast iron bread pans. Pre-seasoned finish for a no-fuss, easy removal. 10¾"Lx5½"Wx2¾"D, 4½ lb. Set of 2.
- USA MADE
Lodge® Bread Pan Set #123-7150 / $29.99

B. Enjoy the Outdoors with Lodge’s Wildlife Cast Iron Pans
Fun to display and even better in use, these wildlife-themed cast iron pans each feature a different animal imprinted on the bottom.
- USA MADE

- Duck 8" Skillet #100-017-324 / $15.99
- Deer 10.25" Skillet #100-017-325 / $19.99
- Bear 12" Skillet #100-017-326 / $24.99
- Turkey 13.25" Skillet #100-036-322 / $49.99

5-Piece Wildlife Set-NEW! Includes 10.5" Moose Griddle, 10.25" Deer Skillet, 4 Qt Camp Dutch Oven, 10" Pheasant Camp Lid, and 4-in-1 Camp Dutch Oven Tool.
#100-036-323 / $129.99

C. The Best Care for Cast Iron
Lodge® Cast Iron Care Kit-
Includes seasoning spray, scrub brush, silicone hot handle holder and pan scraper.
- USA MADE
#100-001-931 / $19.99
Extra Large 8"x6". Kit of 2. China.
#100-039-441 / $19.99

D. No Drips = Crispy Waffle Goodness
Make wholesome, crispy-edged, round waffles on the stove, grill or campfire. Makes 7"OD waffles. 5"L iron handle, 14"L overall, 8 lb.
No-Drip Waffle Iron #121-6930 / $29.99
Note: Not for glass top ranges.

E. Grill Seafood to Smoky Perfection
Made for the grill, these cast iron pans will help you create savory, succulent seafood dishes. Pre-seasoned to prevent sticking.
Oyster Grill Pan-Holds 12 oysters, half shell or shucked. Great for mini corn bread, too. Oval 19"W, 10 lb.
#100-016-165 / $39.99
Shrimp Grill Pan-Designed so you can cook shrimp in a marinade without falling through the grill grate. Holds 22 jumbo shrimp, 13¾"Lx6¼"W, 5½ lb.
#100-018-993 / $36.99
Fish Grill Pan-Sear a small fish whole or filets side by side, 18½"Lx7¼"W, 4½ lb.
#100-018-994 / $34.99
Oyster Knife-Shuck oysters with ease. Blunt stainless steel blade helps pry shells open. Overall 6"L.
#100-016-166 / $9.99

F. A Cast Iron Skillet
That’s Tougher and Lighter!
Designed by Proprietor Galen Lehman, it’s diffused with nitrogen, creating a harder-than-common-cast-iron, food-safe finish. All the benefits of cast iron but with a surface that can’t be scratched off or chipped. Stainless steel handle, glass lid. 11"ID, total wt 4½ lb.
Nitrogen Hardened Cast Iron Skillet #100-015-016 / $29.99

G. The Perfect, Portable Grill!
Made by Lodge®, this portable Hibachi-style charcoal grill is just right for chops, steaks, burgers or the day’s catch. Two adjustable heights, rugged cast iron. 19"Lx10½"Wx8¼"H, 32 lb.
- USA MADE
Lodge® Sportsman’s Grill #L4-102 / $119.99

50 Enjoy a fun, relaxing day at out store in Ohio’s Amish Country. Lehmans.com/visit
H. Our Exclusive
Lehman’s Lodge Skillet!
Enjoy all the perks of cast iron cooking with a time-proven design. Made for us by Lodge® and stamped with the Lehman’s logo. 10¼”OD x 1¼”D, 5¼ lb. * USA MADE *
Lehman’s 10” Lodge Skillet #100-015-596 / $19.99

K. Cook Bacon Evenly, No Curling
The weight of the press helps keep bacon flat. Also great for grilling sandwiches, burgers and quesadillas. 8¾”OD, 3 lb.
Cast Iron Bacon Grill Press #051-401 / $19.99

L. Clean Just About Anything
Great for glass-top stoves, cast iron, ceramic, stainless, hardwood floors, even windows. Just use water. Hard resin. 7¼”L and 3¾”L. Canada. Skraptop® Cleaning Tools #115-5520 / $12.99

M. Baste, Mix, Melt Sauces and Food
NEW! Cast iron melting pot retains heat to mix, warm and melt sauces and food. The silicone brush allows you to easily baste as you cook. About 9¾”L x 5¾”W x 3”H, 2 lb.
* USA MADE *
Lodge® Melting Pot with Brush #100-036-324 / $22.99

I. Versatile for Campsite Cuisine
NEW! This 2-piece cast iron set has five cooking configurations, so you can use it for grilling, griddling, sautéing and baking! Generous cooking surfaces: 14 inch grill/griddle, 6.8 quart lid/wok. 29¼ lb.
* USA MADE *
Lodge® Cast Iron Cook-It-All Pan #100-025-085 / $129.90

N. Cast Iron Essentials
Pre-seasoned, non-stick surfaces (soy-based vegetable oil finish), so food won’t stick.
* USA MADE *
Lodge® Wok: 14” OD, 4¼”D, 12 lb. #P14-W3 / $62.95
Lodge® Combo Cooker: 3-qt Dutch oven (3” deep). Shallow skillet serves as lid or griddle (1½” deep). 10¼” OD, 13 lb. #LCC3 / $42.95
Lodge® Chicken Fryer: Size 8, holds 3 qt. 10¼” OD, 3”D, 11 lb. #L8-CF3 / $42.95

O. Cook Fish for a Crowd
NEW! This newly updated cast iron pan is perfect for hosting your own fish fry and is easy to maneuver with its steel side handles. Use indoors or out. Pre-seasoned, holds 9 qt. About 22¾”L x 11¾”W x 3.5”H, 18¼ lb.
* USA MADE *
Lodge® Cast Iron Fish Pan #100-036-321 / $99.99

P. Perfect Fit for the Grill and Oven!
Lodge® round cast iron pans are cleverly made with short handles, so they won’t interfere with your grill or oven. Great for stove and campfire use, too.
* USA MADE *
8” Pan: With handles 11”OD, 2¼”D, 3 lb. #100-014-582 / $17.99

Q. Dry Dishes with Lodge Style
NEW! Perfect for any job in the kitchen: drying dishes, hands, or fresh produce. Cotton, machine washable. 18” x 28”.
Lodge® Skillet Dishtowel: Features charming skillet pattern, sold individually. #100-036-326 / $10.99
Lodge® Dishtowel Pack: Set of 2 includes plaid towel and Lodge logo towel. #100-036-325 / $16.99

J. An Easier Way to Cook with Dutch Ovens
NEW! Effortlessly cook outdoors with up to three small Dutch ovens at the same time! Durable steel table has a work height of 34¼”, so you can work comfortably. Holds up to 220 lb, working surface about 17¼”W x 35½”L.
* USA MADE *
Petromax Dutch Oven Table #100-029-434 / $129.99
Note: Dutch ovens sold separately - see p. 52.
A. Everything You Need for Camp Meals
Space-saving cookware set includes all the necessities for cooking and eating meals around the fire. Includes 1.8 L pot, strainer lid, two 20 fl oz mugs with insulated sleeves, two 20 fl oz bowls, two Sip-It tops, two folding foons, welded sink. Weighs less than 2 lb!
Pinnacle Dualist Camping Cookware
#100-031-366 / $79.99

B. The Best Campfire Meals
Start with Cast Iron
NEW! Petromax Dutch Ovens are perfect for using on an open fire or with charcoal and briquettes. Features three legs for stability, sturdy handle and pre-seasoned surface.
1-Qt Dutch Oven-6”OD, 61⁄4 lb
#100-029-454 / $29.99
3.7-Qt Dutch Oven-10”OD, 171⁄2 lb
#100-029-462 / $59.99
7.9-Qt Dutch Oven-12”OD, 251⁄2 lb
#100-029-466 / $89.99

C. Space-Saving Solutions for the Campsite
Pack smart, pack light with this collapsible camping gear. Easily fits into backpacks!
Collapsible Cup-NEW! Keeps coffee hot, great as a measuring cup too. Holds 17 oz, collapses to 0.7”.
#100-031-379 / $12.99
Collapsible Bowl with Lid-NEW! Keeps food hot while sure-sealing lid prevents spills. Holds 5.9 oz, collapses to 1”.
#100-031-382 / $19.99
Collapsible Solar Lantern-NEW! Gives you 60 lumens on high, recharges by sunlight or the included micro USB cable. Collapses to just over 0.5”, about 5”x5”x4”H.
#100-032-252 / $24.99
Pourover Java Set-NEW! Expanding silicone cone brews fresh coffee anywhere. Collapses to 1” H. Use it on a bottle or pot (you supply). Also includes ceramic coffee grinder, grounds cup, snap-on cover, #4 reusable filter, spoon, and stuff sack.
#100-031-386 / $49.99
Collapsible Pot-NEW! Hard anodized base is built around an incredible, hyper-conducting heatsink which cooks 30% faster and saves 30% more fuel. Includes strainer lid and folding handles, holds 3.2 qt. Collapses to 2.1”H.
#100-031-368 / $64.99

D. Be Emergency Ready
NEW! Gain peace of mind by having these essentials on hand.
Solar Shower-Just fill with water and place it in the sun. Black material absorbs the heat to warm the water inside. Holds 5 gal.
#100-032-847 / $12.99
Pull String Fire Starter-Lights a fire in 5 seconds with any wood in any weather. Just pull the string. Burns for over 30 min on its own, windproof over 200 mph!
#100-033-651 / $22.99
Survival Blanket-Provides all-weather protection by reflecting your own body heat back to you. Windproof and waterproof, great to keep in your car. 60”x83”
#100-032-230 / $24.99

E. Make Campfire Favorites
These handy roasters make fireside cooking easier.
S’more Maker-Make three s’mores at once. Steel basket, 29”L.
#112-2415 / $12.99
Hot Dog/Sausage Roaster-NEW! Roast four hot dogs or sausages at a time.
#100-031-456 / $14.99
Cast Iron Round Pie Iron-Great for sandwiches and pies. Metal handle with wood grips 22”L.
#81-805 / $19.99

F. Bring Cornhole Fun Anywhere You Go
NEW! Travel size cornhole has foldable legs, so it easily fits into your backpack. Solid wood, 12”x6”x1½”, 1½ lb.
Backpack Cornhole
#100-031-362 / $32.99

G. Always Have a Fire
Great for campers! Includes everything you need to cut wood and more: ParaHatchet™, ParaKnife™ 4.0, and a ParaKnife™ 2.0 Multi-Tool knife, flint fire starter, sharpening stone and emergency whistle.
Woodlands Tool Set
#100-032-854 / $59.99

MORE SIZES ARE AVAILABLE AT LEHMANS.COM
L. Fireside Staples for the Cook

Holds 6 racks of ribs with 7 potato skewers on the side. Use on the grill or in the oven. Nickel plated, 15”Lx11”Wx 3 1/8”H.

Rib and Tater Rack #117-8455 / $12.99

K. Use as an Outdoor Fireplace or Wood-Fired Grill

Rustic fire pit gives you a convenient space to enjoy a wood fire right on your patio. Add the swinging grill for cooking. Bottom heat shield, slotted base. Built by Amish craftsmen. Heat-treated, powder-coated base, zinc-coated steel grill. 39 3/4”Hx31”ODx6”D, 54 lb.

USA MADE

Amish-Made Fire Pit Grill #100-032-088 / $375.00

L. Fireside Staples for the Cook

Now you can get that savory, smoky flavor right on your stovetop. Use on low at 200°F or set it up to 400°F to smoke and cook food at the same time. Coated steel body with stainless steel handles and silicone grips. Dishwasher safe, 13 3/4”x9 3/4”x12 1/2”. KitchenQue Stovetop Smoker #100-029-997 / $139.99

M. Smoke Foods Indoors

Now you can get that savory, smoky flavor right on your stovetop. Use on low at 200°F or set it up to 400°F to smoke and cook food at the same time. Coated steel body with stainless steel handles and silicone grips. Dishwasher safe, 13 3/4”x9 3/4”x12 1/2”. KitchenQue Stovetop Smoker #100-029-997 / $139.99

I. Bring Wood-Fired Flavor to Your Backyard

This wood pellet grill gives your meals that savory, smoky taste that only wood-fired can bring. Features Digital Elite Controller. HOA approved, 300 sq in grilling area. 38”Hx35”Wx22”D.

Traeger Bronson 20 Wood-Fired Grill #100-011-516 / $549.00 plus $199 shipping*

*Baked on food. About 3 1/4”x3 1/4”x2 1/4”. (Not Pictured)

Himalayan Salt Plate Scrubber Brush-Nylon bristles gently clean the surface of your salt plate; stainless steel blade removes baked on food. About 3 1/4”x3 1/4”x2 1/4”. (Not Pictured)

#100-030-373 / $9.99

J. Elevated Tools for Less-Mess Grilling

Each tool has an elevated handle that props it up, so your tools and prep area stay clean. Set of 3: spatula, basting brush and tongs. Made with stainless steel.

Kickstand Grilling Tool Set #100-031-453 / $26.99

M. Smoke Foods Indoors

Now you can get that savory, smoky flavor right on your stovetop. Use on low at 200°F or set it up to 400°F to smoke and cook food at the same time. Coated steel body with stainless steel handles and silicone grips. Dishwasher safe, 13 3/4”x9 3/4”x12 1/2”. KitchenQue Stovetop Smoker #100-029-997 / $139.99

H. Grill Helpers for Better Flavors and Better Food

Step up your grilling with tools that help you make all your favorites easier and better.

Tuscan Grill-Use over a fire pit for easier cooking. 196 sq in of cooking space, cast iron. 14”x14”.

#100-030-015 / $59.99

Grilled Cheese Basket-Use on a grill or over an open fire. Holds two sandwiches at once, non-stick coated steel for fast cleanup. About 11”Wx1”Dx5 1/2”H.

#100-030-001 / $16.99

Skewer Express Kabob Loader-Just place your pieces of meat or veggies into the prep station’s channels, close the lid, and slide your stainless steel skewer through the guide holes. Makes six kabobs, station about 8 1/4”Wx12”Dx1 1/4”H.

#100-030-013 / $19.99

Himalayan Salt Plate-Imparts subtle flavor onto food resulting in a milder flavor than when using ground salt. Use for cooking, chilling or serving, 12”x8”x1 1/8”.

#100-030-376 / $42.99

Burger Grilling Basket-Grill and flip four hamburgers at once. Non-stick steel wire, hardwood handle. About 10 3/4”x21”x1 1/4”.

#100-030-375 / $19.99

Bacon Grilling Rack-Holds 4 to 6 strips of bacon and features a well to catch grease. Stainless steel, about 10 3/4”x4 1/4”x 5 1/4”.

#100-030-012 / $24.99

Drumstick and Wing Grilling Rack-For grill or oven, holds up to 8 drumsticks or wings; folds for storage. Stainless steel, when open about 10”x 6 1/4”x 7 1/2”.

#100-030-008 / $16.99

Flat Grilling Skewers-Meat and veggies won’t slip or spin as they do with conventional skewers. Stainless steel, set of 6. 22 1/4”L. (Not Pictured)

#100-030-016 / $19.97

Corn Grilling Basket-Holds four ears of corn. Stainless steel, 6 1/4”x19 1/4”.

#100-030-014 / $19.99

Mini Burger Set-Includes a non-stick mini-burger basket, triple patty press, and a mini-bun cutter for perfectly sized buns. (Not Pictured)

Himalayan Salt Plate Scrubber Brush-Nylon bristles gently clean the surface of your salt plate; stainless steel blade removes baked on food. About 3 1/4”x3 1/4”x2 1/4”. (Not Pictured)

#100-030-373 / $9.99

K. Use as an Outdoor Fireplace or Wood-Fired Grill

Rustic fire pit gives you a convenient space to enjoy a wood fire right on your patio. Add the swinging grill for cooking. Bottom heat shield, slotted base. Built by Amish craftsmen. Heat-treated, powder-coated base, zinc-coated steel grill. 39 3/4”Hx31”ODx6”D, 54 lb.

USA MADE

Amish-Made Fire Pit Grill #100-032-088 / $375.00
**OUTDOOR DÉCOR**

**A. Amish-Made Wind Chimes: A Soothing Melody**
Made by Amish craftsmen who carefully hand tune every chime, they’re a brilliant treat for the eyes and ears with gorgeous colors and a deep, melodious sound. Built to last with poly wood, six powder-coated aluminum chimes and UV-treated polypropylene string.

* USA MADE *
Note: Hanging hardware not included.

**B. Bring Fun to Your Backyard with Whimsical Birdhouses**
NEW! So adorable, these wooden birdhouses are inspired by real homes and buildings but sized just right for birds. Features drainage and easy clean out.

- **Living the Life Birdhouse**—Rustic look with flower boxes and a chair on the front porch. Clapboard siding, green roof, 7”Hx6”Wx6¾”D. #100-035-287 / $32.99
- **Potting Shed Birdhouse**—Decorated on one side with tiny potted plants, the back features a handsome garden trellis. White, 7¾”Hx5¾”Wx5¾”D. #100-035-318 / $44.99
- **Chicken Coop Birdhouse**—Handcrafted, adorned with a tiny ramp and tilted roof. 10”Hx10”Wx8”D. #100-035-289 / $59.99
- **Telephone Booth Birdfeeder**—Whimsical and fully functional! Just slide up the roof, fill it with bird seed and hang it. Holds 1-2 lb of seed, 8¾”Hx6¼”Wx6¼”D. #100-035-850 / $64.99

**C. Simple Elegance is For The Birds**
NEW! Spruce up your backyard with this sleek hummingbird feeder, featuring copper accents and four flower feeding ports. Easy-to-clean glass reservoir holds 12 oz. 6¾”Wx10¼”H.
Copper Hummingbird Feeder #70-0795 / $26.99

**D. These Jars are for the Birds...**
Mason jar feeders add charm to any landscape. Metal base provides feeding ports and circular perch. Hang by handle. 32-oz capacity.

- **Hummingbird Feeder Blue**
- **Hummingbird Feeder Red**
- **Wild Bird Waterer**

**E. A Touch of Backyard Elegance**
NEW! Bring a touch of beauty to your outdoor space with these stylish hummingbird feeders. Easy to fill and clean glass feeders feature four feeding ports. Capacity varies.

- **Vintage-Style Bottle Feeders**
  - Clear 10 oz #70-0565
  - Blue 16 oz #100-024-237
  - Red 16 oz #100-024-240
  - Red 24 oz #100-005-021
  - Green 24 oz #100-005-020
  **YOUR CHOICE** $26.99

- **Other Styles**
  - Clear Starglow Feeder 16 oz #100-021-345 / $26.99
  - Red Daisy Vase Feeder 18 oz #100-024-239 / $26.99

**F. Catching the Breeze**
NEW! Adorn your porch or patio space with this eye-catching, decorative piece. Just fan it out, hang it up and let it twirl in the breeze. Includes hardware. 8¾”Wx11”

- **Wind Spinner**
  - a. Natural—Light beige, pine. #100-036-310 / $17.99
  - b. Spiral—Multi-colored, tie dye spiral design. Maple. #100-036-312 / $26.99
  - c. Beehive—Whimsical painted beehive design. Maple. #100-036-311 / $26.99
d. Apple—Adorable apple design, complete with a signature worm peeking out to say ‘hello’! Maple. #100-036-311 / $26.99

**LET’S BE SOCIAL**
Follow us on Lehmanhardware.com/events

Join us for family fun at our store in Kidron, Ohio! Lehmans.com/events
I. Swing Your Cares Away

Handcrafted by Amish woodworkers, these handsome cypress swings naturally resist rotting and keep wood-boring insects at bay. They weather to a gray; includes enough zinc-plated steel chain to hang from a 9’ ceiling. 500-lb weight limit.

- USA MADE

**4 ft Cypress Swing**
- 4’L, 21 1/2”H, seat 18”D, 68 lb.
- #100-004-925 / $299.99
- plus $25 additional shipping
- Note: Cannot ship Parcel Post. Some assembly required.

**Optional Springs**
- Zinc-plated steel. Set of 2.
- #114-7940 / $24.95

J. Instant Fort, Indoors or Out

Thick, durable cotton with sturdy wooden legs and upholstery tacks. Ages 3+.

- USA MADE

**Cream Teepee Tent**
- 55”H. 7 lb, handmade by the Amish.
- #115-2925 / $119.95

K. Bring the Family Together with Our Newest Outdoor Games

Perfect for barbecues and picnics, our unique backyard games are easy to set up and store with the included carrying case. Durably made for years of outdoor fun!

- Giant Ring Toss
  - Throw the oversized rings onto the posts – the first player to get exactly 15 points wins! Set includes wooden target, frame and posts, 6 tossing rings (10”) and carrying case.
  - #100-023-550 / $49.99

- Ladder Toss
  - Just aim and toss the golf ball bolas onto the double ladders. Set includes 2 wooden frames and ladder rungs, 6 golf ball bolas with anti-tangling ropes, built-in scorekeeper and carrying case.
  - #100-023-548 / $79.99

- Giant Yard Dice
  - Multiple ways to play! Set includes six 3.5” dice and a drawstring carrying bag.
  - #100-023-553 / $39.99

- Kubb Yard Game
  - Premium Set: Toss the dowels underhand and topple your opponents’ Kubb blocks. Set includes 1 king, 6 throwing dowels, 10 knights, 4 wooden stakes and storage bag.
  - #100-023-554 / $49.99

L. Lehman’s Best Wagons: Built to Last!

Better than the one you had as a child, they’re made to really haul! Bed made of 1/2” plywood with a frame of continuous welded steel tubing. Amish made.

- USA MADE

**Small**
- Hauls up to 500 lb, 8” air tires. Bed 16”x36”, 10”H, 45 lb.
- #402-80A / $239.00

**Medium**
- Hauls two children. Hauls up to 850 lb, 10” air tires. Bed 20”x40”, 9 3/4”H, 63 lb.
- #403-50A / $299.00

**Large**
- World’s largest production model – holds 900 lbs! Features a hand-operated brake to slow it down. 13” air tires. Bed 24”x48”, 12”H, 90 lb.
- #401-300A / $379.00

G. Family Fun That’s Made to Last

Our exclusive croquet set includes six Amish-crafted maple mallets, plastic balls and maple caddy.

- USA MADE

**Solid Maple Croquet Set**
- #312-410 / $259.99

H. Tree Swings Are Made to Last

They’re the wooden swings from Grandpa’s childhood: simple, incredibly durable, and fun. Secure them to a tree and have some good old-fashioned fun in the fresh air. Handcrafted exclusively for Lehman’s by a local woodworker. Made of ash wood with a UV-resistant stain. (Rope sold separately.)

- USA MADE

**Round Swing**
- About 2 1/2”Hx11 1/4”OD, 6 lb.
- #100-004-814 / $59.99

**Rectangle Swing**
- About 24 3/4”Lx7 1/4”Wx1 3/4”H, 6 1/4 lb.
- #100-004-815 / $39.99

Complete your swing with manila rope - available at Lehmans.com

L. Lehman’s Exclusive
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  - Premium Set: Toss the dowels underhand and topple your opponents’ Kubb blocks. Set includes 1 king, 6 throwing dowels, 10 knights, 4 wooden stakes and storage bag.
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Feed Your Garden from Your Kitchen

Kitchen scraps make great compost to help your garden grow

A. Odor-Free Compost Pails
Collect coffee grounds and vegetable scraps for composting right in your kitchen. Charcoal filters ensure an odor-free environment.

**Brushed Stainless Steel Compost Pail**
-Holds 1 gal, two installed filters. Stainless handle. 11”H.
#100-015-022 / $39.95

**Bamboo Compost Pail**
-Has a removable plastic liner to prevent leaks. Holds 1 gal, two installed filters. 11”H.
#110-3240 / $39.95

**Ceramic Compost Pails**
-Hold 1 gal. One installed filter. Stainless handle. 10”L.
-Red Ceramic
  #112-4475 / $29.99
-White Ceramic
  #107-3685 / $29.99

**Replacement Filters**
-Ceramic Pail-4 pk.
  #100-003-470 / $12.99
-Bamboo Pail-2 pk.
  #172-454 / $7.99
-Steel Pails-4 pk.
  #122-6450 / $5.95

*Note: Remove filters first before cleaning; hand wash pails only. Filters needs to be replaced at least every 4-6 months.*

**Compost Pail Bags**
-Just place them inside your pail for clean, easy disposal for municipal and commercial composting facilities. Holds about 1½ gal. (50 Bags)
#110-3225 / $12.99

*Note: Use within 12 months of purchase*

B. Collect Compost in Vintage Style
This retro compost bin looks great on the counter, and thanks to its activated charcoal filter (included), there are no foul odors. Powder-coated steel, 7”ODx 8¼”H.

**Vintage-Style Compost Bin**
#100-030-383 / $26.99

**Replacement Filters**
-Set of 4.
#100-030-384 / $9.99

**E. Twist & Lift for Easy Mixing**
An easy way to mix your compost bin! Compost needs oxygen, and this lightweight crank does the job. It has a stainless steel spiral end, so material sticks to it as you lift for thorough mixing. Handcrafted.

**Compost Crank**
-Just crank the handle. About 45½”H.
#100-011-983 / $54.99

**F. Get Better Compost**
Its breathable fabric allows oxygen to pass through for better compost. Holds over 100 gallons (up to 12 cubic feet of compost)! Lightweight and easy to move. About 30”Wx38”H.

**The Compost Sak™**
#100-007-109 / $44.99

C. Freezer Compost Bin: Less Mess, No Odors!
Attach this bin to your kitchen drawer for less mess as you add food scraps. Then put it in the freezer to eliminate odors and flies from invading your kitchen. Flexible silicone for easy emptying. Holds 0.6 gal, about 8¼”x 5¼”x5½”.

**Scrap Collector and Freezer Compost Bin**
#100-030-346 / $19.99

D. Collect More Food Scraps with Bigger Size – Odor Free!
This compost bin holds 1.5 gal, so you can collect more food scraps for composting. Plus, its patented design lets air flow through so it’s odor free. BPA-free recycled plastic and partially recycled steel.

**Fresh Air Compost Bin**
#100-030-344 / $34.99

Want to do more for your garden?
Read how to prep your soil this spring at Lehmans.com/soilprep

Great Gardening Starts with the Soil

Composting is a great way to improve the quality of your soil and give plants the nutrients they need. The best part is you can start collecting scraps for compost right from your kitchen!

Vegetable scraps, fruit peelings, coffee grounds and egg shells are excellent for composting. Just make sure you avoid adding meat, grease and dairy products to your compost pile.

Want to do more for your garden?
Read how to prep your soil this spring at Lehmans.com/soilprep

56 Purposeful solutions for your life
I. Catch and Release Pests Safely
Our traps catch pests no matter how quick or cautious, so you can safely remove and relocate them from your home. Animals don’t hesitate to enter since they can see through the trap until it’s sprung.

**USA MADE**

**Small** — Use for rats, weasels, chipmunks and flying squirrels. 5”x5”x18”, 4 lb.
#11-025 / $39.99

**Medium** — Use for rabbits, minks and large squirrels. 7”x7”x24”, 6 lb.
#21-030 / $45.99

**Large** — Use for raccoons, woodchucks, porcupines, opossum and stray cats. 10”x12”x36”, 15 lb.
#31-045 / $73.99

---

G. Repel Moles with a Simple Breeze
Moles disfigure lawns, kill young plants and eat the gardener’s best friend, the earthworm. The spinning blades of the windmill drive them away by sending vibrations through the ground. More humane than chemicals and poisons. Covers nearly 20,000 square feet. More humane than chemicals and poisons. Covers nearly 20,000 square feet.

**USA MADE**

Mole Chasing Windmill
#90-254 / $39.99

**Note:** For best results, use an eight foot “grounding rod”. If soil is hard or rocky, a shorter rod may be used.

---

H. Safe and Humane Solutions to Keep Rodents Away
Simple, toxin-free solutions are safe for your family and effective for humanely removing rodents before they ravage your home.

**USA MADE**

- **Deodorizing Mouse Repellent Pouches** — Repel mice and absorb mouse odors. Lasts 3–6 months, 4 pk.
#100-014-541 / $16.99

- **Potent Mouse and Rat Repellent Spray** — Peppermint and cinnamon oils deter mice and rats from entering and chewing. 8 fl oz.
#100-014-540 / $16.99

- **Live Critter Catcher** — Great for catching mice, shrews, chipmunks and ground squirrels. 2 pk.
#100-014-542 / $24.99

---

I. Nature’s Soothing Solution to Poison Ivy
Natural jewelweed has been used for generations for itch relief from poison ivy, and for good reason! It has the ability to remove the urushiol, which causes that uncomfortable rash.

**USA MADE**

- **Jewelweed Spray** — Spray on existing rash for soothing relief or to prevent rash after contact. Made with jewelweed-infused witch hazel, 4 oz.
#100-015-980 / $14.99

- **Jewelweed Salve** — Apply to existing rash for soothing itch relief and to help eliminate the rash. Made with jewelweed-infused olive oil, 2 oz.
#100-015-979 / $14.99

- **Jewelweed Anti-Ich Soap** — Just wash with this soap to relieve existing rash or to prevent rash after contact. Made with jewelweed-infused olive oil, 5 oz.
#100-015-978 / $9.99

---

K. Calm the Itch with This Customer Favorite
Our soothing, all-natural soap helps relieve skin from poison ivy and other irritating plants. Handmade of non-GMO ingredients, including oatmeal. Each bar 2.9 oz.

**USA MADE**

Lehman’s Poison Ivy/Oak Relief Soap
One bar #112-9130 / $12.99

- Family Pack: 6 bars. #100-018-411 / $49.99
- Campground Pack: 24 bars. #100-018-412 / $159.99

---

L. Create a Mosquito-Free Zone
Get bright light and mosquito protection with ingenious lantern — a 15’x15’ zone! No open flames or messy sprays, heated mats release repellent into the air. Includes butane cartridge, 3 repellent mats and refill pack. Requires 3 AAA batteries (you supply). 4”ODx6”H.

Bristol Patio Lantern & Repellent Set
#100-017-174 / $49.99

---

M. Protect Your Garden and Yard from Moles
Spring-loaded metal trap goes partially underground to catch and eliminate pesky moles. Just push trap into ground across mole tunnel and set with your foot. 11¾”H, 3 lb.

**USA MADE**

Mole Trap
#100-003-446 / $31.99

---

N. Goodbye Mosquitoes, Hello Light...
Use for comfortable lighting (3 settings: low, medium, high). Or turn on the ultraviolet LED to attract and eliminate mosquitoes. Recharge with its USB port. Hanger handle. 5”H.

Mosquito Killer Lantern
#100-014-840 / $29.95

---

O. Leather Fly Swatter Gives You More Zip
Tough, hand-sewn leather head. 15” wire handle.

**USA MADE**

Lehman’s Leather Fly Swatter
#LFS / $8.99

---

P. Keep Critters Away

- Family Pack: 6 bars. #100-031-104 / $9.99
- Buy 2 or more for $8 each

---

SOLUTIONS FOR OUTDOOR WOES
A. Discover the Beauty of Reclaimed “Mushroom” Wood
Amish craftsmen transform old boards (used in mushroom beds) into handsome, eco-friendly bird and bat shelters. Reclaimed wood is naturally tough, so no staining is needed. Deep, rustic grain texture.

* USA MADE *

Upcycled Bat House: 3½"Lx12½"Wx15½"H. #100-010-971 / $35.99
Rustic Wren House: Metal perch, wire hanger. 10½"Hx8"Wx6½"D. #100-014-672 / $24.99
Small Rustic Birdhouse: Metal perch, wire hanger. 8¼"Hx7½"Wx6½"D. #100-014-673 / $24.99

Note: Handmade, so dimensions may vary; mounting hardware not included.

B. Eliminate Weeds without Chemicals
Nickel-plated steel and brass burner kills weeds right down to their roots and is fired by a standard 14-oz propane tank (not included). No bending, kneeling and pulling. In cold weather, melt dangerous patches of ice. Sturdy, plastic, easy-grip handle. 32"L.

Handheld Weed Torch  #107-1780 / $43.99

Note: For outdoor use only in well ventilated areas.

C. For the Weather Enthusiasts
NEW! Easily install this weather gauge outdoors to measure rain accumulation, indoor and outdoor temperature, wind chill, wind speed, wind direction, and total rainfall. Includes screws for easy mounting. 7"Hx7"Lx1¼"D.

5-in-1 Weather Meter Thermometer  #100-023-473 / $9.99

D. The Crush-Proof Backyard Hose
NEW! Say goodbye to kinked and tangled hoses forever with this lightweight, easy-to-store hose. Can handle high flow and high burst over 600 PSI while remaining flexible and easy to maneuver. Features crush-proof coupling. ½”ODx50’L, 3 lb.

USA MADE

Zero G Garden Hose  #100-024-856 / $49.99

E. A Fun Way to Display the Temperature
NEW! How warm is it?
This lantern-shaped wall thermometer shows you the temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius, anytime. Use indoors or out. Weatherproof, mercury free. 17"x9½"x⅛".

Hurricane Lantern Thermometer  #100-031-363 / $19.99

Simple Tip: Sprinkle plants with cayenne pepper to keep squirrels away.
GARDEN TOOLS
That Are up to the Task!

NEW! Garden Tools That Are up to the Task!

High-quality steel, handcrafted in Holland by a fifth generation family business.

**Dandelion Weeder** - Perfect for popping weeds, especially dandelions. 14"L, head 0.6"W.
#100-017-535 / $24.99

**Forged Small Trowel** - Designer for smaller hands, women’s choice! 11¼"L, head 5½"Lx2¼"W.
#100-017-526 / $26.99

**Forged Transplant Trowel** - Narrow blade fits in tight spots. Ideal for planting bulbs. 13½"L, head 7"Lx2¼"W.
#100-017-527 / $26.99

**Rock N Root Trowel** - Narrow head is perfect for deep digging in confined spaces. 16"L, head 5"Lx1¼"W.
#100-017-532 / $26.99

**Potting Trowel** - Curved blade prevents soil from spilling out. 11"L, head 4¼"Lx4"W.
#100-017-535 / $27.99

**Tulip Trowel** - Works like a trowel, but breaks up soil like a fork — great for clay! 11"L, head 4¼"Lx4"W.
#100-017-533 / $49.99

**Weedpopper** - Its rocker arm gives you leverage to easily pop up weeds. 11¼"Lx2¼"W.
#100-017-537 / $27.99

**3-Tine Cultivator** - Perfect for quick aerating jobs, fits into hard-to-reach places. 11½"L, head 3"Lx3"W.
#100-017-531 / $27.99

**British Style Bulb Planter** - Sharp cutting edge slices through soil. 10½"L, head about 5¼"Lx2¼"W.
#100-035-872 / $59.99

**Branch Hook** - Just pull this tool toward you to reach high branches. Great for trimming and harvesting. 34"L, head about 4½"Lx3½"W.
#100-036-250 / $64.99

**Drop Grip Culti-Weeder** - Cultivate tough soil with one side. Then, cut weeds off at the roots with the other side. 24"L, head 4½"Lx4"W.
#100-036-251 / $79.99

**Maine Garden Hod**

A customer favorite! PVC-coated wire mesh, pine ends with solid oak handle. 18¾"Lx11"Wx6¼"D.
#500-1252 / $52.99

**Gather, Wash and Drain Your Harvest the Simple Way**

H. Quality Garden Tools for Small Hands
NEW! Made to fit small hands, they’re great for children, seniors and gardeners who prefer smaller garden tools. Handmade in Holland with the same quality and sharpness as full-sized tools! Steel with ash handles. Ages 8 and up.

**Junior Planting Trowel** - 9½"L, head 5"Lx2¼"W.
#100-036-252 / $26.99

**Junior Long Handle Shovel** - 39"L, head 8"Lx5"W.
#100-036-253 / $39.99

**Junior Long Handle Hoe** - 37"L, head 5"Lx2"W.
#100-036-254 / $39.99

**Junior Long Handle Leaf Rake** - 38"L, head 8½"Lx5¼"W.
#100-036-261 / $59.99

» LEHMANS.COM » 800.438.5346
A. Easiest Way to Remove Weeds
We worked with local Amish craftsmen to redesign this outstanding cultivator. Five 6½"L angled tines break up clods, let air and moisture in and level planting beds. Flip it over and the slicing bar cuts off weeds just below the surface. Painted steel implements and surfaces. 37"L oak t-handle. 11¾" tilling/weeding width, 13¾ lb.
★ USA MADE ★
Lehman’s Rotary Cultivator #107-2515 / $279.99

B. Produce More Fruits and Vegetables with Less Effort
Our steel broadfork is now easier to use. Its five angled tines are sharper and go through the dirt with less effort. Gives soil the air, water and nutrients it needs, at a deeper level. fiberglass handles 42½"L, tines 10¾"L. 54¼"Hx20"W, 11 lb.
★ USA MADE ★
Steel Broadfork #113-2585 / $129.00

C. Dig Out Deeply Rooted Weeds
Using a push and pull motion, the sharp, serrated edges of the "V" blade helps you to cut down weeds easier than a traditional hoe. Long wooden (ash) handle, hardened steel blade. Overall 62"L, blade 7½"Lx 6½"W, 2¾ lb.
★ USA MADE ★
Push-Pull Hoe #122-8770 / $59.99

D. Resilient Tools You’ll Love
Great for digging, hoeing, cultivating or creating rows. Full-length wooden handles ease the amount of strain on your back.
★ USA MADE ★
a. Furrowing Hoe-54"L #1330-4774 / $49.99
b. Amish-Made Garden Hoe-54"L #AMH6 / $47.99

E. Dig out Tough Weeds
This gardening knife has a sharp tip and serrated concave blade to dig through tough soil and weeds. Features measurements on the blade for planting. Includes leather sheath. 12¼"L.
Hori Hori Gardening Knife #100-003-002 / $29.99

F. Dig Trenches Easily
Perfect for installing and burying conduit, wires, piping or for drainage. Easily adjust depth to 4", 8", 12" or 16". Powder-coated steel with yellow pine handle, 66"L.
★ USA MADE ★
The Blue Viper Conduit/Trenching Shovel #100-023-114 / $99.00

G. The Garden Hoe for Hard-to-Reach Spaces
NEW! Lightweight chopping hoe has a sharpened steel blade to easily tear up soil. Just pull to rid weeds under surface. Ash wood handle, handcrafted in Holland by a fifth generation family business. 12½"L, head 3"W.
Bio Onion Hoe #100-017-547 / $24.99

H. A Weed-Free, Backache-Free Garden
Its four serrated, scissor-like tines intertwine as they turn to easily loosen soil and uproot weeds. No bending or stooping. Aerates soil at a 1½" depth. Carbon steel construction, comfort-grip handle and rust-proof tines. 55"L.
Original Garden Weasel #722-235 / $34.99

I. Root Issues? Cut ‘Em Out
These shovels have sharp serrated “teeth” that cut roots as you dig them out, saving you a lot of hassle. Powder-coated carbon steel.
Mini Root Assassin-32"Lx6"W, 2 lb. #100-014-571 / $49.99
Large Root Assassin-48"Lx6½"W, 4 lb. #100-014-570 / $59.99

J. The Rake that Out-Performs and Outlasts
Our rake is so good you’ll never use a different one. Unbreakable tempered spring steel tines resist permanent bending. 19"Wx15"L. 48"L metal handle.
★ USA MADE ★
Rugged Steel-Tine Rake #912-211 / $39.99

Learn a time-honored skill. We can help!
K. Small-Space Greenhouse
NEW! Create the ideal greenhouse environment for your plants and starters in the comfort of your own backyard. Perfect for beginners and avid gardeners alike. 4 wire grid shelves allow for appropriate air circulation and zippered plastic roll-up door allows for easy access to your plants. Holds up to 85 lb. 27"Wx63"Hx19"D.
4-Shelf Greenhouse #100-004-845 / $49.99

L. The Garden for Patios and Balconies
NEW! This instant raised bed is the perfect solution for those folks with limited yard space. Easy to assemble, it’s made of tough polyethylene with reinforced brass drainage holes around the sides and base. About 39½"L x39½"Wx8"H.
Instant Raised Bed Planter #100-036-264 / $19.99

M. Your Youngster’s First Garden
NEW! Premium fabric raised bed is great for introducing children to gardening. It also can be used as sandpit. Holds about 34 gal of soil, cover included. 31½"Wx9½”Dx6½”H.
My First Garden/Sandpit #100-036-265 / $29.99

O. Steel Garden Beds: Resilient and Easy to Store
NEW! Make gardening simple with these easy-to-assemble garden bed kits! Made from painted galvanized steel, they will not rot, twist or suffer termite damage. Can be disassembled for easy winter storage.
Metal Raised Garden Bed: Holds 11 cu ft of soil. 47"Lx35"Wx12"H.
Beige #100-031-676
Slate Grey #100-031-677
YOUR CHOICE $59.99
Corrugated Steel Raised Garden Bed: Innovative design allows you to combine multiple beds to create a wide variety of shapes to fit your yard (each sold separately). Holds about 8 cu ft of soil. 41½"Lx28½”Wx13½”H.
Beige #100-031-672
Slate Grey #100-031-673
YOUR CHOICE $79.99

N. No Yard Space? Create a Wall Garden!
NEW! This vertical wall garden fits on patios, balconies, even fences. Metal wire hanging frame comes with 12 plastic planters, overall 22"Wx26"H.
Vertical Wall Garden #100-031-678 / $54.99

P. Protect Your Plants from Insects, Pests and Wind
NEW! Ultra-fine mesh barrier allows the sunlight and watering crops need while protecting them from insects and pests. Can also be used to create an effective windbreak. Pack of 2 protects over 26 feet total! 157"Lx27.6"W.
Micromesh Pest and Wind Barrier #100-036-269 / $39.99

Q. Stack it and Grow
NEW! Four, deep planting troughs allow you to grow a wide variety of container veggies and herbs. Tier design saves space. Fabric planters, steel stand. 31½"Wx9½”Dx6½”H.
Vigoroot Balcony Garden #100-036-268 / $129.99

R. Sure-to-Last Garden Beds
NEW! Made of a weather-tough wood and plastic composite material, these garden beds are sure to stand up to the elements. Perfect for growing fresh fruits and vegetables in your own backyard. Gray and brown. 47"Lx32"Wx20"H.
Plastic Composite Raised Garden Beds
Modular #100-031-674 / $139.00
Elevated #100-031-675 / $189.00
HOW DOES your GARDEN GROW?

A. Unique and Tasty: Heirloom Seeds from Seed Saver’s Exchange

Generations-old, non-GMO, non-hybrid varieties handed down from gardener to gardener, they are some of the most unique and tasty types available. Seed Saver’s Exchange is a non-profit, member-supported organization that saves and shares North America’s diverse but endangered heirloom seeds.

* USA MADE *

- German Pink Tomato (50) #112-6475
- Amish Paste Tomato (50) #115-4835
- Amish Snap Pea (100) #112-6415
- Amish Muskmelon* (25) #112-6430
- Bull’s Blood Beet (100) #115-4765
- Bushy Cucumber* (25) #115-4580
- Golden Bantam Sweet Corn* (100) #115-4600
- Danvers Carrot* (250) #121-3715
- Kentucky Wonder Bush Bean (50) #115-5430
- Bull Nose Bell Pepper (Sweet) (50) #112-6570
- Golden Zucchini (25) #112-6455
- French Breakfast Radish* (250) #112-9025
- Seed Savers Lettuce Mixture (250) #112-6405
- Late Flat Dutch Cabbage (50) #112-6370

*USDA Certified Organic
(Number of seeds per packet in parentheses.)

YOUR CHOICE $3.99 per packet
Mix and Match!
Buy 5 or more for $2.99 per packet!

B. These Garden Beds Save Space AND Your Back!

Its cleverly designed with legs, so you don’t have to bend down to your hands and knees! Gives you enough space to grow up to 30 vegetable plants. Has fittings, so you can attach netting and fleece easily to protect crops from frost and pests (you supply). 72.20”x29.92”x31.5”.

Classic VegTrug #100-018-125 / $299.99

C. Grow Easily and Organically with Cedar Garden Beds

Aromatic red cedar is naturally resistant to weather, rot and insects, making these easy-to-assemble garden beds a hardy choice. Also great for organic gardening – no chemical treatment used!

* USA MADE *

- Cedar Raised Garden Bed Kit—Customize this garden bed to almost any size, shape or height you desire. Use one kit for a simple 64”x64” bed (28.4 sq ft of planting space), or buy multiple kits to expand and design. #100-017-619 / $69.99
- Cedar Elevated Garden Bed—Specially designed so you don’t have to bend down to the ground, it’s easier on your back. Almost 3 ft tall! 48”Lx24”Dx32”H, 54 lb. #100-017-620 / $199.99

Note: Some assembly required.

D. Know When to Plant and Harvest

NEW! Just slide our calendar to your area’s expected last frost date and begin your planning! Includes info for 22 common vegetables in North America.

* USA MADE *

- Lehman’s Garden Planner #100-025-099 / $9.99

E. A Raised Bed, Greenhouse and Irrigation System in One!

NEW! Fabric table planter features an integral self-watering system and polyethylene protective cover for easier gardening. Its two deep planting troughs allow you to grow a wide variety of container vegetables. No pipes, tubes or electric required, 31.5”Wx43.4”Hx13”D.

Vigoroot Easy Table Garden #100-036-262 / $99.00

Join our flock and enjoy our latest news! Sign up at Lehmans.com/email
F. Our Most Rugged Reel Mowers
They’re the only reel mowers made for daily use! Hand-tuned by Amish craftsmen and made with 6 sharp, heat-treated blades for a smooth cut. Handle 35”L. 5-year warranty. 18” Cut Mascot Mower-18”W cut, 41 lb. #124-7105 / $359.00 21” Cut Mascot Mower-21”W cut, 50 lb. #450-252 / $395.00

G. Carry Heavy Loads with Ease
Our custom-designed yoke sits across the neck and shoulders, preventing muscle strain. 2 ½” thick poplar yoke is handmade by an Amish craftsman. 30” lengths of ¼” Manila hemp rope end in 3 ½” solid iron hooks. 43 ½”L, 6½ lb.

H. First, Choose Handle: Best Commercially Available “Snath”
Available in the USA only from Lehman’s. Steam bent ash with fitted, hand-carved grips. Made by Mennonite woodworkers to the specifications of scythe expert Peter Vido. 59” Snath-For users up to 5’10” tall. #1221-0200 / $99.99 66” Snath-For users over 5’10” tall. #1221-0100 / $104.99

I. Then, Choose Scythe Blade: Cuts Through Dense Growth
Unique curved point makes blade easier to pull through dense growth. The result of Peter Vido’s cooperation with the Schrofenfux scythe factory in Austria, it has been declared the “Profi” of contemporary scythe blade design. Edge is more ‘ready-to-use’ than has become the claimed norm. 23” #129-9200 / $79.99 25” (65 cm) #129-9205 / $84.99 29½” (75 cm) #129-9210 / $89.99 31½” (80 cm) #129-9215 / $99.99 Note: Blades are similar to but may not be identical to photo. Supplies are limited.

J. Unbeatable Supports Help Your Garden Flourish – USA Made!
Our heavy-duty galvanized steel supports keep plants off the ground, giving your garden more space and delicious results. Easy to store.

K. Safely Remove Grass from Lawn Mower Blades
This scraper’s long handle keeps your fingers away from lawn mower blades, so you can clear grass and debris safely. Helps improve mowing efficiency! About 18¼”L, carbon steel blade 4”W.

L. Remove Weeds and Moss from Pavers and Bricks
Brass-plated carbon steel bristles. 4”Lx1½”W.

Lehman’s
TIME-PROVEN, PEOPLE-POWERED PRODUCTS

Lehman’s
EXCLUSIVE

A Simpler Life is Sustainable
Nothing is more sustainable than people-powered activity and quality tools that can be repaired by their owners. There is a reason these time-proven tools have been around for generations!
NEW FOR YOUR GARDEN
Find over 100 fresh picks at Lehmans.com/newforspring

A. Invite Wrens to Your Backyard
NEW! This swinging nest box is designed to attract house wrens while bringing vibrant beauty to your yard. Can be hung on its galvanized metal chain or fixed to a fence post (you supply). 6½”Hx8¼”Wx6¼”D.
Sunflower Wren Hanging Birdhouse
#100-035-849 / $44.99
See p. 54 for more birdhouses.

B. Carry Your Fresh Harvest, Hands-Free
NEW! Convertible straps allow you to wear the bag as a backpack or over your shoulders, so your hands stay free for picking. Removable watertight liner, weather- and water-resistant waxed canvas. 18”x16½”x5”.
Harvesting & Gathering Bag
#100-039-658 / $65.00

C. Harvest Helper!
Just Gather and Rinse...
NEW! Colander basket allows you to collect, rinse and drain your veggies in the same container. Features legs for freestanding use. Plastic, 22”Lx12”Wx4¾”H.
Colander Trug
#100-039-657 / $39.99

D. Catching the Breeze
NEW! Adorn your porch or patio space with this eye-catching, decorative piece. Just fan it out, hang it up and let it twirl in the breeze. Includes hardware. 8½”Wx11”H.
★ USA MADE ★
Wind Spinner
#100-036-312 / $26.99
#100-036-313 / $26.99
See p. 54 for more wind spinners.